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Westin offers localized running maps, so you can 

take your run outside. It’s just another way 

we help you stay fit when you’re on the road. 

Learn more at westin.com/movewell
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The second I reach dirt, my whole body settles into a big sense of “ahh” and I revel in the crunchy sound underfoot, 

softer landing for my aging-ish bones, an instant feeling of adventure. It’s a little trail that juts out onto a point made 

of lava rock that’s covered in red dust. I enter this trail by ducking through a small opening in an overgrown bush—

maybe a Japanese cedar tree. There’s an easier way, about 40 feet down the path from the pavement, but I prefer 

the ducking—it’s kind of like Alice in Wonderland’s rabbit hole. 

Off shore this time of year, there are almost always whales breaching or blowing, their spray shooting up from the 

big blue ocean like a fountain of fi reworks. Nature. Once I hit these bluff s and explore the wild bushes, smooth 

sandy trails, overlooks and sand caves carved out by the coast wind, all by foot, enjoying the rhythm of a slow 

and adventurous run, I know I’m on vacation. 

“Adventure is out there, always whispering to me, 
calling me forward.”

Start every adventure at the Jeep
®
 Active 

Living Guide, the ultimate resource to 

plan your next getaway and celebrate the 

freedom to explore, whether you’ll wander off  the 

beaten path or fi nd fun in the downtown scene. 

You’ll get leading-edge intel on places, groups and 

trends that connect you to everything you love, and 

discover destinations from the accessible to the epic.

runnersworld.com/active-living-guide

POWERED BY JEEP®

Today, tomorrow and

never saying never.

4x4ever.

©2016 FCA US LLC. All Rights Reserved. Jeep is a registered trademark of FCA US LLC.©2016 FCA US LLC. All Rights Reserved. Jeep is a registered trademark of FCA US LLC.
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What’s 
the best 

part about 
running with 

friends? 
 
•

“Night-before 
text: ‘What time? 
How far? See you 

then!’” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
•

“They hold your 
stuff when you 

gotta go, ensuring 
there’s no chance 
your fuel comes 

into contact with a 
porta-potty.”  

 
 
 
 
 
 
•

“You don’t have to 
outrun the bear, 

you just have 
to outrun your 

buddy.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
•

“Spending half 
of a morning 

run discussing 
what we’re 

going to have for 
breakfast.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
•

“You can 
snotrocket with 

abandon.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
•

“Friends provide 
much-needed 
motivation to 

wash my running 
gear regularly.”

 



MACHINES

DO NOT

LISTEN.

I DO.

Learn more at DoctorsThatDO.org

Before you talk to a doctor, choose one 

trained to listen. Doctors of Osteopathic 

Medicine practice their distinct philosophy 

in every medical specialty. A DO is trained to 

fi rst consider the person within the patient.



RAVE RUN

 

FOR DIRECTIONS, 

RESOURCE INFORMATION, 

AND DOWNLOADABLE 

WALLPAPER IMAGES, VISIT 

RUNNERSWORLD.COM/

RAVERUN.

 SWABIAN ALPS
GERMANY

RUNNER
Stefan Frost

THE EXPERIENCE
Boasting nearly 10 

miles of rocky, steep 

terrain, the Traufgang 

Zollernburg-Panorama  

trail takes visitors  

to a lookout tower  

and vertigo-inducing 

rock outcroppings  

for views of the 

Hohenzollern Castle, 

the foothills of the 

Swabian Alps, and  

 the town of Albstadt. 

“It’s a beautiful place,  

although the trail can 

be slippery, so look 

where you’re running,” 

says Frost. “Come ear-

ly and you’ll have the 

place all to yourself.”

FAST FACT
Hohenzollern Castle 

was built in 1061 as 

home base for Prus-

sian royalty. Take a 

guided tour in English, 

or run the Hohen-

zollern Mountain Run 

5K—it finishes in the 

castle courtyard.

CHILL OUT
Dive into Naturbad 

Albstadt. The man-

made pool construct-

ed of wood and stone 

and filled with lake 

water is über-popular 

with the locals. 

RACE NEARBY
Hohenzollern  
Mountain Run
November 13, 2016

PHOTOGRAPHER
Axel Brunst /  

Tandemstock.com 

, 
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The Nike 
LunarEpic. Listen 
to an audio review 
in Episode 2 of The 

Runner’s World 
Show. 

Mark Parker, a 
runner and shoe 

designer, remains 
closely involved 
in key products 

and has more than 
doubled Nike’s 

revenue as CEO.

Flyknit, a $1 billion franchise, on display in New York City.

THE SWOOSH,  
THEN AND NOW

However you feel about the 
company, there’s no denying its 
formative impact on running, 
both the elite sport and the every-
day fitness activity. “If you have a 
body, you are an athlete.” That’s 
an empowering motto, and the 
ambition of the company’s latest 
products support it.

Recently I’ve been testing 
Nike’s new LunarEpic. With a 
seamless ankle-length Flyknit 
upper and laser-cut midsole 
and outsole, it’s one of the most 
innovative shoes I’ve ever worn. 
In New York, I asked Parker what 
Bowerman, who famously assem-
bled the first nubby-soled run-
ning shoe by pouring liquid rub-
ber into a waffle iron, would have 
thought of it. Parker laughed and 
said, “Bill was a minimalist—the 
less shoe, the better. As far as 
competition goes, he was abso-
lutely right. But we didn’t show 
everything today. The Olympics 
will be quite special, and what 
you’ll see in Rio would make him 
incredibly proud.” Wait, there’s 
more? I asked him to elaborate, 
but he cagily declined. 

Parker, who ran competitively 
at Penn State and used to do sev-
eral marathons a year, deserves 
credit for Nike’s renewed focus 
on its original mission. “We are 
a big company that’s in many  
categories,” he said. “But running 
is our heart.” He joined Nike as 
a shoe designer in 1979, and he 
believes that the most lasting and 
inspiring way into every athlete’s 
heart starts from the ground up. 

Somewhere, Pre is smiling.

DAVID WILLEY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF  @DWilleyRW

In March, we 
hosted our first RW 
Getaway weekend 
at the Westin Hilton 
Head Island Resort 

& Spa. About 90 
women joined 

RW editors and 
Deena Kastor, who 

gave a great talk 
about positivity. 
You can hear it 

on an upcoming 
episode of The 
Runner’s World 
Show podcast. 
For details, see 

runnersworld.com/
audio.

IN MARCH, I was among hundreds 
of journalists from around the 
world who attended a Nike run-
ning summit in New York City 
called Innovation for EveryBody. 
I’ve been to lots of press events 
over the years, but this was on 
another level: an arena-sized 
setting, pulsing lights and music, 
SRO crowd replete with celebri-
ties like Kevin Hart and track 
star Allyson Felix. 

Then there was the array of 
products the company unveiled: 
a self-lacing shoe designed by 
the legendary Tinker Hatfield; 
a preview of the VaporMax, the 
next generation of NikeAir tech-
nology; and the Zoom Superfly 
Flyknit track spikes designed for 
Felix’s distinctive biomechanics 
(she’ll wear them in the Olym-
pics this summer). There were 
also new soccer cleats, basket-
ball shoes, lines of performance 
apparel, and upgrades to the 
Nike+ app. The idea behind it 
all, said Nike CEO Mark Parker,  
is to “serve athletes at every step  
of their athletic lives” and to 
“bridge the gap between elites 
and regular athletes.” The over-
all vibe was that of a moonshot 
that, well, swooshed.

At the time, I had just start-
ed reading a new book by Phil 
Knight, who cofounded Nike in 
1964 with Bill Bowerman, his 

former track coach at the Uni-
versity of Oregon. Shoe Dog is a 
terrific read, in large part because 
it paints such a vivid contrast be-
tween the $30 billion juggernaut 
Nike is today and what it started 
out as: an upstart shoe importer 
kept afloat by diehard running 
geeks selling product out of the 
trunks of their cars. There are 
several larger-than-life charac-
ters in the Nike origin story, none 
bigger than Steve Prefontaine, 
who ran at U of O a few years af-
ter Knight did. Our excerpt from  
Shoe Dog (“Pre & Me,” page 70) 
explains how that stubborn, 
gifted frontrunner became one 
of Nike’s first celebrity endorsers 
as well as its North Star. The way 
Pre ran the 1500-meter final at 
the 1972 Olympic Trials on his 
home track in Eugene, and the 
way the crowd reacted to his epic 
effort, inspired Knight. “I knew 
that race...would forever be part 
of me, and I vowed it would also 
be part of Nike,” Knight writes. 
“In our coming battles…we’d be 
like Pre. We’d compete as if our 
lives depended on it.”

This win-at-all-costs ethic may 
explain why Nike’s rise to domi-
nance—it commands 40 percent 
of the $52 billion global athletic 
footwear market; Adidas is sec-
ond with 18 percent—has been 
inspiring and polarizing. There 
have been controversial labor 
practices overseas; criticism of 
the 23-year, $460 million spon-
sorship of USA Track & Field that 
gives Nike ownership of Team 
USA uniforms; and allegations of 
doping at the Nike Oregon Proj-
ect, run by Alberto Salazar (who 
has denied the allegations). There 
has also been a perceived lack of 
focus on core running at the com-
pany over the years, which may 
account for why Brooks, not Nike, 
is currently No. 1 at specialty run-
ning stores in the U.S.



EVERY RUN
 HAS A SWEET SIDE

SportBeans.com

Sport Beans® Energizing Jelly Beans® are clinically proven to improve 

sports performance. Each of the 11 delicious varieties is loaded with 

carbs for fuel, electrolytes to maintain fl uid balance as well as vitamins 

to optimize energy release and protect cells from damage. Also try 

Sport Beans® Extreme Energizing Jelly Beans® with 50mg caffeine. It’s 

serious sports nutrition, only from Jelly Belly.

Sports Nutrition Jelly Belly® Style.
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THE LOOP

Send comments to letters@runnersworld 

.com. If your letter is published, you’ll 

receive an RW T-shirt. 

RUNNER’S WORLD reserves the right to 

edit readers’ submissions. All readers’ 

submissions become the sole property of 

RUNNER’S WORLD and may be published in any 

medium and for any use worldwide.

THE PODCASTS

Let us really get inside your 

head. Subscribe to both our 

new podcasts on iTunes. For 

more info, check out runners

world.com/audio, and send 

along ideas for future episodes 

at rwaudio@rodale.com.

THE INBOX

THANKS, MILES
I got great advice from Ask 

Miles (April) on what to do 

when a funeral procession 

appears during a run. The 

other day, one came my way; 

I stopped and took off my hat, 

and the policeman leading the 

motorcade called out, “Thank 

you, sir.” It was a good moment 

to remember there’s more to life 

than myself and my runs. 

GEOFF HOLMES,  DAYTON,  OHIO

BARE TRUTH
In regards to “Naked Raced 

the Strangers” (May), it’s a sad 

day when I feel I can’t take my 

8-year-old daughter to what 

should be a fun event. If people 

want to run around naked, they 

should go to a nudist beach.

ROBERT SEDLAR,  VIA  EMAIL

L ASTING IMPRESSION
After reading “A Rungry Crowd” 

(Human Race, August 2015), I 

pitched a similar idea to the hos-

pital where I work. On March 

19, we hosted Klickitat Valley 

Health’s 1st Annual Dash ’n Dine! 

My dream was to get 50 partic-

ipants, as we’re so rural, but 124 

people signed up to run! We are 

already planning for year two. 

Thank you for your inspiration.

PAULA RILEY,  VIA  EMAIL

Kita broke a 
Guinness World 

Record for fastest 
female marathoner 

dressed as a fast 
food item (3:57:49) 

at the Marine 
Corps Marathon. 
She wrote about 
the experience in 

our April issue.

Each episode 
focuses on a single 

story that goes 
deep into the lives 
of runners and the 
world of running. 

THE TOUR GUIDE

Looking for some-

where new to run 

this summer? Check 

out our Active Living 

Guide to plan your 

running, cycling, and 

hiking adventures. Go 

to runnersworld.com/

activeliving. 

Every week, you’ll 
hear exclusive 

interviews, 
originally reported 
stories, news, and 

expert advice. 
We’ll take you out 
on a few runs, too, 
and go behind the 
scenes at RW HQ.  

THE REUNION

Senior Editor Meghan 

Kita recently met 

fellow race-costume 

aficionado Phil Pinti at 

our offices. The duo 

last met at the 2015 

Marine Corps Mara-

thon, Kita as a hot dog 

and Pinti as Macho 

Man. Pinti drove three 

hours to get his April 

issue signed by Kita. 

“When I first ran into 

Meghan at MCM, she 

sorta blew me off; she 

was in the zone,” he 

says. “It meant a lot 

to run into her, pun 

intended, again.”

www.holabirdsports.com
@holabirdsports

Get off on the right foot
with new shoes from
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I had a close call 

with a Canada 

goose. Unlike a 

dog, it didn’t back 

down when I told it 

to go home. 

—@PamBedeRD

A giant snapping 

turtle on mile 18—

we were afraid we 

wouldn’t be able 

to outrun it at that 

point of fatigue! 

—@Mona_Eadeh

I had a barn owl 

dive bomb me sev-

eral times. When 

I realized what it 

was, I screamed 

like a little girl.

—@erinmcdougall

Gila monster!!! 

—@TPigorsh

All-night run, 

headlight lights up 

ONE BIG eyeball! 

It thankfully was 

a cow, and not 

a dinosaur like I

thought!

—@TheRunGroup

Face-to-face with a 

moose on the trail 

of the Anchorage 

Marathon.

—@marcella 

arringt

Based on 11,677 responses to an online poll 

THE STAT

Shirt or no shirt in summer?

THE QUESTION

WHAT’S YOUR SCARIEST 
ANIMAL ENCOUNTER?

THE COVER

The key to running in tight forma-

tion, without tripping? Butt kicks, 

says Todd Zino, co-captain of The 

Republic Run Club. During the cov-

er shoot, the group joked that form 

drills, done before all their speed 

sessions, prevented any bloopers. 

“It was challenging to run that 

close together,” Zino says. “But 

we all know each other, and we 

do drills in close proximity, which 

made the shoot easier to handle.”

Read about one 
marathoner’s 

run-in with a very 
(very) big bird on 

page 103.

Find more running 
inspired mugs, T-shirts, 

cards, and more at 
sarahmarie

designstudio.com.

19% 81%

THE MOVEMENT

When we reposted this Instagram 

photo of Sarah FitzPatrick Clancy’s 

coffee mug emblazoned with her 

morning routine, the image got 

the most comments ever on our 

feed. The New York City–based 

artist came up with the design after 

executing that most universal of 

prerace rituals. “It’s something you 

don’t talk to regular friends about, 

but it’s so true and resonates with 

running friends,” she says. 

TM
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50TH ANNIVERSARY

Annie Pilson,  
Wilmington, DE, 48, 
above, at the 1997 
Boston Marathon.
“My dad was a 
marathoner, and he 
started getting Run-
ner’s World when it 
first came out. He 
turned his lifetime 
subscription over 
to me when I was in 
college. Back then, 
I’d meet a friend 
every day to run 
for an hour. The 
only performance 
apparel I remember 
having is a pair of 
tights. We did not 
have jog bras in 
college. How crazy 
is that? We ran in a 
regular bra!”

LIFETIME 
SUBSCRIBER

Van Cortlandt Park 

6-mile course. 

NOW Cool running 

gear leans on tradi-

tion. Tracksmith’s 

Van Cortlandt 

singlet ($65) was 

inspired by the 

late 1800s Cornell 

track team. Bonus: 

The Van Cortlandt 

shorts ($60) are 

’60s-style length. 

SWEET SUITS 
● 1970s In our No-

vember 1974  

TRACK CHIC 
● 1960s Fifty years 

ago, all you needed 

to run (besides 

shoes) was a singlet 

and shorts. Indeed, 

every issue of 

our predecessor 

Distance Running 
News shows run-

ners thus attired. 

Terry Harrison’s 

simple kit (shown 

above from our 

January 1969 

issue) led him  

to victory on the 

issue, the Athletic  

Department adver-

tised a “ridiculously  

low-priced” nylon  

sportsuit for $13.95. 

It was what mob-

sters might call a 

“leisure suit,” but 

what we now refer 

to as a tracksuit. 

NOW Did you know 

this is the year of 

the tracksuit? It 

seems designers 

are capitalizing on 

our demand for 

stylish, comfortable 

clothes. This Tory 

Sport women’s 

tracksuit retails  

for $300. 

A SHOE THING
● 1980s This ad 

from July 1980 

claimed the New 

Balance 420 was 

the most protec-

tive training shoe 

ever made. 

NOW We’ve been 

wearing our run- 

ning shoes to work 

for years. But 

with this modern 

facelift, today’s 

NB 420s look 

office-appropriate, 

and you can prob-

ably still put some 

miles on ’em.

TEED UP
● 1980s Marathoner 

Nancy Ditz wore 

our “I Love Running” 

shirt on our Sep-

tember 1987 cover. 

Readers could buy 

one for $6.95 to, 

as we said in an ad, 

tell the world they 

loved running.   

NOW As part of our 

50th anniversary 

celebration, we’ve 

updated the classic 

tee. Get yours for 

$25 at shop.runners 

world.com.

BRIGHT & TIGHT 
● 1990s For those 

who refuse to 

blend in, the ’90s—

and its patterns—

were a golden age. 

These Canari tights 

from our March 

1993 issue came  

in zigzag, floral, 

and animal. 

NOW Patterns are 

back! Runners have 

tossed black tights 

aside in favor of the 

eye-catchers that 

made the ’90s so 

rad. Our cover run-

ner from January/ 

February 2016 

rocked a winter 

style from the Gap.  

WE’VE NOTICED something familiar about shoe and 
apparel trends this year, and we’re sure you 
have, too. Everything that was old in running 
fashion is new again. Sure, the fabrics have 
changed, but the designs have come full circle. 
There’s an influx of items that once graced the 
track but are now made for the runway. We’re 
pleased these retro looks are in the mainstream, 
but we know one thing for sure: They still look 
best on runners in action on tracks, trails, and 
roads around town. —ALI NOLAN 

KICKIN’ IT  
OLD SCHOOL 

1969 1974 1980 1987 1993



Credit approval required. Redeem miles for travel on any airline based on actual ticket price at time of purchase. 

Offered by Capital One Bank (USA), N.A. © 2016 Capital One

With Venture
®

 from Capital One, you earn UNLIMITED double  
miles on EVERY purchase. Then you can use your miles and book  

ANY fl ight on ANY airline at ANY time.

NOW BOARDING

EVERY DAY.

EVERY FLIGHT, EVERY AIRLINE



vw.com Simulated image. *Driver Assistance features are not substitutes for attentive driving. See Owner’s Manual for further details and important limitations. ©2015 Volkswagen of America, Inc.

Just because you don’t see it, 
doesn’t mean it isn’t there.

Introducing the newly redesigned Volkswagen Passat with Blind Spot Monitor, one 

of seven available Driver Assistance features.* Passat. Where family happens.
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“Showing people 
that running 
is cool and not 
a chore was 
the goal,” says 
Matthew Green 
(center).

When Matthew “Mars” 

Green turned 26, he threw 

himself a birthday party 

and invited his closest 

friends—and anyone 

else who’d like to run. “I 

wanted to do something 

different than go out to 

the club,” says Green, a 

graphic designer who lives 

in Washington, D.C. “So I 

thought, How about I host 

a midnight run?” Via social 

media and word of mouth, 

Green and his buddies 

encouraged people to join 

him for his free Midnight on 

Mars 5K on May 24, 2013. 

They marked the route with 

glow-in-the-dark chalk and 

coordinated a postrun toast 

at a local bar. About 100 

 CAPITAL 
GAINS

A D.C. running crew builds  
connections on and off the streets.

SOCIAL
MOVEMENT
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NEWS, TRENDS, and REGULAR RUNNERS doing AMAZING THINGS
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sandwiched between 

a prerace party be-

ginning at 8 p.m. and 

a postrace party that 

wraps at midnight 

(go to districtrunning 

collective.com for 

more information). 

Beyond that signature 

event, DRC has built 

partnerships with  

other community 

groups to help mem-

bers become more 

engaged with their 

city. Last year, DRC’s 

RunGreen 5K raised 

money for a new 

urban garden in D.C.’s 

Ward 8, which DRC 

members then helped 

build. This year, the 

group is also teaming 

up with Mayor Muriel 

Bowser’s office to 

host workouts in 

parks around the city. 

“We have opened 

a whole new network 

for people in D.C.,” 

runners showed 

up for the celebratory 

sweat fest.

“A lot of people who 

came out said, ‘I’m not 

a runner, I just wanted 

to join you guys 

because it sounded 

like fun,’ ” says Green, 

who started running 

in late 2012. “I think a 

lot of people have a 

misconception about 

running. They think 

it’s always really hard 

and that to join a club 

you have to be a really 

serious runner.”

GOING GLOBAL

DRC is part of a worldwide run crew.

When two running-club leaders—one in 

New York City, the other in London— 

noticed young, urban, social- media-savvy 

groups forming around the world, they 

thought it would be cool to find a way to 

unite them. In 2012, five groups traveled to 

run the Berlin Half Marathon, and also to 

explore the town and exchange ideas. To-

day, Bridge the Gap serves as an umbrella 

organization for more than 150 interna-

tional running crews (including the District 

Running Collective). They meet up at road 

races, where the host-city group coordi-

nates shakeout runs and postrace parties, 

and even offers up their couches. Bridge 

the Gap purposely has no formal website or 

public race calendar. Follow their adven-

tures using #bridgethegap on Instagram.

as 100 DRC members 

gather midweek at 

the Colony Club, a 

hybrid coffee bar in 

the Columbia Heights 

neighborhood. They 

split up into three 

different pace groups 

and cover about four 

miles before returning 

to mingle over drinks. 

Sometimes a smaller 

(but growing) group 

meets up for Saturday 

long runs. Many DRC 

members travel to run 

races together (see 

“Going Global,” right).

On the home front, 

Green makes a point 

of changing up the 

routes every week to 

inspire curiosity about 

the city. Sometimes 

Above, left, and 
below: DRC aims 
to give locals a fun 
way to interact— 
“an alternative 
to typical dry 
networking events,” 
says founder 
Matthew Green. 

Green says. “It’s a 

network promoting 

health and fitness, 

goal-setting, com-

munity, travel,  

and surpassing  

perceived limits in 

their daily lives.” 

—NICK WELDON

That sentiment gave 

Green the impetus to 

form the District Run-

ning Collective (DRC), 

which aims to capture 

the same all-comers 

spirit and playful vibe 

of his birthday run. 

“It’s really social and 

about running togeth-

er,” he says. “It’s less 

about training for this 

race, hitting this time. 

We’re not a stuffy 

running club; we’re a 

community, a family.”

Green’s crew  

started with about  

10 runners meeting up 

on Wednesday eve-

nings. Today, as many 

the group will stop 

at a local site, like 

Capitol Hill or R.F.K. 

Memorial Stadium. 

But the group itself 

also attracts curios-

ity. “People see 50 

people running down 

the street and say, 

‘Who are you guys?’ ” 

he says. “We’ll yell at 

people running alone, 

‘Hey, come run with 

us!’ and they’ll often 

join in.”

Green’s birth day 

run is now an   

annual tradition  

that’s evolved into  

quite an affair: 

The 3.1-miler is 
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HOME FREE
An elite runner is inspired by  

his late marathoner brother to find  
his own passion—in an RV.

lege years—a 1:02 

half in 2010 and a 

2:16 marathon in 

2012—but then 

he needed foot 

surgery, which 

sidelined him 

for nearly a year. 

Leading up to 

the trials, he was 

balancing work 

(he does market-

ing for a lithium- 

battery company 

and Santa Ana 

College) with 85- 

to 90-mile training 

weeks. He plans 

to keep at the elite 

running life—and 

the van life—as 

long as he can.

Lolita affords 

him freedom, of 

course. He can 

decamp to Flag-

staff, Arizona, for 

a week of altitude 

training or wake 

up to a sunrise in 

a variety of SoCal 

beach towns. But 

he’s also quick 

to articulate the 

sensibility of his 

good enough for 

34th. “I intention-

ally didn’t push it 

in the first half,” 

he says. “Given 

what happened to 

Ryan at the trials, 

it was an absolute 

inflexible goal of 

mine to finish.”

He is refer-

ring to his older 

brother Ryan, 

who collapsed 

and died at mile 

5.5 of the 2008 

Olympic Mara-

thon Trials in New 

York City. He was 

just 28. “I’m not 

religious, but I 

feel his presence 

when I run,” says 

Stephan, who is 

the youngest of 

the eight Shay 

siblings. “Part of 

the reason I love 

running so much 

is how it connects 

me to Ryan.” 

The younger 

Shay threw down 

some impressive 

PRs in his postcol-

Stephan Shay is 

in the driver’s seat. 

Reclining, actual-

ly. He’s behind the 

wheel of a 19- foot 

RV that he lovingly 

and obsessively 

restored. He calls 

it Lolita—the 

name painted on 

the back of the 

van when he got 

it. “It was kind of 

classy,” he says 

and laughs. 

Shay, 30, 

bought his 1966 

Clark Cortez for 

$5,100 in 2014 

and gutted the 

shag-carpeted 

interior. Now 

there is a lustrous 

wood-laminate 

floor, a custom- 

upholstered 

couch, and refin-

ished cabinets. 

He offered 

RW a tour while 

parked in Hun-

tington Beach, 

California, a few 

weeks after the 

U.S. Olympic 

Marathon Trials. 

On that sweltering 

February Saturday 

in Los Angeles, 

Shay ran 2:23:46, 

Shay had the 
exterior of his 
1966 RV painted 
an avocado color 
to amplify the 
midcentury vibe.

Stephan Shay runs through  

this issue’s HR logo.RH
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PHOTOGRAPHS BY CAYLE CHRISTIAN

lifestyle—the 

way he’s saving 

money, produc-

ing little trash, 

and otherwise 

maintaining a low 

carbon footprint. 

“I knew I wanted 

a change, but the 

idea of living in a 

van initially scared 

the hell out me,” 

he says. “What 

has surprised 

me is how it has 

brought out a 

more creative side 

of myself.” 

The RV renova-

tion started out as 

a personal passion 

project, but it has 

ignited entrepre-

neurial dreams for 

Shay. He recently 

bought a 1966 

Ford Econoline 

Supervan and 

took possession 

of a workshop 

space for a 

new business 

he’s launched 

called Epoch 

Restorations and 

Adventures that 

focuses on reno-

vating and selling 

classic vans. “I 

have high hopes 

that this can 

be my next big 

thing,” he says.

As he sits with 

his feet on the 

console, Shay 

describes how 

his brother’s life 

and death have 

shaped his own 

choices. “Ryan 

was driven and 

always had a plan, 

and that rubbed 

off on me,” he 

says. “The way he 

passed away also 

taught me that I 

shouldn’t wait to 

find out what I 

want to do in life.” 

—PETER FLAX

The small 
refrigerator is big 

enough to hold 
such essentials as a 
six-pack. He cooks 

oatmeal or quinoa in 
the RV and sometimes 
buys meals to go from 

Whole Foods.

Shay keeps many 
small personal items 

in a vintage metal 
cabinet near the back 

door, where a Post-It note 
reminds him to slather 
on sunscreen before 

heading out.

Shay has a small 
shrine to his 
brother, with 

a photo of him 
winning the 2003 

U.S. Marathon 
Championships 

and a postcard of 
a bridge in NYC’s 
Central Park, not 
far from where 

Ryan collapsed in 
November 2007.

Shay’s overflowing 
shoe rack is one of the 
few signs of clutter in 

the camper.

Though Shay 
often takes 

showers at his 
gym, he wash-
es off after a 

long run with a 
shower wand 

in his camper’s 
tiny bathroom.
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RUNNER BY THE NUMBERS

BECCA PIZZI
36, BELMONT, MASSACHUSETTS

In January, Pizzi became the first American woman to complete the World 

Marathon Challenge (WMC)—running a marathon on all seven continents in 

just seven days. Pizzi’s 23,000 miles of air travel took her from a chilly start in 

Antarctica to a hot finish in Australia. In a challenge some would call crazy, 

Pizzi saw opportunity. “I thought, this is my chance to make history,” says the 

ice-cream shop manager and mom who recruited three sponsors to cover her 

travel costs (totaling $36,000). “This is my chance to inspire as many people 

as I can and represent my country.” —KELLEY STUMP
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)PR (she’s run 52 total) 

FASTEST MARATHON IN 
HER SERIES (MIAMI)

SLOWEST MARATHON IN 
THE SERIES (DUBAI)

TOTAL HOURS SPENT RUNNING DURING THE WMC

6,6572 THREE

3:41

4:14
Temperature in 

Sydney, Australia, 

at the finish

Hours between 

the Madrid and 

Morocco events 

(the shortest gap)

MILES AWAY SHE WAS 
WHEN SHE SKYPED

WITH HER 8-YEAR-OLD
DAUGHTER’S CLASS. 

TAYLOR GOT TO BE 
“PRINCIPAL FOR A 

DAY” AND ANNOUNCE 
MOM’S FINISH OVER THE 
SCHOOL’S P.A. SYSTEM. 

Years spent managing 

Moozy’s Ice Cream 

Shop. The store is 

naming a flavor 

after her. “It’ll be 

something with seven 

different candies, 

or my two favorite 

flavors—cookie 

dough and Oreo.”

MILE AT WHICH SHE TORE 
HER GROIN, IN DUBAI 

(NO. 6). “I WAS IN SUCH 
PAIN. A STEWARDESS 

ICED ME WHILE I SLEPT. 
SHE WAS SO DETER-

MINED TO HELP ME. I’LL 
NEVER FORGET THAT.”

Temperature 

in Antarctica at 

the start

twelve

3:26 77°F

°

TWENTY-SEVEN

RH

HIT 
YOUR 

STRIDE

From VeloPress, publisher of the 

best-selling guides to power meters 

for cycling and triathlon.

Available in bookstores, run shops, 

and online from velopress.com/power.

Power is here.
Don’t get left behind.

RUN WITH POWER  is the groundbreaking 

guide to power meters that you’ve been waiting for. 

Unlock incredibly powerful data: your key numbers, 

your power zones, your effi ciency factor. Train and 

race with power zones with guidance from coach 

Jim Vance. RUN WITH POWER sets the standard for 

a whole new way to train.
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BACK STORY

BERNARD LAGAT
41, TUCSON, ARIZONA 

The four-time Olympian was named 2015’s USATF  
Masters Athlete of the Year after taking down seven 
masters world records, in distances ranging from the 

1500 to the 10K. In July at the U.S. Olympic Track Trials, 
he’ll aim to make his fifth Olympic team. —NICK WELDON

IT’S JUST A NUMBER...
“I’ve thought a little 
about the fact that I’m 
41. But I haven’t felt like 
it’s slowed me down.”

…EXCEPT WHEN  
IT ISN’T
“When I’m playing with 
my kids, they want to 
be on their knees all the 
time, crawling around, 
and after a while I’m 
like, ‘Okay, I’ve gotta 
stand up and stretch my 
back.’ I’m like, ‘Where is 
this coming from?’”

HOMESICK
“The kids are in school 
and can’t travel with 
me as much. I miss out 
on things I won’t get 
back. They know I’m 
doing a job, but it’s a 
challenge.”

WHAT’S IN A NAME?
“I was born in Kenya 
and named Kipchirchir. 
My college roommate 
called me ‘Kip,’ and 
it stuck. When I go to 
Starbucks, they put ‘Kip’ 
on my latte. Bernard is 
the name of a childhood 
friend of my father’s; it 
was given to me at my 
baptism.”

ROLE MODEL
“Haile Gebrselassie—
watching him win the 
10K at the 2000 Olym-
pics was an emotional 
experience. He’s so 
humble; he’s someone  
I want to emulate.”

TUNED IN
“I watch a lot of news 
and read Time and 
Newsweek while 
traveling. I like to 
know politics 
and everything 
going on in the 
world.”

UNWINDING
“Music relax-
es me. With 
Rhapsody radio, 
I stream African 
music from my 
childhood. And I lis-
tened to a lot of Amer-
ican music in the ’90s, 
so Michael Jackson 
and Tupac Shakur are 
always on my playlist.”

ROLLER GUY
“Sometimes before a 
training session. I’ll sit 
down and foam roll,  
especially my back—
that feels so good.”

INSPIRATION
“After I won silver in the 
1500 at the 2004 Olym-
pics, I called my mother 
in Kenya and she told 
me, ‘You didn’t get gold 
today, but you will the 
next time.’ I still want to 
win a gold for her.”

ALWAYS A RUNNER
“I’m going to keep 
running as long as I 
can because I love it so 
much. At 50, at 60, I’m 
still going to be doing 
it, for fun and for my 
good health.”

FOODIE

WELL FED
“Gladys, my 

wife, is a regis-

tered dietitian. 

We eat well and 

mostly cook at 

home. When 

I’m home, we 

eat something 

different almost 

daily—always 

lots of vegeta-

bles. One of my 

favorite meals is 

her baked pasta 

with salmon or 

chicken. Oh, 

man, it’s like 

you’re in Sicily.”

HIS ORDER
“If we’re eating 

out, it’s sushi or 

a good steak.”

DRINK UP
“We have a 

juicer and use 

it a lot. Fresh-

squeezed juice 

makes you  

feel healthier  

immediately. 

Even mentally 

you’re just like, 

‘Yes, I just feel 

better now.’”



ILLUSTRATION BY DANIEL GUIDERA

RUNNING MATES 
Midday runs with my wife are short and slow—and some  

of the best “quality” mileage I’ve ever logged.

a 30-minute joyride. In second gear. 
This preoccupation with pace, I re-

alize now, didn’t leave much room for 
other thoughts. It crowded out things 
like small talk, joking around—the 
stuff that accompanied every other 
run I did with friends.

I can’t explain why or how, exactly,  
but over the past year or so a few 
things have changed:

1. Sarah has asked me more fre-
quently to join her on her runs.

2. I’ve found myself saying “yes” 
way more often.

3. My focus during these runs has 
done a complete 180. I don’t pay at-
tention to our pace at all anymore. I 
pay attention to Sarah.

As a result, I’ve realized something: 
I really love my wife.

Shocking, right?
It is. For me, anyway. I’ve always 

loved Sarah, of course. I married her, 
didn’t I? (Inside joke.) It’s one thing to 
know that you love somebody, how-
ever, and quite another to feel it—to 
suddenly “see” it the way that certain 
animals can detect ultraviolet light. 
This is the gift that these runs have 
given me. Extrasensory clarity.

It gets better. 
During our runs together I’ve real-

ized that not only do I love my wife—I 
like her, too. This woman that I share 
a life with, the mother of our chil-
dren, is cool. She’s funny and smart 
and kind. I like spending time with 
her. Not despite her quirks—as when 
she’ll check her watch near the end 
of a run and announce, “I’m going to 

go for five more seconds, 
then stop”—but because 
of them. 

I am truly and sincerely 
happy, it occurs to me, to 
be with Sarah. She is my 
best friend.

Did I mention that she 
also carries cash and a 
credit card in a waist pack 

every time she runs? Even if I’m with 
her, and we’re just running around 
our neighborhood? “Just in case,”  
she explains. I love that, too.

M
y wife and I do it once or twice a week. Maybe that doesn’t 
sound like much. But it’s more than we used to do it, which 
was almost never—and, honestly, it’s about as often as our 
busy schedules allow. With two small kids, it’s 
tough. Lucky for us, we both work from home, so 
we can sneak off in the middle of a weekday and 
no one’s around to wonder how we got so flushed 
and sweaty. ¶ We haven’t always run together. 
In fact, for most of our eight-year relationship 
I did my own thing—running with colleagues, 
training for marathons, and so on—while Sarah 
did hers, heading out a few times a week for a few 

miles at a time. I ran fast, relatively speaking; she was slower. Running 
was a big part of my identity; for Sarah it was just one of several things she did to stay 
in shape. We were both runners, but in circles that didn’t really overlap. ¶ On the 
handful of occasions that we would run together, mostly I remember noticing how…
slow...we...were...going and aching to go faster. To me it was like hopping in the car for 

 
Married to a 
runner? 
Share your story of wedded 
bliss (or woe) on Twitter 
using #RWHitched
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Remy’s World
BY MARK REMY



STAY INSPIRED EARN REWARDS

Download the MyNB app and start earning. 

www.newbalance.com

OUR PINNACLE 

IN CUSHIONING 

Designed directly from 
the data of runners like you. 



I suppose all of this is less a rev-
elation than a rediscovery. It’s funny 
how, over enough time, even people in 
strong relationships can forget these 
fundamentals, or take them for grant-
ed. Eventually they just blend into the 
background, like picture frames hung 
up for so long the sun has stenciled 
their outlines onto the wall.

These runs have reminded me of 
something else, too—just how much of 
an escape running can be. Like most 
married couples—especially those 
with young children—Sarah and I lead 
fairly hectic lives. It’s difficult to find 
time to really talk, in the same way I 
imagine it’s difficult to find time to 
play chess in a rugby scrum.

Running is a magic portal away 
from all of that. It mutes the back-
ground noise and provides a literal 
change of scenery, almost instantly. 
Moments after we break from a walk 

into a jog and then a run, the stress 
and the chaos recede. And then it’s 
just Mark and Sarah, husband and 
wife, side by side and close enough 
to hold hands. 

It’s strange, feeling as if you’re 
“catching up” with someone you live 
and work with. But that’s what our 
runs feel like. They’ve become our 
time to reconnect. We talk about the 
usual mundane stuff—kids’ birthday 
parties, errands we need to run, what 
we should do for dinner that night—
as well as heavier things like work, 
family issues, even politics.

This is what we do in lieu of “date 
nights,” I guess. (Though we will fi-
nally start scheduling those, really, 
any day now.) When you’re married, 
dates with your spouse can seem 
contrived and laden with expecta-
tions. My runs with Sarah are spon-
taneous and low-stakes. Because, 

It’s strange, feeling as if 
you’re “catching up” with 

someone you live and  
work with. But that’s what 

our runs feel like.
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RH SEEKING A VENT SESSION
RUN BUDDY Holden Caulfield from The 

Catcher in the Rye, by J.D. Salinger

“Whether I have an 18-mile training run 

planned or a quick three-mile loop, the 

beginning of any run is always the hard-

est. Knowing that this is just part of my 

process helps. So does complaining, a 

lot. For this, I’d pick Holden Caulfield 

because he would so not be bothered 

by my incessant complaining.”

SEEKING A BADASS
RUN BUDDY Katniss Everdeen from The 

Hunger Games, by Suzanne Collins

“Sometimes I need to be encouraged 

to move outside my comfort zone. I

need a running partner who is tough 

and strong, one for whom there are no 

obstacles. The choice here is clear: Kat-

niss Everdeen. She saved her sister, her 

people, and the fate of mankind. And 

she was a brave badass the entire time.”

SEEKING AN OPTIMIST
RUN BUDDY Auden West from Along for 

the Ride, by Sarah Dessen

“Things can turn bleak when I’m 

pounding the pavement. When doubt 

is creeping in, I’d want to have Auden 

West with me. Auden is an optimist. It’s 

precisely because her optimism is so 

genuinely hard-won that I know she’d 

help me find a prick of light even in the 

longest, darkest runner’s tunnel.”

SEEKING INSPIRATION
RUN BUDDY Wylie Lang from The Outliers, 

by me! Kimberly McCreight

“On the days my predawn alarm feels 

like a sick joke, I need a running partner 

to inspire me, like my own Wylie Lang. 

Wylie overcomes huge obstacles, 

courageously facing her fears to race 

off into the unknown and to try to save 

her best friend. If she can do that, I can 

haul my butt out of bed.”   

RUN IT BY ME

BOOK 
IT

Author and runner 
Kimberly 

McCreight picks 
novel running 

partners.

SEEKING A WISEASS
RUN BUDDY Cath Avery from Fangirl, 

by Rainbow Rowell

“Runs have their ups and downs. ‘This 

too shall pass’ is my motto, but humor 

can also go a long way. For these times, 

I’d want Cath Avery by my side. Cath 

wouldn’t be cracking annoying jokes, 

though. She’d help me view life through 

her sly, smart-funny lens—just the thing 

to get through the gnarliest wall.”

For New York 
Times best-

selling author Kimberly 

McCreight, running 

and writing go well 

together. “Many of the 

lessons I’ve learned 

from running—how to 

develop endurance, the 

importance of having 

faith in the process, 

and the necessity 

of learning patience 

with yourself—I apply 

in my writing,” says 

McCreight, whose 

acclaimed Recon-

structing Amelia will be 

adapted into an HBO

film produced by Nicole 

Kidman. McCreight, a 

mother of two who logs 

her miles early in Brook-

lyn, ran the New York 

City Marathon in 1998 

and in 2015. Her latest 

work, The Outliers, the 

first in a teen trilogy, 

hits bookstores in May; 

its film rights have been 

acquired by Lionsgate. 

Here, McCreight picks 

young-adult characters 

whose company she’d 

appreciate on the road. 

—CHRISTINE YU
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THE INTERSECTION
Where running and culture collide

Runners at 

the Qingyuan 

Marathon in 

China need 

treatment after 

mistaking grape-

scented soap 

bars for energy 

bars. 

Mark Remy is a Runner’s World writer at large. For 
more, go to runnersworld.com/remysworld.

hey, they’re just runs. 
Actually, I think that’s why our 

runs together have been so meaning-
ful for me—because I never expected 
or intended them to be so.

Behold the power of running. 

On one of our first dates, after I’d 
cooked her dinner, Sarah joined me 
in the kitchen to help wash the dishes. 
I tried to shoo her away, since she was 
my guest. But she persisted.

“Helping with the dishes is good,” 
she told me, picking up a towel. “It’s 
companionate.”

Companionate. I’d never heard 
that word before, never knew that 
companion had an adjectival form. 
“Having the manner of companions; 

specifically: harmoniously or suitably 
accompanying.” That’s companionate.

If there was any single moment 
when I officially and fully fell for  
Sarah, it was that one. Standing there, 
washing and drying dishes together, 
just chatting. Side by side and close 
enough to hold hands. It’s funny now 
to think that eight years later we’d be 
married, with two small children who 
would have us loading and emptying 
our dishwasher twice a day. 

I still love that word, by the way. 
Companionate. It’s what running has 
become for us.  

“Do you want to run with me?”
Sarah asked me this again, as I was 

writing this column. It wasn’t nearly 
finished—not even close—and it was 
due the next morning. No way could 
I spare the time.

I thought about it. Looked at Sarah. 
And I gave her my answer.

“I do.” 

I think that’s why our runs 
together have been so 

meaningful for me— 
because I never expected 
or intended them to be so.

Actor and 

comedian Eddie 

Izzard runs 27 

marathons in 

27 days across 

South Africa as a 

tribute to Nelson 

Mandela. 

Evanna Lynch, 

who played 

Luna Lovegood 

in the Harry 

Potter films, runs 

the NYC Half 

Marathon in 1:55.

NBC plans to 

increase coverage 

of the U.S. 

Olympic Track & 

Field Trials to 16.5 

hours vs. 13 hours 

in 2012.

Sprinter Sanya 

Richards-Ross and 

decathlete Ashton 

Eaton model 

Italian designer 

Riccardo Tisci’s 

performance 

apparel for Nike.

Shannon 

Rowbury and 

Amy Cragg 

help the First 

Lady kick off 

the first-ever 

fun run at the 

White House 

Easter Egg 

Roll.

 David Letterman, 

running in 

St. Barts, is 

clearly enjoying 

retirement—and 

freedom from 

shaving.

 What’s for 

dinner? The 

Onion has a 

suggestion...

 Taylor Swift wipes out on a 

treadmill while rapping along to 

Drake and Future’s “Jumpman.”

 Ben Affleck and 

Matt Damon 

launch a reality 

show, The Runner, 

with contestants 

racing toward “an 

undisclosed city” 

while trying to 

avoid detection.

 Mo Farah gets 

slimed as part of the 

Nickelodeon Kids’ 

Choice Awards.

 A New 

Zealand 

sports survey 

reveals 

interest in 

running has 

grown 2.7% in 

the past year 

while rugby—

the national 

pastime—is 

down .9%.

 Beyonce unveils an 

athleisure-line ad 

that mentions her 

running as a kid: “I 

remember wanting 

to stop but I would 

push myself to keep 

going.” 
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ZAC MARION 
BEFORE 240 LB. (ABOVE) 
TODAY 150 LB. (BELOW, 
IN UTAH)

GOING ON 
OFFENSE

A former football player loses 90 pounds and 
uncovers a talent for long distances.

age group. Eleven 

months later, he ran a 

half marathon in 1:37.

Within a year of his 

running start, Marion 

had dropped 90 

pounds and rein-

vented himself as an 

endurance athlete. 

He worked his way 

up to 50-milers, then 

100-milers. In 2014, he 

won two 100-milers 

(Bryce Canyon and 

Ouray) just seven 

weeks apart. “I’ve 

found so much emo-

tional strength through 

the 100-mile distance,” 

says Marion, 30, who 

will run the Bryce Can-

yon 100-miler June 17.

Today, his life 

revolves around his 

newfound passion: 

He’s coaching athletes 

and working toward 

getting a Ph.D. in 

physical therapy at 

the University of Utah. 

“Being a runner is a 

key ingredient in the 

recipe of what makes 

me who I am,” he says. 

“Running has made 

me respect the human 

body and what it’s 

capable of achieving. 

I want to help others 

discover that and reach 

their goals.” 

—LARA ROSENBAUM

As a high school 
football player, 

Zac Marion was fast, 

though he didn’t run 

very far. The defensive 

lineman never ran 

more than 10 yards 

at a time. Injuries put 

him on the sidelines in 

college, and then after 

graduating, he took a 

desk job as a sales rep. 

But he ate as if he were 

still active. “At work, I 

constantly snacked on 

treats,” he says. “And 

I’d go out on weekends 

and overeat.”

By 2009, Marion 

was 240 pounds—not 

obese for someone  

6 feet tall, but still, he 

didn’t feel healthy. “I 

remember carrying 

groceries up two 

flights of stairs, and  

I was completely out 

of breath,” he says. “I 

needed a change.”

Marion started 

jogging to a stop sign 

a half-mile from his 

apartment in Salt 

Lake City. He also 

reduced his portion 

sizes. Within a few 

months, Marion was 

comfortably running a 

four-mile loop. A friend 

persuaded him to try a 

sprint triathlon, where 

he placed first in his 

PLAYBOOK

Marion credits his 
weight loss and 
running success  
to small, manage-
able changes.

EAT LESS

“Portion control 
can be simple. I 

started by eating 
four pizza slices 
instead of six. 
And I stopped 
eating what was 
leftover on my 
wife’s plate.”

MAKE SMART SWAPS

“I traded regular 
soda for diet soda, 
and fries for side 
salads. I also tried 
to make better 
decisions. I’d eat 
whole-grain bread 
instead of white, 
for example.”

FIND BALANCE

“I love milkshakes. 
And if I get one, 
I’ll probably get 
a burger and 
fries, too. But 
when I do, I’ll 
balance out 
the rest of my 
day with lots 
of healthy 
stuff.”

SET GOALS

“The stop sign 
provided a tangi-
ble distance goal. 

It made it easy 
to measure and 
see progress. 

Keep running 
to more 

stop signs 
or traffic 
lights. 
Know that 

the first three or 
four months are 
hard for everyone. 
But once you 
pass that mark, 
everything feels 
so much better.”

I RAN
IT OFF!



ILLUSTRATION BY LEO ESPINOSA

RUNNIN’ DOWN A DREAM
In diligent pursuit of the runner’s high

O
nce, on a winter afternoon in 2014—during the era when I first 
tried and ultimately failed to become a runner—a magical thing 
happened. I was on a straightaway on the track in Van Cortlandt 
Park in the Bronx when, having persevered through my exhaus-
tion and chill and the sensation of falling forward, I 
forgot myself and spaced out to the music in my ear-
buds. Near that frantic end of “Message in a Bottle,” 
by The Police—“Sending out an SOS, sending out an 
SOS, I hope that someone gets my, I hope that some-
one gets my”—I stopped feeling my body. I was freed 
from the world and its petty tethers. ¶ This Magical 
Thing I felt was, I gather now, the phenomenon known 

as “runner’s high.” I’d been warned that this cresting of the peak took 
much lead-legged staggering before it materialized, and I felt like I’d 
triumphed. I finished that song and another began—The Clash’s “Train 
in Vain”—and the elation continued. It felt like it might continue indefinitely. But I 
decided I was unwilling to push my luck, and decelerated to a walk. It wasn’t going 
to get better than that, right? I mean, I wasn’t really a runner, I didn’t look like one 
or act like one, so feeling like one was obviously a fluke. I moseyed around the track 

for a minute, then went home. I ran 
maybe six times after that, and never 
once felt that feeling again.

What can we learn from this? First, 
that one’s choice of running music 
matters. Beats per minute (BPM) of 
“Message in a Bottle”: 150. “Train in 
Vain”: 124. Those songs, I’ve recently 
discovered, help establish premium 
momentum without being so fast that 
I die (hello “Rock Lobster,” which 
clocks in at a heart-exploding 180). 
Pretty much anything between 120 
and 150 works well for me, tempo-
wise. By comparison, “The Long 
and Winding Road” is 76; thematic 
appropriateness aside, don’t plan on 
running to that unless you’re reen-
acting Chariots of Fire.

“But wait, back up,” I hear you 
saying—“You’re running now? Like, 
you’re done whining and wallowing 
in apprehension, and now you’re ac-
tually lifting your feet in a mostly 
rhythmic fashion?!” Yes! Roughly 
every other day for several months 
now, I’m proud to say. I feel bone-
tired during the act, and my chest 
burns the entire time—in other 
words, running temporarily turns 
me into a 19th-century consumptive—
but moving is steadily getting easier. 
I get home from work, put on my 
sausage-casing pants, try not to think 
about how I’m sacrificing a half 
hour of Hulu-on-the-couch time (30 
minutes is as long as I can run, and 
that’s with two one-minute walk 
breaks), and feel really good about 

myself afterward. 
I  do not ,  however, 

feel The Magical Thing 
(TMT) on these runs.

I’m wondering when I 
will. I’m wondering if I 
will. And I’m worrying 
that, if I do manage to 
get lucky and feel TMT 
again, I’ll grind my gait to 
a halt the moment it hits. 

Why did I do that, that time in 
the park in 2014? Why didn’t I see 
where the elation would go, and 
ride it all the way to—what? Is 

Catch up with 
our Newbie! 
Join a #ChatRW Twitter
chat in May. Check out
@RunnersWorld for 
more info.
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The Newbie Chronicles
BY KATHRYN ARNOLD
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WHAT’S NEXT

With a new double-wishbone rear suspension and a lower center  

of gravity, the 2016 Prius is making getaways even more thrilling.



there some runner’s Valhalla, a 
state of sustained euphoria in which 
every footfall feels like stomping 
marshmallows? Could be; I wouldn’t 
know. I bailed the second the magic 
magicked me. 

I think I know why. If running were 
tolerable, even euphoric, for me, all 
the stuff I believed back then about 
myself—that I was fat and slow, unco-
ordinated and unathletic, and a weak-
ling besides—would demand reexam-
ination, and good lord, who has the 
wherewithal for that? Also, if I failed, 
I got to go back to the couch. Flagel-
lating myself on said couch for being 
a slob and a quitter wasn’t exactly 
fun, but it seemed more appealing 

than committing to a life of sustained 
effort and indefinite chest pains. Not 
so much these days, though. Perhaps 
I’ve turned a corner, hit some devel-
opmental milestone, finally grown 
up. Whatever you want to call it, my 
thinking has shifted: Sustained effort 
is now much easier to swallow than 
a steady diet of self-inflicted insults. 
Who knew?

And so now I run. I’m running af-
ter that glorious Police moment, that 
TMT vibe, hoping it will enrapture 
me once again. (Actually, Sting lives 
several blocks away—maybe if I see 
him walking his dog, as I did once, I’ll 
collapse from an endorphin overdose.) 
I’m not just waiting for it to land, ei-
ther. I’m going out to get it, and when 
I do, I’m hanging on. It’s been a long 
and winding road, to be sure, but this 
train hasn’t been running in vain. 

If running were tolerable, 
all the stuff I believed 
about myself would  

demand reexamination, 
and good lord, who has the 

wherewithal for that?
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I have a running buddy 
who seems to attract 
drama in her life that I 
don’t want to be a part 
of. How do I keep her 
as a training parter but 
taper our nonrunning 
relationship? 

—Sara H., Chicago

Some of us are able to keep 
work friends distinct from 
“real life” friends, and 
running friends apart from 
both, etc. But it’s tricky. 
Friendships are messy and 
complicated, because 

people are messy and 
complicated. I suppose you 
could simply decline her 
offers to socialize beyond 
your runs. But have you 
tried asking her about this 
“drama” during your runs? 
Getting her to talk about 
these issues just might  
help her resolve them.  
That would be healthy for 
both of you—and for your 
friendship.

I like to light up 
a cigar at mile 12 
of my half mara-
thons and smoke 
as I finish. Some-
times people yell 
at me. I’ve never 
read a policy 
against this; don’t 
I have a right? 

—George S., Dallas

George, the contrarian 

part of me chuckles at this 

and applauds your spirit. 

The ordinary human being 

part of me, however, says, 

“You’ve got to be joking.” 

A right to smoke a cigar? 

In a road race? Sorry, no. 

To paraphrase the old say-

ing, your right to smoke a 

cigar during a half mara-

thon ends where my nose 

begins. As for the lack of 

a policy against this: I’m 

guessing most races don’t 

explicitly prohibit spitting 

in your fellow runners’  

faces, either. Doesn’t 

mean it’s okay to do it. 

Save the cigar for later.

Have a question for Miles?  
Email askmiles@
runnersworld.com and follow 
@askmiles on Twitter.

Who’s the most famous person you’ve seen on a run?
 Kurt Russell. Even looks great drenched in sweat. @thedutchfist

  Oprah cheering at Chicago Marathon. @JakeHoichi

  Ran almost the entire 2015 NYC Marathon next to Ethan 

Hawke! @sooyoungvdm

  Prince Charles walking across the street while in Cardiff, 

Wales. @The_Real_MLC

MILES ASKS

ASK MILES
He’s been around the block a few times— 

and he’s got answers.

RH

Kathryn Arnold is a writer in New York City. She’s the  
author of the novel Bright Before Us (2011) and is 
currently stoking her TMT quest with Jackson Browne 
and Kendrick Lamar. 
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STRENGTH 
IN NUMBERS
“Running today?” Nearly every morning 
at Runner’s World, emails fly among 
staffers coordinating lunchtime 
workouts. Town loop for an easy 
five? Off-road at South Mountain 
Preserve? Maybe 10th Street hills? Or 
if it’s Wednesday, we have the option 
of doing intervals, coached by Budd 
Coates, a four-time Olympic Marathon 
Trials qualifier and the senior director 
of employee fitness at Rodale (RW’s 
corporate parent). Pushing the pace 
together once a week keeps us honest 
and motivated. Those who often come 
out include (from top) Meghan Kita, 
Robert Reese, Erin Benner, Brian Dalek, 
Jeff Dengate, and Heather Irvine. And 
yes, we do realize how lucky we are. 
For more on the history of interval 
workouts, see page 46.
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RW staffers  
hit the local high-

school track in 
Emmaus, PA.
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Learn to 
maintain a 

challenging pace 
by working up 

to twice-weekly 
tempo runs.

THE SWEET SPOT
Are you running too little or too much? Find a 
balance to achieve your goals and stay healthy.

By Lisa Marshall

YOU’VE HEARD THE WARNINGS: 
Run too much and 

you’ll get hurt. But 

according to a new 

editorial in the British 

Journal of Sports Med-

icine, this dogma may 

not tell the whole story. 

The authors looked at 

injury patterns in sever-

al sports and conclud-

ed that undertraining 

puts athletes at just as 

much risk as overdoing 

it, while training hard 

can ultimately serve 

as a “vaccine” against 

injury. “Yes, overtrain-

ing can cause injuries,” 

says lead author Tim 

Gabbett, Ph.D., a 

sport scientist with 

Australian Catholic 

University. “But if you 

progressively find your 

way to higher training 

loads, it can actually 

protect you.”

Boston-based coach 

and founder/CEO of 

RunnersConnect  

Jeff Gaudette says 

he often sees runners 

struggling to find the 

“sweet spot” between 

undertraining and 

overtraining: “Begin-

ners ramp up too fast,” 

he says, “whereas 

experienced runners 

are so scared of over-

training they often fail 

to get to a level they 

can probably handle.” 

Here’s how to achieve 

the perfect balance of 

workouts, depending 

on your primary goal.
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Want to get 
slim? Run before 

breakfast to 
prompt your body 

to burn fat.

MIDRUN  
FIZZLES  
If you attempt 
a faster-than- 
usual pace, you 
likely won’t 
have developed 
the fast-twitch 
muscles and the 
anaerobic ca-
pacity required 
to hold it.

UNTAPPED 
POTENTIAL
Without the fit-
ness and mental 
toughness that 
come with a 
higher training 
load, your race 
results may con-
vince you that 
achievable goals 
are out of reach.

RACE-DAY 
INJURIES
You may reach 
the starting line, 
but not the fin-
ish—Gabbett’s 
research found 
undertrained 
athletes were 
more likely to 
get hurt during 
competition.

LESS THAN 
IDEAL
Overtrain and 
you may get 
hurt and burn 
out. But what 
happens when 
you don’t do 
enough? 

than muscles and 

joints, so while you 

may feel ready to 

sprint around the track 

tomorrow, your legs 

will protest. Start with 

hillwork, which chal-

lenges you without  

the impact of faster, 

flatter running: Find 

a hill with a six- to 

seven-percent grade. 

Once a week, run 

uphill at about 5K 

effort for 20 seconds, 

walk down, and repeat 

six to eight times. On 

your second week of 

hill training, throw in 

some strides on other 

days: At the end of two 

short- or medium- 

length runs, add three 

or four 20-second 

pickups with brief 

rests in between. After 

three to five weeks, 

swap your hill workout 

for a track workout: 

For example, try 600 

meters at goal 5K 

pace, then 400 meters 

slightly faster, then 200 

meters slightly faster. 

Jog 90 seconds to two 

minutes between each. 

Repeat two or three 

times, resting three 

minutes between sets.

THE SWEET SPOT Build up 

to two or three days 

of postrun strides 

and one hill or track 

workout weekly. If 

endurance is also a 

goal, keep your pace 

at the track consistent, 

but add sets and keep 

train primarily for half 

marathons, and 30 

if your focus is full 

marathons. Each week 

should include a long, 

slow run of at least 90 

minutes. Once you’re 

comfortable with the 

volume, change one 

easy run each week to 

a tempo run. Maintain 

for four weeks, then 

change another. One 

should be continuous 

(like a four-miler at 

half-marathon pace) 

and the other a “cruise 

interval” (4 × 1 mile at 

10K pace, walking or 

jogging 60 to 90 sec-

onds in between).

GOAL: SPEED

The heart and lungs 

adapt faster to training 

GOAL: ENDURANCE

Study after study 

shows that increasing 

weekly mileage too 

fast boosts injury rates. 

Gaudette recommends 

adding two to five 

miles per week for 

three weeks, backing 

down to your week 1  

load on the fourth 

week to recover, then 

picking up where you 

left off in week 3. As 

you build mileage, 

watch for signs of over-

training like irritability, 

insomnia, and fatigue.

THE SWEET SPOT First, 

work up to your ideal 

weekly volume—the 

more mileage your 

schedule allows, the 

better, but aim for at 

least 20 miles if you 

rests in between brief. 

If speed is your top 

priority, do the same 

number of repeats but 

slightly increase pace 

as well as length of re-

covery. Don’t push too 

hard, though, or you 

could get hurt: Finish 

every interval session 

feeling like you could 

have done one more 

repeat. Long-term, 

consistent, moderate 

speed workouts will 

trump a few weeks of 

gut-busters.

GOAL: WEIGHT LOSS

Runners who want to 

lose body fat are likely 

eating too much for 

the amount they’re 

running, says sports nu-

tritionist Kim Mueller, 

M.S., R.D. However, 

eating too little can 

knock metabolism into 

fat-storing “survival 

mode.” So be realistic: 

A runner burns about 

two-thirds of his or her 

body weight in calories 

per mile. Often, adding 

running and keeping 

calorie intake the same 

can lead to gradual 

weight loss, but if you 

cut calories, don’t 

surpass a 500-calorie 

deficit daily.

THE SWEET SPOT To break 

through a weight-loss 

plateau, mix things up. 

Once a week, go for a 

conversational-pace 

run of less than an hour 

before breakfast to 

prompt your carb-

starved body to burn 

fat. Twice a week, do 

higher-intensity work, 

which burns more 

calories and prompts a 

higher after-burn. Try 

this: After a 15-minute 

warmup, run a minute 

at faster-than-5K-pace, 

jog a minute, and re-

peat nine times. 
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JOIN OUR ONLINE TRAINING PROGRAM FOR BEGINNERS AT 

RUNNERSWORLD.COM/THESTARTINGLINE.

It can be intimidating to step off the treadmill and into 
the unpredictable world. Inside the gym, you’ll find 
like-minded people who value exercise as much as 

you do. Outside you get fresh air, natural beauty—and occa-
sionally a less-than-positive interaction with folks (or critters) 
who are not as cheerful as you. Here’s how to deal with these 
challenges so you can continue on your great adventures.

You Asked Me
Jeff answers 
your questions.

I feel awkward when 
I see other runners—
am I supposed to 
wave or what?

It’s nice to acknowl-

edge fellow runners 

however you feel 

comfortable. Smile, 

nod, wave, or say 

hello. Most people will 

return your greeting.

How can I plan a safe, 
pleasant route in an 
unfamiliar area?

If you’re running from 

a hotel or a rental 

property, ask the front 

desk or the owner for 

recommendations. 

Otherwise, stake out 

your surroundings on 

a drive. Look for quiet 

(but not desolate) 

roads with sidewalks 

or wide shoulders, or  

parks with plenty  

of pedestrian traffic. 

If you can’t find 

anywhere you feel 

comfortable, stick to 

the treadmill.

THE EXCUSE 
I’m afraid  
people might 
laugh at me if  
I run outside.

BEAT IT
Most bystanders 

respect the dedication 

and positive spirit 

of runners. Don’t let 

an imagined and 

improbable reaction 

of someone you will 

probably never meet 

stop you.

KEEP CALM, RUN ON!
How to deal with nasty bystanders, drivers, and canines

HECKLERS
Somehow, there are still 

people who think shout-

ing “Run, Forrest, run!” at 

passing runners is clever. 

Whether you hear that or 

something crueler midrun, 

the best response is none at 

all. (Unless, of course, you 

feel threatened. Then, get 

to a safe place and call the 

authorities.) Hecklers are 

fairly uncommon—if you 

often encounter them on a 

particular route, consider 

rerouting to avoid where 

they congregate.

AGGRESSIVE DRIVERS
While you want to avoid en-

gaging a heckler, you really 

want to avoid engaging an 

angry person in a two-ton 

vehicle. Most drivers will 

leave you alone if you obey 

the rules of the road—that 

is, by running against traffic 

and on sidewalks when 

they’re available. If a driver 

shouts or honks at you, try 

not to react, and find a safe 

area. Avoid busy or narrow 

roads whenever possible.

DOGS
Dogs instinctively want to 

chase, so if you see a pup 

off-leash, slow to a walk or 

stop moving. If the dog is 

running at you or barking, 

stay calm, stand tall, and 

say, “STOP.” That should be 

enough to get most dogs to 

retreat. If the animal contin-

ues coming after you, pick 

up a rock and hold both 

arms in the air. Throw the 

rock if needed as you ease 

out of the dog’s domain. 
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The choice is yours, and it’s simple.
Why enjoy just a slice of an apple when you can have the whole thing?

b

The same goes for car insurance. Why go with a company that offers just a low price when GEICO could 

save you hundreds and give you so much more? You could enjoy satisfying professional service, 24/7, from 
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Most training plans suggest mixing runs of various 
lengths and speeds, with a shift in focus—from 
endurance to speed, typically—as you get closer to 

a goal race. This approach, “periodization,” is the subject 
of an ongoing study by Stephen Seiler, a researcher at the 
University of Agder and the Norwegian Olympic Federa-
tion. Last fall, he presented initial results comparing three 
different styles of periodization for endurance athletes. 

WINNING STRATEGY 
Periodization mimics the demands of your goal race.

FOR MORE FROM ALEX, VISIT  

RUNNERSWORLD.COM/SWEATSCIENCE.

four weeks of shorter, 

faster workouts (4 × 4:00). 

They were told to hold the 

hardest pace they could for 

each, so as the repetitions 

got shorter, the pace picked 

up. These athletes showed 

the most improvement 

between the 40-minute  

time trial they performed  

at the start of the study  

of 40 minutes? The goal 

of periodization is to shift 

toward training that mimics 

the demands of your goal 

race, so progressing from 

speed to endurance—the 

next most effective method 

tested in the study—makes 

sense for longer events like 

the marathon.

In a four-month reverse 

buildup, you still focus on 

mileage and tempos the 

first month. But then you 

dive into shorter, faster 

workouts like 6 × 800 

meters with 2:30 rest, 

lengthening the reps and 

shortening the rest over the 

next two months. Hit your 

highest mileage and longest 

marathon-pace workouts 

four to six weeks before the 

race, then sustain that until 

backing off by 20 to 40 per-

cent for a two-week taper.

THE HYBRID APPROACH
Combining speed and en-

durance in any given week 

fared worst in the study, 

but it may be the best 

choice for frequent racers. 

It worked for Australian 

5,000-meter great Craig 

Mottram, who once said 

that he was never more 

than six weeks away from 

being in sub-13:00 shape.

To try a hybrid approach, 

mix in long and short repe-

titions with varying recover-

ies, hills, tempo efforts, and 

long runs. When it’s time to 

compete, shift the focus to 

race-pace workouts for a 

few weeks and dial back the 

mileage by 10 to 15 percent 

before a one- to two-week 

taper. Then get back to the 

routine—but plan a couple 

of weeks of downtime once 

a year to recharge. 

and the one they performed 

at the end.

To apply these principles 

to a four-month 5K buildup,  

you might start with a 

month of high mileage and 

weekly tempo runs, with a 

few postrun strides to ease 

the transition to faster train-

ing. Then spend a month 

focusing on hills and long 

interval workouts with short 

rest (4 × 2,000 meters), then 

a month of medium-length 

workouts (6 × 800 meters), 

then a few weeks of speed-

work (12 × 400 meters) and 

a final taper. The mileage 

decreases steadily after the 

first month.

SPEED TO ENDURANCE
What if the cyclists in 

Seiler’s study had done a 

three-hour time trial instead 

ENDURANCE TO SPEED
The best results in Seiler’s 

study, albeit by a narrow 

margin, came from the 

traditional endurance-to- 

speed periodization. The 

cyclists in the study started 

by mixing long workouts  

(4 × 16:00) into their training; 

then four weeks of medium 

workouts (4 × 8:00); then 

At his peak, 
Australian 

5,000-meter star 
Craig Mottram 

mixed endurance 
and speed workouts 

into each week.
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BETWEEN THE LINES
How to handle the weeks after a spring  

finish to set yourself up for a fast fall
By Caitlin Carlson

FINISH A BIG RACE? Congrats! If you have another significant 

event planned for fall, you’re probably wondering how 

to spend the coming weeks. Your best bet is to craft a 

maintenance plan with just enough running (and rest), 

says New York City–based coach Elizabeth Corkum. 

Here’s how to determine what that means for you.

essary depending on the 
time you have between 
cycles. Add weekly long 
runs (of 25 to 30 percent 
of your weekly mileage)  
after three or four 
weeks of shorter runs.

HOW FAST  
SHOULD YOU RUN?

Keep it relatively low- 
intensity for the most 
part. “Easy miles help 
you mentally recover 
while still increasing 
running economy, im-
proving muscle, tendon, 
and bone strength, and 
amping aerobic capaci-
ty,” says Corkum. Once 
you’ve logged three to 
four weeks of consistent 
easy running, you can 
add five to 10 flat or 
uphill strides during or 
after three runs each 
week. “Strides provide 
small stresses to the 
body so that it is more 
prepared for the larger 
stresses to come in your 
fall training,” Wilpers 
says. Also, avoid racing 
during this period—if 
you’re itching to regis-
ter, enter tuneup events 
that occur during your 
next training cycle. 

lower-body strength 
training, plyometrics, 
and low-impact cardio 
activities (swimming, 
cycling, pool running).

HOW MUCH  
SHOULD YOU RUN?

“The week after the 
break, run no more 
than three to four 
miles on three to four 
nonconsecutive days,” 
says Corkum. The next 
week, run the same 
number of days you 
plan to run each week in 
the fall, while keeping 
volume low. “This way 
your body has time to 
get acclimated to the 
same regularity the plan 
calls for but at a lower 
intensity and volume,” 
says Matt Wilpers, 
coach at Mile High Run 
Club in New York City 
and on the training 
app CoachCasts. Build 
mileage slowly, with 
the goal of ending your 
maintenance phase at 
about the same weekly 
volume you’ll run in 
week 1 of your fall plan. 
Try adding a mile to 
each run every fourth 
week, but adjust as nec-

time goal, you’ll need 
more time off than if 
you trained to finish 
and raced at a lower in-
tensity. When in doubt, 
wait to run. “Too much 
rest is a thousand times 
more beneficial than not 
enough,” says Corkum. 
During this break, you 
can work in cross- 
training activities that 
will help you achieve 
your fall race goals, like 

HOW LONG  
SHOULD YOU REST?

If you just ran a full mar-
athon, take two to four 
weeks completely run-
free; after a half, a one- 
to three-week break is 
best, says Corkum. But 
also consider how hard 
you pushed yourself:  
If you trained and raced 
your hardest to beat a 

RACE PREP
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LEAP YEAR
Bridget Franek returns to Hayward Field hoping 

to make the 2016 Olympic steeplechase team.
By Bob Cooper

NEXT LEVEL

Before she became 

an Olympian, Franek 

was the 2010 NCAA 

steeplechase champi-

on in her senior year 

at Penn State. After 

graduating, she moved 

to Eugene, and in 2014, 

she started working 

with coach Ian Dobson. 

Her adopted city has 

come to feel like home: 

“I always find someone 

to run with here, and 

that keeps it fun.” 

Another way Franek 

keeps her training fresh 

is by switching gears 

in non-Olympic years. 

Last fall, she won the 

Warrior Dash World 

Championships—and 

its $30,000 prize, a 

hefty payout for a 5K.

She’s since shifted 

focus back to her local 

track, where she’ll have 

home-Hayward-Field 

advantage in July. “So 

many friends will be in 

the stands,” she says.

CLEARING BARRIERS has 

become as familiar 

to Bridget Franek 

as the University of 

Oregon’s storied 

Hayward Field track. 

She estimates she’s 

trained or raced there 

150 times—often to 

practice hurdling form 

for the barriers that, 

along with the water 

pit on the second turn, 

set the 3,000-meter 

steeplechase apart.

Franek, 28, made 

the 2012 Olympic team 

by placing second at 

the Olympic Track and 

Field Trials steeple-

chase at Hayward 

Field. She’ll try to make 

Key Workout

 

WHAT
Hill repeats with 

exercises at the 

beginning of 

each climb

WHY
Improves aer-

obic capacity, 

strength, and 

biomechanics

WHEN
Once a week 

when you’re 

building your 

mileage base

HOW
At the bottom of  

a hill that she can  

run up in 30 to 

90 seconds, 

Franek does 15 

to 30 seconds 

of exer cises like 

burpees and 

pushups, then 

climbs at one-

mile-race effort 

and jogs down. 

She does eight 

to 12 repeats.

TIPS 
FROM 
THE TOP

TRAIN YOUR WHOLE BODY
Strength-training your core, your 

upper body, the tiny muscles in 

your feet, and so on will make 

you a well-rounded athlete who 

is less prone to injury.

KNEAD YOURSELF
Do self-massage while lying with 

your legs straightened up a wall. 

“I pull down one leg at a time. 

Working from toes to glutes, I 

find the kinks and knead them.”

ENJOY EXERCISE
If you like activities other than 

running, do them. “I love all 

outdoor sports—hiking, moun-

tain biking, kayaking—for the 

variety,” Franek says.

the team again when 

the trials return to Eu-

gene, Oregon, in July. 

If she makes it to Rio, 

she’ll look to improve 

on her London per-

formance; she placed 

14th and was second 

American in the final.
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The Explainer
What are the origins 
of intervals?

This well-known form of doing speedwork—in which bursts of fast-paced running are inter-

spersed with intervals of recovery—dates back to Nazi Germany. In the late 1930s, a coach 

and a cardiologist in Freiburg teamed up to study the effectiveness of speed repetitions on 

3,000 subjects. The coach, Woldemar Gerschler, soon applied the findings to the training 

of Germany’s Rudolf Harbig, who broke two world records (400 and 800 meters) in 1939. 

Intervals became all the rage in Europe and then in the U.S., when Hungarian coaches Mihaly 

Igloi and Laszlo Tabori brought the method with them to Los Angeles in the 1960s, leading to 

world records by Jim Beatty, Bob Schul, and marathoner Jacqueline Hansen. Today there is 

no dispute that intervals are essential for improving leg speed.

 ASK THE EXPERTS

Recover from  
an intense game 

with a short, easy 
run (or total rest) 

the next day.

TRAINING
As a road runner, 
how should I start 
training for my 
first trail race?

Run off-road at 
least twice a week: 
Your body needs 
time to adapt to the 
uneven surfaces 
and (usually) hillier 
terrain of trails. 
Shorten your stride, 
lift your feet higher, 
pay closer attention 
to the ground ahead 
of you, and expect 
to run slower than 
on the roads. Find 
out what the race-
course is like so you 
can train on similar 
trails each week.
—Ellen Miller is  

the Vail (Colorado)  

Vitality Center 

trail-running coach.

What does it mean 
to “run relaxed”?
Running with tense 
muscles limits your 
range of motion and 
brings on fatigue 
sooner, so to “run 
relaxed” means 
to stay mindful of 
moving fluidly and 
efficiently. Have 
a coach or a more 
experienced runner 
watch you run. They 
may suggest you 
focus on running 
with “tall” posture, 
a slight forward lean 
from your ankles, 
and a relaxed arm 
swing from low and 
loose shoulders.
—Victoria Fiddick 

coaches for Ber-

muda’s Mid Atlantic 

Athletic Club.

On days when I play tennis or 
basketball, should I skip my run?
If you’re just hitting the tennis ball around or shooting 
easy hoops, go ahead and run. Skip the miles, how-
ever, if you’re playing three sets of competitive singles 
or a full-court basketball game. Any time you spend an 
hour on a fast-paced, stop-and-go activity, avoid hard 
runs for a day or two. Your muscles will be tired and 
your tendons tight, and pushing could cause injury.
—Tom Clifford, a USATF-certified coach in Wilmington, 

NC, is founder of Without Limits (iamwithoutlimits.com).





Yay! New dietary 
guidelines give 

the okay for most 
adults to have up to 
400 mg of caffeine  
a day (3 to 5 cups  

of coffee). 

FOR BONUS RECIPES AND TO ORDER RUNNER’S WORLD  

ROASTS, GO TO RUNNERSWORLD.COM/COFFEE.

EARL GREY  
LATTE

FIGHT CAVITIES Black tea, such 

as Earl Grey, can fight  

cavities by strengthening 

tooth enamel. 

HEAT 1 cup 2% milk with  

1 tsp. vanilla extract.  

POUR into mug and steep 

with 1 tea bag for 3 to 4 

minutes. SERVE with 1 peach. 

Makes 1 serving.

COFFEE OATMEAL  
BITES

HELP YOUR HEART Oatmeal 

is packed with soluble 

fiber, which has been 

shown to reduce blood 

pressure. 

MIX 2 large eggs with 

1¼ cups 2% milk,  

¾ cup unsweetened 

applesauce, 2 tsp. va-

nilla extract, and 3 Tbsp. 

honey in a bowl. STIR in  

3 cups quick-cooking oats,  

1 tsp. baking soda, 1½ Tbsp.  

instant coffee, 1½ tsp. 

cinnamon, and a pinch of 

salt. COMBINE with 2⁄3 cup 

dried cranberries and ½ cup 

chopped pecans. POUR into 

greased muffin tin and bake 

for 20 minutes at 350°F. 

Makes 12 servings.

GREEN TEA RICE  
PUDDING

BOOST BRAINPOWER The EGCG 

flavonoid in green tea may 

help improve your memory.

HEAT ½ cup canned light 

coconut milk with ½ cup 

cooked brown rice, 1½ tsp. 

honey, and a pinch of salt. 

STEEP 1 green tea bag in sim-

mered liquid 2 to 3 minutes. 

REMOVE and squeeze tea 

bag, and stir in ¼ cup diced 

mango. Eat warm, or cover 

and refrigerate until cold.

CHERRY CHOCOLATE 
BOWL

STAY HEALTHY Vitamin C–rich 

cherries get their dark red 

color from disease-fighting 

antioxidants. 

COMBINE ½ cup 2% plain 

Greek yogurt with ½ cup 

defrosted, unsweetened 

cherries in a bowl. TOP with 

2 Tbsp. dark chocolate 

shavings. STIR in honey or 

maple syrup, if desired. 

Makes 1 serving.

BUZZ  
WORTHY

Boost your  
day (and workout)  

with caffeinated  
treats.

By Amy Gorin, M.S., R.D.N.

QUICK BITES
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ESPRESSO ALMOND 
SMOOTHIE

GO THE EXTRA MILE Almonds, in 

any form, can help propel 

your distance workout. 

BLEND 1 sliced frozen banana 

with ½ cup unsweetened 

almond milk, 2 Tbsp. 

cooled espresso, 1 tsp. un-

sweetened cocoa powder, 

and 1 Tbsp. almond butter. 

Makes 1 cup.



VARIDESK® sits on top of your existing 

desk and lets you switch easily between 

sitting and standing whenever you like – 

and it only takes 3 seconds! It ships fully 

assembled and sets up in minutes with no 

tools required. Models start at just $175. 

Order online or call 800-933-4798.

For patent and trademark information, visit VARIDESK.com/patents

©2016 VARIDESK®. All Rights Reserved.



FOR COMPLETE NUTRITION DATA, BONUS RECIPES,  AND PREP VIDEOS, 

GO TO RUNNERSWORLD.COM/PAPAYA.

KING PAPAYA
Marathoner Mark Bittman perks up meals 
with this vitamin- and mineral-packed fruit.   

WHEN RIPE, potassium-rich papaya cuts like butter.  
“Papaya can usually substitute for mango, peaches,  
or other tropical fruits,” says Mark Bittman, former 
New York Times columnist and cofounder of vegan 
meal-delivery service The Purple Carrot. For more, 
see markbittman.com. —YISHANE LEE

GRILLED PAPAYA 
SKEWERS WITH 
GINGER SYRUP
Serve as dessert.

 ¼  cup granulated sugar
 ¼  cup water
 1"  piece of ginger, 

peeled and sliced
 2  yellow ripe bananas, 

unpeeled
 2  apples, pears, or 

other firm fruit
 1  small pineapple
 1  firm, ripe papaya

Combine first 3 ingredi-
ents in saucepan over me-
dium heat. Bring to boil 
and simmer for 3 minutes. 
Remove from heat, cool 
to room temperature, and 
strain. Cut unpeeled ba-
nanas into 2" chunks and 
make a small slit in the 
peel for easier serving. 
Cut apples and pears into 
¾"-thick slices. Peel and 
core pineapple, and cut 
into 2" chunks. Peel and 
cut papaya in half, discard 
seeds, and cut into 2" 
chunks. Place fruit on 6 
skewers and brush lightly 
with ginger syrup. Grill 
over high heat until lightly 
browned, about 2 minutes 
per side. Brush again with 
syrup and serve warm 
or at room temperature. 
Makes 6 skewers.

PAPAYA AND RED 
ONION SALSA
Serve with fish or  
chicken.

 2  cups ½" diced firm, 
ripe papaya

 ½  cup diced red onion
 ½  cup diced bell  

pepper
 1  Tbsp. minced fresh 

jalapeño 
 ¼  cup or more chopped 

fresh cilantro leaves
 3  Tbsp. freshly 

squeezed lime juice, 
plus more to taste

 1  Tbsp. extra virgin 
olive oil

   Kosher salt and 
freshly ground black 
pepper

Add ingredients in bowl 
and stir to combine. Let 
sit for 5 minutes. Taste 
and adjust seasoning, 
adding more chilies, lime, 
or salt as needed. Serve 
immediately or refrigerate 
for up to 2 hours. (Bring 
back to room temperature 
before serving.) Makes 
2 ½ cups (¼ cup per 
serving).

Papayas contain an 
enzyme called papain 

that aids digestion and 
may tame inflammation. 

They also have folate,  
vitamin A, and 

magnesium.

THE RUNNER’S PANTRY

One cup has  
55 calories, 

145 percent of your 
daily vitamin C 

needs, and three  
grams of fiber.
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WORLD-CLASS ATHLETES 

& ALASKA SEAFOOD FANATICS

As elite runners, Ryan and Sara know how 

important nutrition is to their all-around 

fi tness. The combination of lean protein, 

anti-infl ammatory omega-3s and muscle-

building nutrients found in Alaska seafood 

are why it’s a staple of their diet. The 

unmatched quality, taste and nutritional 

impact are why they make sure their 

seafood is from Alaska.

What’s on your training table?

TO TRY RYAN AND SARA’S RECIPES IN YOUR HOME 

KITCHEN, VISIT WILDALASKASEAFOOD.COM

RYAN HALL
Two-time Olympian,
US Half-Marathon 
Record Holder

SARA HALL
3,000m Steeplechase and 
Marathon Runner, US National 
Champion, World Team Member



Pack van-friendly 
carbs (bars, 

apples, dried fruit), 
protein sources 

( jerky, yogurt in a 
cooler), and pills for 

stomach issues.

A VAN AND A PLAN
What and how to eat and drink when  

you’re in a relay race for 24-plus hours.

great way to pack 

soups for on-the-go 

snacking.

 6:00 AM  
PRE 1ST LEG: 10 MI.
2 hours before your 8 

a.m. run, eat ¾ cup of 

plain yogurt or ½ cup 

of cottage cheese 

with ¼ cup of gra-

nola and a banana. 

• Adding protein 

will help sustain 

your energy.

DURING 1ST LEG
For runs 60-plus min-

utes, take in about  

30 g of carbs every 

30 to 45 minutes. 

Halfway through,  

consume 1 gel and  

½ cup of sports drink. 

RELAY RACES (like Ragnar) that go all day and into the 

night and into the next day make fueling challeng-

ing. Start the race well rested, hydrated, and fed, 

and follow this sample meal plan, which assumes 

you’ll cover 21-ish miles over 24-plus hours.

DURING 2ND LEG
Because you had 

carbs before this 

shorter leg, have just 

a few sips of water. If 

the weather is warm, 

drink a little extra.

POST 2ND LEG
30 to 45 minutes later, 

eat a corn tortilla  

with 2 to 3 oz. of 

lean beef or chicken 

(about the size of 

your palm), 1 oz. of 

cheese, and 2 Tbsp. 

of salsa, plus an apple 

for a mix of carbs and 

protein. Drink water 

to rehydrate. 

7:00 AM
PRE 3RD LEG: 6 MI.
15 minutes before this 

segment, have 1 cup 

of sports drink, or iced 

tea with 3 to 4 tsp. 

of sugar, and half an 

energy bar or 1 gel for 

a quick hit of carbs. 

DURING 3RD LEG
Have 1 gel packet half-

way into your run, and 

sip water throughout, 

to replenish your gly-

cogen stores and stay 

hydrated.

POST 3RD (AND 
FINAL) LEG
All done? Congratu-

late your teammates 

at a postrace feast. 

Aim for protein and 

carbs, like a turkey 

burger on a whole-

grain bun with greens, 

tomato slices, and a 

slice of cheese, plus a 

side salad. Be sure to 

drink plenty of water 

to help rehydrate. 

(No beer until you’ve 

eaten. Sorry.)

Road rules: Before each leg, consume 100

grams of carbs (400 calories) for energy. 

Within an hour of finishing, take in 20 grams 

of protein (80 calories) to speed recovery.

Can’t eat on  

the run? Swish 

sports drink and 

spit it out for the 

carb benefits.

Avoid high-fat 

foods, which 

take longer 

to digest and 

could lead to 

GI distress.

POST 1ST LEG
30 to 45 minutes after 

your run, have water, 

3 to 4 oz. of turkey or 

chicken (for protein) on 

whole-grain bread, and 

a handful of veggies 

(for carbs). Pair it with 

an apple, which packs 

well in a crowded van. 

 2:00 PM 
MIDDAY SNACK
For protein, eat a gra-

nola bar and banana 

with nut butter, or 1½ 

cups of chicken soup. 

• A thermos is a  

7:00 PM 
DINNER
Have a chicken wrap 

or 2 slices of pizza 

with veggies, and a 

banana, to restock 

glycogen stores. 

• Teams can often  

stop for a sit-down 

dinner. Take this time 

to eat a full meal  

that has protein and 

carbs to help your 

muscles recover  

while prepping for  

your next leg. 

11:00 PM
PRE 2ND LEG: 5 MI.
15 minutes before your 

run, consume 1½ cups 

of sports drink or  

1 gel to replenish your 

carbs, which have 

been depleted from 

the long first leg.
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†This statement has not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. 

This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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Take the CocoaVia® Results or Refund three week 

challenge. The cocoa fl avanols in CocoaVia® supplement 

maintain a healthy fl ow of oxygen and nutrients to 

your blood vessels, important for your overall exercise 

performance†. 100% money-back guarantee if you don’t 

feel a difference in three weeks.

Learn more at CocoaVia.com/results

 A REFUND 

IF YOU DON’T 

FEEL RESULTS.

RESULTS 

IF YOU DO.



POSITIVELY 
HEALTHY

Science proves that hanging out in nature, with 
friends, or in a happy place helps you recover faster.

By Bradley Stulberg

AFTER A RACE or hard workout, our bodies can be pretty 

out of whack. Cortisol, a hormone that’s released 

when we’re under duress, floods our systems. And our 

beat-up muscles, replete with micro-tears, trigger an 

inflammatory response that makes us feel stiff and sore.

Although it sounds awful, this stress response enables 

our bodies to adapt and become stronger. But if cortisol 

and inflammation linger, and broken-down muscles don’t 

regenerate quickly, trouble is on the way—in the form of 

decreased performance, injury, and illness.

To promote a swift return to normal, most runners turn 

to such traditional recovery techniques as icing, foam  

rolling, and massage. New science, however, is uncover-

ing ways that we can use our minds to restore our bodies. 

The bonus? Each is less painful than an ice bath. 

AWESOME EXPERIENCES 
IN NATURE

SCIENCE SAYS New re-

search is beginning to 

reveal that the ben-

efits of nature go far 

beyond the aesthetic. 

Interleukin-6 (IL-6) 

is a molecule that 

encourages inflamma-

tion throughout the 

body. It turns out that 

awesome experiences 

in nature—that stir 

feelings of vastness, 

self-diminishment, and 

beauty—may be linked 

to lower IL-6.

Researchers from 

University of California, 

Berkeley, found that 

more than any other 

emotion, awe is linked 

to lower IL-6. “Awe 

has a strong negative 

relationship to a marker 

of inflammation, a 

phenomenon that 

seems like it’d be quite 

beneficial to runners,” 

says study author Jen-

nifer Stellar, Ph.D. Al-

though more research 

is needed to zero in 

on why awe has these 

effects, Stellar believes 

that “experiencing awe 

gives us a greater sense 

of well-being, makes us 

feel more connected 

to the universe and 

more humble.” These 

feelings, she says, “may 

reduce stress, lessening 

inflammation.”

YOUR MOVE “The day after 

a race or hard workout, 

consider a walk in the 

woods or an easy run 

at sunrise or sunset,” 

Stellar says. Not only 

does light movement 

aid muscular recovery 

by stimulating blood-

flow and flushing out 

the waste products of 

muscle breakdown, but 

simply being in nature 

could reduce lingering 

inflammation. “Just be 

sure to disconnect and 

really take in your sur-

roundings,” Stellar says. 

Even a run in the most 

pristine place won’t 

induce awe if you’re 

glued to your phone.

SOCIAL RECOVERY

SCIENCE SAYS Research pub-

lished in Physiology & 
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Behavior reports that the 

ratio of testosterone to cor-

tisol—which acts as a good 

indicator of systemic recov-

ery (the higher, the better)—

was higher in athletes who 

watched postgame videos 

in a social environment with 

friends than in athletes who 

watched postgame videos in 

a neutral environment with 

strangers. What’s more, the 

“social group” performed 

better in competition a week 

later. “A friendly setting—

one that enables you to talk, 

joke, and debrief with other 

athletes—seems to help 

with recovery and future 

performance,” says study 

author Christian Cook, Ph.D., 

professor of physiology and 

elite performance at Bangor 

University in the U.K.

The benefits of social 

interaction are likely rooted 

in evolution: “Our physiology 

probably evolved to reward 

supporting one another,” 

says Stanford University 

psychology lecturer Kelly 

McGonigal, Ph.D. “The basic 

biology of feeling connected  

to others has profound 

effects on stress physiolo-

gy.” Social connection shifts 

the nervous system into 

recovery mode and releases 

hormones like oxytocin, pro-

gesterone, and vasopressin 

that have anti-inflammatory 

properties. “What’s even 

crazier,” she says, “is that 

oxytocin helps your heart 

repair. It’s pretty poetic that 

feeling connected to others 

literally fixes a broken heart.” 

YOUR MOVE Following a race 

or hard workout, sticking 

around at the finish line to 

cheer others on or grab-

bing brunch with friends 

could help initiate a natural 

recovery process. “Of all the 

things I’ve tried to expe-

dite recovery after intense 

training sessions, social 

interaction seems to work 

best,” says Steve Magness, 

author of The Science of 

Running and University 

of Houston track and 

cross-country coach. After 

his athletes’ hard workouts, 

Magness “engineers forced 

social interactions” in the 

form of team breakfasts and 

dinners, group cooldowns 

and debriefs, and game 

nights. Not only do Mag-

ness’s athletes report feeling 

more recovered after social 

activities, but they have seen 

an increase in their heart-

rate variability (or the change 

in time intervals between 

heartbeats, which serves as 

a well-accepted indicator 

of recovery). Magness has 

found that for most of his 

athletes, “social recovery has 

a better impact on heart-rate 

variability than more tradi-

tional recovery techniques 

like ice baths and massage.”

POSITIVE REFLECTIONS

SCIENCE SAYS Research from 

Bangor University found 

that athletes who receive 

positive feedback and focus 

on what they did well fol-

lowing a competition have 

a better hormonal response 

than those who receive and 

focus on negative feedback 

(what they didn’t do well). 

In particular, those who re-

flected upon their successes 

had significantly more 

testosterone, a hormone 

associated with muscle and 

bone repair and growth, 

circulating in their blood. 

Study authors speculate 

that positive reflections 

help athletes transition 

from the stress of a workout 

into a more restorative and 

confident state. 

YOUR MOVE Help your body 

transition from the stress of 

a workout into a more re-

storative state by engaging 

in positive reflection. Mag-

ness makes sure to end all 

postworkout and postrace 

debriefs on a positive note. 

“Even if your workout or 

race didn’t go well, find 

some sort of positive and 

reflect on it,” Magness says. 

“This can be as simple as 

ensuring that you always 

finish your training- log en-

try with a short note about 

something that went well 

and can be built upon.” This 

isn’t to say that Magness 

and the athletes he coaches 

don’t discuss things they 

can improve, “but we make 

sure the balance of the con-

versation focuses on what 

went well,” he says. “We 

save the negative stuff for 

the next day, once the ath-

letes have already relaxed 

and de-stressed.” 
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Some watches are made for everything.
Forerunner was made for your thing.

Your thing makes a 4:30 a.m. alarm seem normal.  

Your thing turns your insides into a knot as you wait  

for the gun to go off. We get it. So we make Forerunner  

watches with smart technology1 designed for runners.  

Not watches designed for, well, everybody. 

Find yours at Garmin.com/forerunner 

Forerunner. For Runners.

FORERUNNER® 
230 | 235 | 630

© 2015 Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries

1When paired with compatible phone; see Garmin.com/ble



MEDIUS MOVES
Work the smaller glutes to stay injury-free.

THE EXERCISES YOU MAY rely on to work your glutes—squats, dead-
lifts, lunges—target the big, meaty part of your buttocks 
known as gluteus maximus. But that regimen neglects the 
gluteus medius, the smaller muscle that runs along the side 
of your rear and keeps your pelvis steady when you run. A 
weak or inactive medius can cause instability down your leg. 
To prevent that, do this activation-and-strength routine from 
Erika Mundinger, a Minneapolis physical therapist, once or 
twice a week before an easy run. —LAUREN BEDOSKY 

THE BODY SHOP

BANDED BRIDGE
With a resistance band 
around your legs just 
above your knees, lie 
on your back. Push your 
knees outward and lift 
your hips up. Lower 
back down, maintaining 
outward tension on the 
band. Perform three sets 
of 10 to 20 reps.

REVERSE STEP-UPS
Stand in front of a step. 
Step back to place your 
left foot on the step. Sit 
back into your hips so 
your left foot is flat on 
the step and your right 
heel touches the ground. 
Press into your left foot 
to stand up. Step forward 
off the step. Repeat 10 to 
20 times and then switch 
legs. Perform three sets.

HIP HIKE ON STEP
Stand with your right leg 
on a step. Lower your left 
foot down so that your 
right hip drops and push-
es out to the side. Drive 
up by pushing through 
your right hip until your 
left foot is above the step. 
Perform three sets of 10 
reps on each leg.

WALL HIP ABDUCTION
Lie on your side with your 
back against a wall. Flex 
your top foot and lift your 
leg as high as you can 
while keeping your heel 
against the wall. This is 
best done in socks or with 
a towel under your foot so 
it glides. Do three sets of 
10 reps on each side.

SINGLE-LEG SQUAT
Standing on your right 
leg, sit back into your hips 
as far as possible while 
maintaining balance. 
Keep your right knee in 
line with your toes. Drive 
back up to standing and 
continue for 10 reps. Re-
peat on the opposite leg. 
Perform three sets.

REVERSE CROSS-
OVER LUNGE
Stand on a smooth sur-
face with a small towel 
under your left foot. 
Keeping your weight 
on your right leg, slide 
your left foot behind 
and around your right 
leg until you end in a 
lunge. Push through 
your right hip to return 
to the starting position. 
Perform three sets of 
10 reps on each side.

BANDED WALK
With a resistance band 
around your legs, stand 
with legs hip-width apart. 
Bend your knees slightly 
and step one foot to the 
side. Follow with the 
opposite foot so your 
legs are again hip-width 
apart. Continue for 10 to 
20 reps, then repeat in 
the opposite direction. 
Perform three sets. 

STRENGTHENING

Activation moves 
“turn on” muscles 

to prep them for 
strength work; do 

them first.

ACTIVATION
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Walt Disney World® Marathon Weekend presented by Cigna®    
January 4-8, 2017

Experience a weekend of running like nowhere else with the magic of Disney at every 

mile. Race through all four Theme Parks in the unforgettable Walt Disney World Marathon. 

Catch the fun and excitement of the Walt Disney World Half Marathon, Goofy’s Race and 

a Half Challenge, Walt Disney World 5K and 10K, the Dopey Challenge or the kids races. 

Registration is now open, and fills quickly.

Race to runDisney.com to register and learn more.

There’s only one race like it in the world. And it’s in our World.

© Disney 



BEST FOR MULTI TASKERS
MOTOROLA MOTO 360 SPORT, $300

Call it overkill, but we enjoyed the computer-like capabil-

ities of the Moto 360. For instance, thanks to built-in wifi, 

we were able to set work reminders while walking back 

from the shower by simply speaking into the watch face, 

leaving us feeling like extras in a sci-fi running flick. But 

the smartwatch is also a reliable training partner, thanks 

to onboard GPS and tracking apps like Google Fit. Battery 

life was abysmal, though, lasting only four hours. We also 

missed sport-specific options, like a lap button to quickly 

record splits during an interval workout.

BEST FOR THE BASICS
SOLEUS GPS PULSE + HRM, $200

Our testers—especially women—balked at the clunky 

design but appreciated the long battery life (12 hours). The 

GPS distance and pace was as accurate as anything we 

tried, and the heart-rate sensor surpassed those of most 

units—possibly because the unique design places the 

optical pulse sensor inside the user’s wrist, where capil-

laries are closer to the surface. We didn’t mind that the 

unit is only water-resistant (don’t wear it swimming). While 

software can automatically transfer a run to Strava, we 

encountered troubles when downloading data after a run 

to use on other popular tracking and coaching apps.

BEST FOR MOUNTAIN GOATS
SUUNTO AMBIT3  
VERTICAL, $469

While few of us may 

dream of conquering 

Mont Blanc, the Ambit3 

Vertical is the tool we’d 

take along if we tried. 

Beneath its brightly col-

ored shell, it has insanely 

technical features for 

high-altitude running.  

The enormous, crisp 

white display shows maps 

of an intended climb, and 

the watch delivers subtle 

vibrations whenever 

wearers veer off course. 

A finely tuned baromet-

ric altimeter verifies 

elevation, while both GPS 

and Russian GLONASS 

satellite reception render 

better accuracy and 

acquisition time. Our  

testers especially loved 

how it answers the age-

old question “Are we 

there yet?”

SKY’S  
THE LIMIT

Smart new GPS  
watches to fit your training 

goals and budget 
By Bob Parks

ONCE RESERVED for national secu-

rity, GPS now fulfills our most 

personal training goals: Better 

pacing! Smarter coaching! 

More convincing humble-brags! 

The best devices on the market 

today bundle satellite tracking 

with other high-tech features, 

like heart-rate monitors and 

Bluetooth audio for instant 

feedback on roads, and baro-

metric altimeters to deliver 

accurate elevation readings on 

mountainous trails. These smart 

timekeepers will fit your running 

needs, whether you’re looking 

for a simple nudge in the right 

direction or an avalanche of 

data after every run.

A heart-rate 
sensor bulks 
up the strap.
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TAKE COMFORT IN EVERY RUN.



BEST FOR RACERS
GARMIN FORE-
RUNNER 235, $330

Whether deep in 

the mountains of 

Vermont or in the 

urban canyons of 

Boston, we got a 

satellite lock quickly 

with the Forerunner 

235. It gathers 

pings from both 

the GPS and 

GLONASS 

constellations 

of satellites, 

strengthening 

its signal in 

challenging 

situations. The 

wrist-based heart-

rate monitor was 

the only unit that 

worked perfectly 

for all our testers, 

regardless of skin 

tone, hair, or body 

shape, and special 

algorithms in the 

watch suggested 

how long we should 

rest before our next 

hard workout. Tes-

ters raved about the 

ease of wirelessly 

uploading runs and 

all-day activity stats 

to iOS and Android 

phones, and sync-

ing with Strava, 

MapMyFitness, 

and Endomondo. 

No watch is better 

at getting friends 

to support you or 

rivals to hate you.

The Gear S2 
requires a 

Samsung phone 
for the setup 

process.

BEST FOR PODCAST LOVERS
TOMTOM SPARK 
CARDIO + MUSIC, $249

A combination support 

vehicle and party wagon, 

the Spark tracks distance 

and heart rate, all while 

beaming music and 

audio content to wireless 

earphones. Testers found 

the joystick-style buttons 

easy to mash with sweaty 

fingers, but complained 

that the battery lasted 

just over five hours. It is 

a lot of hardware, but 

with a 24-hour activity 

and sleep monitor, rough 

distance tracking indoors 

(for treadmill running), 

and swimming tracker, 

the only thing you need 

to bring to the party are 

Bluetooth earbuds.

BEST FOR LONG RUNS
EPSON RUNSENSE SF-810, $300

The Runsense SF-810 is madden-

ingly nonintuitive to operate, but its 

long battery life makes it worth the 

effort. In testing, we got 20 hours, 

which meant we weren’t nursing a 

charge from the car cigarette lighter 

on our way to the starting line. The 

Runsense also has an accurate 

wrist-based heart-rate sensor and 

a built-in sensor to measure stride 

length and cadence. Though Epson 

includes Bluetooth for uploading 

workouts, the software to sync with 

popular apps proved fussy.

BEST FOR PENNY PINCHERS
PYLE GPS SPORTS WATCH, $148

We bought this cheap GPS watch online for much less than MSRP, and while it 

wasn’t overly impressive, it delivered on the basics. It locked onto satellite signals 

pretty easily, and distance readings were close enough to pricier competitors’ 

(pace, oddly, was displayed in miles per hour rather than minutes per mile). Battery 

life was average (eight hours), but the Bluetooth download process was such a 

hassle that we resorted to the old pencil-and-paper approach to logging our runs.

BEST FOR STAYING CONNECTED
SAMSUNG GEAR S2 WITH 
3G CONNECTIVITY, $299 (plus 

wireless contract & activation fee)

Some of us run to escape the daily 

clatter. But for those who prefer 

to stay plugged in at all times, this 

diminutive wristwatch secretly 

packs a tiny 3G phone and messag-

ing app. Case in point: When run-

ning long, one tester easily called 

her babysitter using the speakers 

and microphone. The watch is 

bolstered with onboard GPS and 

supports apps like Nike+ to record 

your distance.
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Paula Radcliffe  
Marathon World Record Holder • Olympian

“  The Zero Runner has become a fun and helpful addition to my 

training. By mostly off-road running and supplementing with 

Zero Runner sessions, my foot and the rest of my body stay 

healthy.  In fact, I have found the added benefi t of the 

Zero Running is to actually mobilize my ankle and 

strengthen my running mechanics. Its action is 

probably as close to running as you can get.” 

BE A STRONGER, 

HEALTHIER RUNNER: 
• Avoid injury 

• Run without impact
• Manage recurring issues 

•  Running-specifi c cross training 

 800.726.9662  •  zerorunner.com
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CTOBER 30, 2011,bojan

we sat at a bar in Boston and 
made a fitness pact. We pledged 
to show up every morning at 6:30 
to run the river, hills, or the steps 
of Harvard Stadium. We wanted 
to stay fit over the winter. But we 
didn’t want to go to a gym. We 
didn’t want to pay to get fit. This 
was about accountability, a core 
ethic. We needed someone to 
make sure we’d show up.

Our first workout—a six-miler 
with snow spitting in our faces—
was two days later on November 1.  
We created a Google doc where 
we posted our times and tracked 
our improvements and named  
it November Project. It became 
addictive. After six months of 
logging miles and eating up sta-
dium steps, we began hyping our 
workouts on social media. We 
don’t even remember how it went 
from five people to 50 people. We 
are just two dudes who wanted 
to surround ourselves with other 
like-minded dudes and gals who 
wanted to get in shape—no ma-
chines, no facility—and get silly, 
have fun, and bond over sweaty 
postworkout bear hugs.

Soon, a few hundred Bosto-
nians were showing up for our 
three weekly workouts, and our 
talk of world takeover started to 
seem real. Today, there are tribes 
in 30 cities, including Reykjavik, 
Iceland, and Novi Sad, Serbia. 

No NP near you? Apply to start 
one (see “Want to Start a Tribe?” 
page 69), or borrow from our line-
up of workouts to inject some 
spice into your own existing tribe. 
The workouts are hard—you’ll feel 
them the rest of the day. But as 
you sit at your desk afterward, 
all tucked in, kinda bored, kinda  
adult, using your indoor voice, 
you’ll know that you’ve already 
done something that’s pretty raw 
and real. And that it’s something 
you wouldn’t have done on your 
own. That it’s the people around 
you, pushing you, who are making 
you stronger.

See, we always pick locations 
for our workouts that keep the 
group together or in a loop. We 
encourage support, so as mem-
bers pass each other, no one is 
made to feel like they’re under-
performing. As the lead dogs 
double-back and pass the slower 
ones, they push and encourage. 
And all of a sudden everyone is 
working much harder than if they 
were running alone. The slower 
end of the group strives to catch 
the middle of the pack, while the 
midpackers are chasing down the 
top guns. The elites are always 
working hard to stay there, as it 
feels like everyone is breathing 
down their necks. By the sheer 
power of the mass working off of 
each other, everyone is getting 
fitter, faster, better.

Here are a few of our signature 
workouts, which you can try with 
your own running crew. If you re-
ally want to keep it in the spirit of 
NP, hug it out at the end. We made 
sure we gave each other a giant 
hug each morning when it was 
just the two of us, and we keep 
that tradition today. People spend 
too much time avoiding each  
other, looking at screens, looking 
away. Shake things up and don’t 
shake hands.
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BOJANS

This is a partner workout. One person 

gets into a pike position with feet and 

hands outstretched on the ground, 

body high in the air (our yogi men and 

women call this a downward-facing 

dog). The other partner crawls under 

the space created. Once on the outer 

side, the now-free crawler stands 

and turns around to face the down-

ward-dog partner, who is now in a 

curled-up ball, face down (Namaste, 

our yogi friends; we call this child’s 

pose). With both feet together the 

now-standing partner jumps this ball 

of human, landing on the other side. 

When the jumper turns around and 

gets down to crawl under, the piked 

dog is back up, booty high above 

the ground. Repeat 10 times; switch 

positions. We usually then have one 

partner sprint 100 yards or more while 

the other partner holds a plank. When 

partner one returns, it’s back to Bo-

jans. Repeat for 20 minutes. The idea 

is to work at anaerobic threshold, as 

the heart rate remains fairly high due 

to lack of rest between transitions of 

jumping, crawling, and sprinting.

SEBASTIANS

Taken from the world of CrossFit, this 

jump-squat-pushup-jumping-jack 

mash-up was a no-brainer. No equip-

ment, no resources; clothing optional. 

NP leaders look for 
public spaces for 
workout sites: in 
stadiums, under 

bridges, on tennis 
courts and subways. 
Every city is a gym.  
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One of our most die-hard, badass- 

looking dudes at NP Boston is also an 

avid CrossFitter. Sebastian is the guy 

who will walk up to you and begin tell-

ing you all about his CrossFit workout 

before you even know he’s arrived. His 

intensity is what this workout is about. 

Seven minutes of burpees at Novem ber 

Project is called a “Sebastian.” Women, 

men, kids, old folks. Try it: Burpees for 

seven minutes. Know that our standard 

goal for men and women is to hit 100 

total. Your body weight, your drive, 

your fitness. GO!

HOISTEES

A hoistee is a partner ex-

ercise where the move-

ment of a squat jump is 

extended all the way down to a sitting 

position. Partners start by facing each 

other, holding hands, and touching 

toes. Then, both partners go down 

to a sitting position while their toes 

maintain contact. Once both partners’ 

butts touch the ground, they spring 

back up by pulling on each other’s 

hands and pushing against each 

other’s toes to propel themselves 

up into the jump. At the top of every 

jump they yell out, “HOISTEE!” The 

silliness of the exercise distracts the 

participants from the fact that each 

partner is completing a very hard and 

complex movement that involves a 

wide range of motion of the lower 

body, upper body, and core 

muscles. These are a Dan 

Graham (yes, we’re relat-

ed) original.

BEAR CRAWLS

Butt up in the air, hands and feet crawl-

ing, head down. That’s it. We don’t act 

like animals enough during these adult 

days of ours. The intent of the exercise 

is for people to recognize how weak 

their hips, shoulders, and core are, and 

how badass bears are for being able to 

hit 30 miles per hour moving like this.

THE VORTEX

The tribe runs around in a circle con-

tinuously while a leader yells out a  

category. If that category applies 

to you, you run into the middle and 

perform the stated exercise (burpee, 

pushup, etc.), then return to the  

vortex. Example categories could 

be anything from simply “If you are 

married” to the more complex “If you 

are afraid of spiders, snakes, and/or 

ducks.” We feel like we really get to 

know the tribe with this workout.

ROCK, PAPER, SCISSORS

Challenge your opponent to a game of 

rock, paper, scissors while performing 

squats. The winner gets to direct the 

loser to the corner of the park they have 

to run to. Each corner has a different 

challenge exercise, along with a hill or 

stair climb that returns the runner to the 

central workout site. Once there, they 

challenge a new opponent.

COMPLIMENT SQUATS

While facing a fellow runner and 

doing squats, compliment your part-

ner with a straight face in an effort 

to make him or her laugh. If you are 

successful, you run to your next op-

ponent, and the laughing loser of the 

two of you returns to the bottom of 

the line. Some of our favorite compli-

ments have been “I bet you look sexy 

eating corn” and “You make kegel 

exercises look so easy.”

Hoistees are  
a creation of  
Dan Graham 

(Brogan’s older 
brother),  

who leads NP in 
Milwaukee.

The Sebastians 
record is currently 
held by Evan Dana, 
a.k.a. Burpee Jesus, 
who did 150 burpees 

in seven minutes.



#ShovelShuffle
One Friday in January 2014, the 
weatherman was preparing us for 
another Snowmageddon of epic 
proportions. We saw a golden op-
portunity: clear some sidewalks 
and driveways along Summit Ave 
as part of our morning workout. 
So the tweet went out to the tribe 
to bring shovels. And about 70 
members turned what was sup-
posed to be a 40-minute workout 
into an hour-long run-shovel-run 
event. We got a good workout—
and tons of brownie points with 
the neighbors.

Egg Deck 
In May 2014, we loaded 100 plas-
tic eggs with thin strips of paper. 
On each piece were typed di-
rections: “bear crawl across the 
courtyard,” “bray like a donkey 
for 30 seconds while spinning.” 
It was happy chaos as everyone 
dashed, sang, changed, crawled, 
and jumped their way across an 
outdoor courtyard on Boston 
University’s campus. People were 
having insane fun, and it wasn’t 
even Easter. Just another regular 
Monday morning. 

Sunrise 6K
This was an event that was some-
thing to train for and would re-
place a workout. In February 2015, 
all 16 member cities raced 6K for 
time. Why 6K? Because why 5K? 
Why 26.2? Why hurdles? Why 
anything? Everything is made 
up. 6K? Why not 6K? And why not 
attend a full-on race before work? 
Workouts are great, but later in 
your normal day when you’re at 
the water cooler talking to Karl-
the-office-guy and he idly asks you 
“How’s your day going?” and your 
answer is “Amazing!”… well, then. 
That’s why we do what we do.
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FULL FRONTALS

Running Full Frontal hills is the least 

exciting, most boring workout in our 

repertoire. Yet for the first few months, 

that’s all we did. And we loved it. The 

workout originated from our rowing 

days at Northeastern University, where 

Coach Pojednic would pile the 40-plus 

person roster into vans, drive to the hill, 

and have that same roster race each 

other all-out up the hill, until he said to 

stop. There was never “We’re doing six 

repeats,” or “You have three more to 

go.” The only time we knew we were 

almost done was when he said, “This is 

the last one.” And even then we weren’t 

100 percent sure. It was straight-up 

brutal. Every. Time. Whoever dreamed 

up the acronym K.I.S.S. (Keep It Simple 

Stupid) definitely had Full Frontals in 

mind. All you have to do is run up the 

hill, turn around at the fire hydrant at 

the top, come back down, and repeat 

that five times as fast as you can.

We eventually moved the start/finish 

line to the top of the hill. Before, with 

the finish line at the bottom, in an effort 

to post fast times, people would bomb 

down the hill with no regard for human 

life. Lighter runners had a big advan-

tage doing this, as their weight didn’t 

cause as much stress on their joints as 

it did on the bigger runners. We both 

have 200-plus-pound frames, and we 

can report it was an unnecessary strain. 

So to even out the playing field (and 

prevent potential injuries) we discour-

aged reckless downhilling and instead 

focused on the uphill push.

Hill climbs are 
NP’s Friday 

workout. They do 
stairs Wednesdays 
and run/strength/

run circuits on 
Mondays.

We try to host new, fun, and creative events and workouts that are at zero 
cost to our participants. Here are a few of our favorites.

Ninja Race
We had 350 RSVPs for this 
nighttime event, which was an 
eight-mile out-and-back race 
with 20 burpees at the turn-
around in January 2013. Temps 
dipped below 14 degrees. Many 
assumed the race would be called 
off. But those who were close to 
the NP movement knew the ter-
rible weather was a gift. Runners 
dressed in head-to-toe black, 
and ice formed on the eyelashes 
of many and seemed to freeze 
zippers and hands, making the 
process of thawing out at the  
after-party something to see.

Scene Be Seen
Another night-racing event, in 
November 2013, in which the 
theme was bright, blinking, neon, 
glowing, and visually stunning. 
It would bring racers around two 
loops of Pleasure Bay in South 
Boston, creating a five-miler—or 
was it a 5K? It really doesn’t mat-
ter. The point was that it was cold 
and dark. There were costumes 
like we’d never seen. And the 
banquet hall for the after-party 
was standing-room only.
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UP AND OVERS

Once we brought the starting line to 

the top of the hill, we realized that 

there were two sides to this hill. Who 

knew, a hill with a front side and a 

back side?! Mind-blowing! Aside from 

this amazing discovery, we also rec-

ognized the fact that our group wasn’t 

getting any smaller. So to keep runners 

safe and drivers away from vehicular 

manslaughter charges, we decided 

to utilize the full hill (front and back 

sides). This gave us the opportunity to 

spread out the group, allow runners to 

enjoy the slightly less intense gradient 

profile (the back side of the hill we use 

is much shorter and easier to tackle), 

and put in longer mileage.

INDIANA JONES

Indiana Jones forces teams of five to 10 

people, organized in a straight line, to 

push each other up a hill. The person in 

the back sprints to the front, breaking 

up the long hike up the hill into shorter, 

higher-intensity intervals. Once at the 

front, that person slows down to a nor-

mal running pace. Runners are teamed 

up according to speed, so everyone is 

pushing to the limit.

CROSS-COUNTRY SPICE

This started as an optional detour 

across a grass patch off to the side 

of the hill. Initially, we placed a 

few cones in the corners of 

the lawn and asked peo-

ple, as they were coming 

back down the front side 

of the hill, to make a cross-country 

detour around the cones. Eventually 

we started creating obstacle courses, 

using anything from recycling bins and 

caution tape to miniature flags and, of 

course, car tires.

PENALTY BURPEES

To keep our workouts fresh and 

creative, we throw in small, quirky 

elements to break up the monotony, 

get people to meet new friends, and 

sometimes even forget about the 

watch on their wrist that’s counting out 

splits. Hello, burpees, old friend.

Sprinkling in burpees as a penalty 

for running without a partner during 

a “No one runs alone” workout was a 

perfect way to get people to interact 

with strangers. We’d also play various 

iterations of the game of tag, in which 

each runner at the top of the hill has 

to run through the tag area. If touched 

by a tagger, the runner would have to 

do five burpees. Some of the smarter 

runners would calmly run up to the 

tagger, take their burpee penalty, and 

continue about their workout, while 

some runners would try whatever 

they could to escape tagging, as if 

the tagger was infected with Ebola 

virus. Most of the time, the chase 

eventually resulted in tagging, so not 

only would the tagged runner have to 

do five burpees, they’d also spend 20 

seconds dodging the tagger, getting 

themselves even more tired than if 

they were just to do the burpees. 

Not a single person involved 

in this workout ever had 

a grumpy face. Why? 

Because we all loved 

playing tag as a kid!

We’ve worked hard to 

create a community 

that we can be proud to 

put our name on. We’ve 

created an application 

process that every 

interested tribe leader 

needs to complete. 

Below is a brief list of 

qualifications; for full 

details and a list of 

existing tribes, see  

november-project.com.

Must be #weather-

proof. NP happens rain 

or shine, and you have 

to be there.

Must be really good 

at pretending to be  

a morning person 

(“morning people” don’t 

really exist). NP always 

trains in the morning on 

weekdays. Apartment 

windows are still dark, 

it’s quiet, and it feels 

like the world is ours.

Must be physically 

fit. Who do we consider 

fit? A person that  

can do one or all of  

the following: run a 

sub-3:25 marathon or 

sub-1:30 half marathon; 

do a three-minute 

plank, finishing with 10 

pushups; do 90-plus 

burpees in seven 

minutes.

Must be a hugger, 

not a shaker. 

The inspiration for 
the Indiana Jones 
workout is Indian 

Runs, a similar form 
of torture you may 

remember from 
middle school.

WANT TO 
START A TRIBE?

Excerpted from Novem-
ber Project The Book: 
Inside the Grassroots  
Fitness Movement 
That’s Taking Over the 
World (Rodale), by  

Brogan Graham and 

Bojan Mandaric with 

Caleb Daniloff. Available 

wherever books are sold.
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 TO NIKE’S CREATOR, STEVE PREFONTAINE WAS MUCH MORE THAN A TALENTED RUNNER.

Steve Prefontaine 
in 1972 in his home-

town—Coos Bay, 
Oregon. Opposite: 
Phil Knight in his 
young company’s 

office, 1973.



EXCLUSIVE 
B O O K  E X C E R P T

BY PHIL KNIGHT

HE WAS AN INSPIRATION FOR HOW THE FLEDGLING COMPANY WOULD DO, WELL, EVERYTHING. 

&
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had a bit of a gut. And our T-shirts 
weren’t big enough. Which accentuated  
his gut. We made a note. Buy smaller 
athletes, or make bigger shirts.) 

We also had a couple of semifinalists 
wear our spikes, including an employee, 
Jim Gorman, who competed in the 1500. 
I told Gorman he was taking corporate 
loyalty too far. Our spikes weren’t that 
great. But he insisted that he was in “all 
the way.” And then in the marathon we 
had Nike-shod runners finish fourth, 
fifth, sixth, and seventh. None made 
the team, but still. Not too shabby. 

The main event of the trials, of course, 
would come on the final day, a duel be-
tween Steve Prefontaine and the great 
Olympian George Young. By then Prefon-
taine was universally known as Pre, and 
he was far more than a phenom; he was 
an outright superstar. He was the biggest 
thing to hit the world of American track 
and field since Jesse Owens. Sportswrit-
ers frequently compared him to James 
Dean and Mick Jagger, and Runner’s 
World said the most apt comparison 
might be Muhammad Ali. He was that 
kind of swaggery, transformative figure. 

To my thinking, however, these and 
all other comparisons fell short. Pre was 
unlike any athlete this country had ever 
seen, though it was hard to say exactly 
why. I’d spent a lot of time studying him, 
admiring him, puzzling about his appeal. 
I’d asked myself, time and again, what it 
was about Pre that triggered such visceral  
responses from so many people, includ-
ing myself. I never did come up with a 
totally satisfactory answer. 

It was more than his talent—there 
were other talented runners. And it 
was more than his swagger—there were 
plenty of swaggering runners. 

Some said it was his look. Pre was so flu-
id, so poetic, with that flowing mop of hair. 
And he had the broadest, deepest chest 
imaginable, set on slender legs that were 
all muscle and never stopped churning. 

Also, most runners are introverts, but 
Pre was an obvious, joyous extrovert. It 
was never simply running for him. He 
was always putting on a show, always 
conscious of the spotlight. 

Sometimes I thought the secret to 
Pre’s appeal was his passion. He didn’t 
care if he died crossing the finish line, so 
long as he crossed first. No matter what 
University of Oregon coach [and Nike 
cofounder] Bill Bowerman told him, no 
matter what his body told him, Pre re-
fused to slow down, ease off. He pushed 
himself to the brink and beyond. This 
was often a counterproductive strategy,  
and sometimes it was plainly stupid, 
and occasionally it was suicidal. But it 
was always uplifting for the crowd. No 
matter the sport—no matter the human 
endeavor, really—total effort will win 
people’s hearts. 

Of course, all Oregonians loved Pre 
because he was “ours.” He was born in 
our midst, raised in our rainy forests, 
and we’d cheered him since he was a 
pup. We’d watched him break the na-
tional two-mile record as an 18-year-
old, and we were with him, step by step, 
through each glorious NCAA champion-
ship. Every Oregonian felt emotionally 
invested in his career. 

And at Nike, of course, we were prepar-
ing to put our money where our emotions 
were. We understood that Pre couldn’t 
switch shoes right before the trials. He 
was used to his Adidas. But in time, we 
were certain, he’d be a Nike athlete, and 
perhaps the paradigmatic Nike athlete. 

With these thoughts in mind, walk-
ing down Agate Street toward Hayward 
Field, I wasn’t surprised to find the 
place shaking, rocking, trembling with 
cheers—the Coliseum in Rome could not 
have been louder when the gladiators 
and lions were turned loose. We found 
our seats just in time to see Pre doing his 
warmups. Every move he made caused 
a new ripple of excitement. Every time 
he jogged down one side of the oval, or 
up the other, the fans along his route 
stood and went wild. Half of them were 
wearing T-shirts that read: LEGEND. 

All of a sudden we heard a chorus of 
deep, guttural boos. Gerry Lindgren, 
arguably the world’s best distance run-

which that year were being held, for the 
first time ever, in our backyard: Eugene, 
Oregon. We needed to own those trials, 
so we sent an advance team down to give 
shoes to any competitor willing to take 
them, and we set up a staging area in our 
store, which was now being ably run by 
Geoff Hollister. As the trials opened we 
descended on Eugene and set up a silk-
screen machine in the back of the store. 
We cranked out scores of Nike T-shirts, 
which Penny [Knight’s wife] handed out 
like Halloween candy. 

With all that work, how could we 
not break through? And, indeed, Dave 
Davis, a shot-putter from USC, dropped 
by the store the first day to complain 
that he wasn’t getting free stuff from 
either Adidas or Puma, so he’d gladly 
take our shoes and wear them. And then 
he finished fourth. Hooray! Better yet, 
he didn’t just wear our shoes, he waltzed 
around in one of Penny’s T-shirts, his 
name stenciled on the back. (The trouble 
was, Dave wasn’t the ideal model. He 

Before launching Nike, Knight ran for the 
University of Oregon; his mile PR was 4:13.
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ner at the time, appeared on the track—
wearing a T-shirt that read: STOP PRE. 
Lindgren had beaten Pre when he was a 
senior and Pre a freshman, and he wanted 
everyone, especially Pre, to remember. But 
when Pre saw Lindgren, and saw the shirt, 
he just shook his head. And grinned. No 
pressure. Only more incentive. 

The runners took their marks. An un-
earthly silence fell. Then, bang. The start-
ing gun sounded like a Napoleon cannon. 

Pre took the lead right away. Young 
tucked in right behind him. In no time 
they pulled well ahead of the field and it 
became a two-man affair. (Lindgren was 
far behind, a nonfactor.) Each man’s strat-
egy was clear. Young meant to stay with 
Pre until the final lap, then use his superior 
sprint to go by and win. Pre, meanwhile, 
intended to set such a fast pace at the out-
set that by the time they got to that final 

lap, Young’s legs would be gone. 
For 11 laps they ran a half stride 

apart. With the crowd now roaring, 
frothing, shrieking, the two men en-
tered the final lap. It felt like a boxing 
match. It felt like a joust. It felt like a 

bullfight, and we were down to that 
moment of truth—death hanging in the 

air. Pre reached down, found another lev-
el—we saw him do it. He opened up a yard 
lead, then two, then five. We saw Young 
grimacing and we knew that he could not, 
would not, catch Pre. I told myself, Don’t 
forget this. Do not forget. I told myself there 
was much to be learned from such a dis-
play of passion, whether you were running 
a mile or a company. 

As they crossed the tape we all looked 
up at the clock and saw that both men had 
broken the American record. Pre had bro-
ken it by a shade more. But he wasn’t done. 
He spotted someone waving a STOP PRE 
T-shirt and he went over and snatched it 
and whipped it in circles above his head, 
like a scalp. What followed was one of the 
greatest ovations I’ve ever heard, and I’ve 
spent my life in stadiums. 

I’d never witnessed anything quite 
like that race. And yet I didn’t just wit-
ness it. I took part in it. Days later I felt 
sore in my hams and quads. This, I de-
cided, this is what sports are, what they 
can do. Like books, sports give people 
a sense of having lived other lives, of 
taking part in other people’s victories. 
And defeats. When sports are at their 
best, the spirit of the fan merges with 
the spirit of the athlete, and in that 
convergence, in that transference, is 
the oneness that the mystics talk about. 

Walking back down Agate Street I 
knew that race was part of me, would for-
ever be part of me, and I vowed it would 

1972 U.S. Olympic 
Trials: Coached by 

Bowerman (in cap), Pre 
beat Young (277) in the 

5,000-meter final,  
then donned the  
infamous shirt.

The 1972 shoe line from Nike (above), which in 
January that year changed the name of its retail 
stores from Blue Ribbon Sports to The Athletic 
Department (right, that’s Hollister in doorway).
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and of Dr. King, and of the students at 
Kent State University, and of all the tens 
of thousands of boys in Vietnam. Ours 
was a difficult, death-drenched age, and 
at least once every day you were forced 
to ask yourself: What’s the point? 

When Bowerman returned, I drove 
straight down to Eugene to see him. He 
looked as though he hadn’t slept in a de-
cade. He told me that he and Pre had been 
within a hair of the attack. In the first 
minutes, as the terrorists took control of 
the building, many Israeli athletes were 
able to flee, slipping out side doors, jump-
ing out windows. One made his way to 
the next building over, where Bowerman 
and Pre were staying. Bowerman heard a 
knock, opened the door of his room, and 
found this man, a race walker, shivering 
with fear, babbling about masked gun-
men. Bowerman pulled the man inside 
and phoned the U.S. consul. “Send the 
marines!” he shouted into the phone. 

They did. Marines quickly secured 
the building where Bowerman and the 
U.S. team were staying. 

also be part of Nike. In our coming bat-
tles, with [Japanese supplier] Onitsuka, 
with whomever, we’d be like Pre. We’d 
compete as if our lives depended on it. 

Because they did. 

NE X T, W ITH SAUCER E Y E S, we looked to the 
Olympics. Not only was our man Bow-
erman going to be the head coach of the 
track team, but our homeboy Pre was 
going to be the star. After his perfor-
mance at the trials? Who could doubt it? 

Certainly not Pre. “Sure there will be a 
lot of pressure,” he told Sports Illustrated.  
“And a lot of us will be facing more ex-
perienced competitors, and maybe we 
don’t have any right to win. But all I 
know is if I go out and bust my gut un-
til I black out and somebody still beats 
me, and if I have made that guy reach 
down and use everything he has and 
then more, why then it just proves that 
on that day he’s a better man than I.” 

Right before Pre and Bowerman left 
for Germany, I filed for a patent on Bow-
erman’s waffle shoe. Application number 

284,736 described the “improved sole 
having integral polygon shaped studs…
of square, rectangular, or triangle cross 
section…[and] a plurality of flat sides 
which provide gripping edges that give 
greatly improved traction.” 

A proud moment for both of us. A 
golden moment of my life. Sales of Nike 
were steady, my son was healthy, I was 
able to pay my mortgage on time. All 
things considered, I was in a damned 
fine mood that August. 

And then it began. In the second week 
of the Olympic Games, a squad of eight 
masked gunmen scaled a back wall of 
the Olympic village and kidnapped 11 
Israeli athletes. In our Tigard, Oregon, 
office we set up a TV and no one did a 
lick of work. We watched and watched, 
day after day, saying little, often hold-
ing our hands over our mouths. When 
the terrible denouement came, when 
the news broke that all the athletes 
were dead, their bodies strewn on a 
blood-spattered tarmac at the airport, 
it recalled the deaths of both Kennedys, 

PRE COULD HAVE SLIPPED BEHIND THE FRONTRUNNER, COASTED IN HIS WAKE, STOLEN SILVER. THAT, 
HOWEVER, WAS AGAINST HIS RELIGION. SO HE’D RUN ALL OUT, AS ALWAYS, HOLDING NOTHING BACK.
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Lobo, and after large quantities of cold 
beer, Pre emerged. One day I heard that 
he’d been seen again around town, at 
dawn, doing his daily 10 miles, Lobo 
trotting at his heels. 

It took a full six months, but the fire 
in Pre’s belly came back. In his final 
races for the University of Oregon, he 
shone. He won the NCAA three-mile for 
a fourth straight year, posting a gaudy  
13:05.3. He also went to Scandinavia and 
crushed the field in the 5,000, setting an 
American record: 13:22.4. Better yet, he 
did it in Nikes. Bowerman finally had him 
wearing our shoes. (Months into his re-
tirement, Bowerman was still coaching 
Pre, still polishing the final designs for 
the waffle shoe, which was about to go 
on sale to the general public. He’d never 
been busier.) And our shoes were finally 
worthy of Pre. It was a perfect symbiotic 
match. He was generating thousands of 
dollars of publicity, making our brand a 
symbol of rebellion and iconoclasm—and 
we were helping his recovery. 

Pre began to talk warily with Bower-
man about the 1976 Olympics in Montre-
al. He told Bowerman, and a few close 
friends, that he wanted redemption. He 
was determined to capture that gold 
medal that eluded him in Munich. 

Several scary stumbling blocks stood 
in his path, however. Vietnam, for one. 
Pre, whose life, like mine, like every-
one’s, was governed by numbers, drew 

For this “overreaction,” Bowerman 
was severely reprimanded by Olympic 
officials. He’d exceeded his authority, 
they said. In the heat of the crisis they 
made time to summon Bowerman to 
their headquarters. Thank goodness 
Jesse Owens, the hero of the last Ger-
man Olympics, the man who “beat” Hit-
ler, went with Bowerman and voiced his 
support for Bowerman’s actions. That 
forced the bureaucrats to back off. 

Bowerman and I sat and stared at the 
river for a long while, saying little. Then, 
his voice scratchy, Bowerman told me 
that those 1972 Olympics marked the 
low point of his life. I’d never heard him 
say a thing like that, and I’d never seen 
him look like that. Defeated. 

I couldn’t believe it. 
As a wise teacher had once told me, 

The cowards never started and the weak 
died along the way—that leaves us. 

Soon after that day Bowerman an-
nounced that he was retiring from 
coaching.

LIKE HIS COACH, Pre just wasn’t himself after 
the 1972 Olympics. He was haunted and 
enraged by the terrorist attacks. And by 
his performance. He felt he’d let every-
one down. He’d finished fourth. 

No shame in being the world’s fourth-
best at your distance, we told him. But 
Pre knew he was better than that. And 
he knew he’d have done better if he hadn’t 

been so stubborn. He showed no patience, 
no guile. He could have slipped behind the 
frontrunner, coasted in his wake, stolen 
silver. That, however, would have gone 
against Pre’s religion. So he’d run all out, 
as always, holding nothing back, and in 
the final hundred yards he tired. Worse, 
the man he considered his archrival, Lasse 
Viren of Finland, once more took the gold. 

We tried to lift Pre’s spirits. We as-
sured him that Oregon still loved him. 
City officials in Eugene were even plan-
ning to name a street after him. “Great,” 
Pre said. “What’re they gonna call it—
Fourth Street?” He locked himself in his 
metal trailer on the banks of the Willa-
mette and he didn’t come out for weeks. 

In time, after pacing a lot, after play-
ing with his German shepherd puppy, 

After Knight (below 
center, in tie) gave him 
a PR job, Pre toured the 
country with Hollister 

(lower right) in a VW bus, 
meeting and running 

with kids.

Slipping into a pair of Bruins in 1972. 
Opposite: At the 1972 Olympic 5,000- 
meter final, Pre charged ahead of Viren 
(228) but finished fourth (inset). 
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a horrible number in the draft lottery. 
He was going to be drafted, there was 
little doubt, as soon as he graduated. In 
a year’s time he’d be sitting in some fetid 
jungle, taking heavy machine-gun fire. 
He might have his legs, his godlike legs, 
blown out from under him.

Also, there was Bowerman. Pre and 
the coach were clashing constantly, two 
headstrong guys with different ideas 
about training methods and running 
styles. Bowerman took the long view: A 
distance runner peaks in his late 20s. He 
therefore wanted Pre to rest, preserve 
himself for certain select races. Save 
something, Bowerman kept pleading. But 
of course Pre refused. I’m all out, all the 
time, he said. In their relationship I saw 
a mirror of my relationship with banks. 
Pre didn’t see the sense in going slow—
ever. Go fast or die. I couldn’t fault him. 
I was on his side. Even against our coach. 

Above all, however, Pre was broke. 
The know-nothings and oligarchs 
who governed American amateur 
athletics at that time decreed that 
Olympic athletes couldn’t collect 
endorsement money, or govern-
ment money, which meant our 
finest runners and swimmers and 
boxers were reduced to paupers. To 
stay alive, Pre sometimes tended bar in 
Eugene, and sometimes he ran in Europe, 
taking illicit cash from race promoters. Of 
course those extra races were starting to 
cause issues. His body—in particular his 
back—was breaking down. 

At Nike we worried about Pre. 
We talked about him often, formally  
and informally, around the office. Even-
tually we came up with a plan. To keep 
him from injuring himself, to avoid 
the shame of him going around with a 
begging bowl, we hired him. In 1973, 
we gave him a “job,” a modest salary 
of $5,000 a year, and access to a beach 
condo my old Stanford friend Cale 
owned in Los Angeles. We also gave 
him a business card that said National 
Director of Public Affairs. People often 
narrowed their eyes and asked me what 
that meant. I narrowed my eyes right 
back. “It means he can run fast,” I said. 

The first thing Pre did with his 
windfall was go out and buy himself 
a butterscotch MG. He drove it every-
where—fast. It looked like my old MG. 
I remember feeling enormously, vicar-
iously proud. I remember thinking: We 
bought that. I remember thinking Pre 
was the living, breathing embodiment of 
what we were trying to create. Whenever 
people saw Pre going at his breakneck 
pace—on a track, in his MG —I wanted 

them to see Nike. And when they bought 
a pair of Nikes, I wanted them to see Pre. 

I felt this strongly about Pre even 
though I’d only had a few conversations 
with the man. And you could hardly 
call them conversations. Whenever I 
saw him at a track, or around the Nike 
offices, I became mute. I tried to con 
myself; more than once I told myself 
that Pre was just a kid from Coos Bay, 
a short, shaggy-haired jock with a porn-
star mustache. But I knew better. And a 
few minutes in his presence would prove 
it. A few minutes was all I could take. 

The world’s most famous Oregonian 
at the time was Ken Kesey, whose block-

buster novel One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s 
Nest appeared in 1962, the exact moment 
I left on my postcollegiate trip around the 
world. I knew Kesey at the University of 
Oregon. He wrestled, and I ran track, and 
on rainy days we’d do indoor workouts 
at the same facility. When his first novel 
came out, I was stunned by how good it 
was, especially since the plays he’d writ-
ten in school had been dreck. Suddenly 
he was a literary lion, the toast of New 
York, and yet I never felt star-struck in 
his presence, as I did in Pre’s. In 1973, I 
decided that Pre was every bit the artist 
that Kesey was, and more. Pre said as 
much himself. “A race is a work of art,” 

Knight (in white 
cap, at sewing machine, 

holding shoe) loved to 
watch Pre race, and was 

at the 1975 meet when 
Pre beat Shorter (Florida 

shirt) just hours before 
he died.
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he told a reporter, “that people can look 
at and be affected in as many ways as 
they’re capable of understanding.” 

Each time Pre came into the office, I 
noted, I wasn’t alone in my swooning. 
Everyone became mute. Everyone be-
came shy. Men, women, it didn’t matter, 
everyone turned into Buck Knight [Phil’s 
nickname]. Even Penny Knight. If I was 
the first to make Penny care about track 
and field, Pre was the one who made 
her a real fan. 

Geoff Hollister was the exception to 
this rule. He and Pre had an easy way 
around each other. They were like broth-
ers. I never once saw Hollister act any 
differently with Pre than he did with, say, 
me. So it made sense to have Hollister, the 
Pre Whisperer, bring Pre in, help us get to 
know him, and vice versa. We arranged 
a lunch in the conference room. 

When the day came, it wasn’t wise, 
but it was typical of Bob Woodell [an-
other early Nike employee] and me—we 
chose that moment to tell Hollister that 
we were tweaking his duties. In fact, we 
told him the second his butt hit the chair 
in the conference room. The change 
would affect how he got paid. Not how 

however, he left the country for Wimble-
don. Then, against all odds, he won Wim-
bledon. In our shoes. Next, he came home 
and shocked the world by winning the U.S. 
Open. I was giddy. I phoned the agent and 
asked if Connors had signed those papers 
yet. We wanted to get started promoting 
him. “What papers?” the agent said. 

“Uh, the papers. We had a deal, re-
member?” 

“Yeah, I don’t remember any deal. 
We’ve already got a deal three times better 
than your deal, which I don’t remember.” 

Disappointing, we all agreed. But oh 
well. Besides, we all said, we’ve still got 
Pre. We’ll always have Pre. 

ONE SPRING MORNING IN 1975, I lingered with 
Penny over breakfast and we talked 
about the upcoming Memorial Day 
weekend. I told her I didn’t know when 
I’d craved a holiday so much. I needed 
rest, and sleep, and good food—and I 
needed to watch Pre run. She gave me 
a wry smile. Always mixing business 
with pleasure. 

Guilty. 
Pre was hosting a meet that weekend 

in Eugene, and he’d invited the top run-

Excerpted from SHOE 

DOG: A Memoir by the 

Creator of Nike, by Phil 

Knight. Copyright  

© 2016 by Phil Knight. 

Reprinted by permission 

of Scribner, a Division of 

Simon & Schuster, Inc.

fact, we told Hollister, take the boy on 
a cross-country tour. Hit all the track 
meets, state fairs, high schools, and 
colleges you can. Go everywhere, and 
nowhere. Do everything, and nothing. 

Sometimes Pre would conduct a run-
ning clinic, answering questions about 
training and injuries. Sometimes he’d 
just sign autographs and pose for photos. 
No matter what he did, no matter where 
Hollister took him, worshipful crowds 
would appear around their bright blue 
Volkswagen bus. 

Though Pre’s job title was intention-
ally imprecise, his role was real, and his 
belief in Nike was authentic as well. He 

much, just how. Before we could fully 
explain, he threw down his napkin and 
stormed out. Now we had nobody to help 
us break the ice with Pre. We all stared 
silently into our sandwiches. 

Pre spoke first. “Is Geoff coming back?”
“I don’t think so,” I said.
Long pause.
“In that case,” Pre said, “can I eat his 

sandwich?” 
We all laughed, and Pre seemed 

suddenly mortal, and the luncheon ul-
timately proved invaluable. 

Shortly after that day, we soothed 
Hollister, and tweaked his duties 
again. From now on, we said, you’re 
Pre’s full-time liaison. You’re in charge 
of handling Pre, taking Pre out on the 
road, introducing Pre to the fans. In 

wore Nike T-shirts everywhere he went, 
and he allowed his foot to be Bower-
man’s last for all shoe experiments. Pre 
preached Nike as gospel and brought 
thousands of new people into our re-
vival tent. He urged everyone to give 
this groovy new brand a try—even his 
competitors. He’d often send a pair of 
Nike flats or spikes to a fellow runner 
with a note: Try these. You’ll love them. 

At the same time Pre was smashing 
American records in Nikes, the best 
tennis player in the world was smashing 
rackets in them. His name was Jimmy 
Connors, and his biggest fan was Jeff 
Johnson [yet another early Nike em-
ployee]. Connors, Johnson told me, was 
the tennis version of Pre. Rebellious. 
Iconoclastic. He urged me to reach out 
to Connors, sign him to an endorsement 
deal, fast. Thus, in the summer of 1974, 
I phoned Connors’s agent and made 
my pitch. We’d signed Ilie Nastase for 
$10,000, I said, and we were willing to 
offer his boy half that. 

The agent jumped at the deal. 
Before Connors could sign the papers, 

ners in the world, including his Finnish 
archnemesis, Viren. Though Viren had 
pulled out at the last minute, there was 
still a gang of amazing runners competing, 
including one brash marathoner named 
Frank Shorter, who’d taken gold at the 
1972 Games, in Munich, the city of his 
birth. Tough, smart, a lawyer now living 
in Colorado, Shorter was starting to be-
come as well known as Pre, and the two 
were good friends. Secretly I had designs 
on signing Shorter to an endorsement deal. 

Friday night Penny and I drove down 
to Eugene and took our place with 7,000 
screaming, roistering Pre fans. The 
5,000-meter race was vicious, furious, 
and Pre wasn’t at his best, everyone 
could see that. Shorter led going into 
the last lap. But at the last possible mo-
ment, in the last 200 yards, Pre did what 
Pre always did. He dug down deep. With 
Hayward vibrating and swaying, he 
pulled away and won in 13:23.8, which 
was 1.6 seconds off his best time. 

Pre was most famous for saying, 
“Somebody may beat me—but they’re 
going to have to (continued on page 111)

WATCHING PRE RUN THAT FINAL RACE, I’D NEVER FELT MORE ADMIRATION FOR HIM, OR IDENTIFIED WITH 
HIM MORE CLOSELY. SOMEBODY MAY BEAT ME, I TOLD MYSELF, BUT THEY’LL HAVE TO BLEED TO DO IT.

The site of Pre’s fatal accident became 
a shrine devoted to his memory. 
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 C hances are, the first 

thing that comes to 

mind when you think 

of Los Angeles is 

gridlock. But the City 

of Angels is also home 

to an eclectic, vibrant, 

and (fast) growing running community.

 “So many crews have popped up in 

the last couple of years that cater to 

specific needs,” says Brandi Garcia, 

founder of We Run L.A. Crew, a 

running group that changes locations 

every week specifically to interact 

with new people and places. “Some 

are more about community, some  

are serious about training and are for 

runners looking to PR, some are more 

artsy, and others are specific to par-

ticular areas of the city.” (Check out 

meetup.com for a comprehensive list 

of clubs and their locations and start 

times.) Why the rise in popularity? 

Well, it is L.A.—home of red carpets 

and star-stamped sidewalks. “Every-

one wants to be fit,” says Garcia.

And there’s a range of places in 

which to get that way, from urban 

streets to mountain trails and iconic 

oceanside paths: You’ll skirt costumed 

Avatars outside the Chinese Theatre in 

Hollywood and catch epic city views 

(and perhaps a few celeb sightings) 

from the trails (and killer hills) at Run-

yon Canyon and Griffith parks. You’ll 

be swiveling your head from ocean to 

palatial homes to street performers 

and gym rats and back again while 

passing through Santa Monica and 

Venice Beach on the 20-mile Marvin 

Braude Bike Trail (a.k.a., “The Strand”), 

which runs from Pacific Palisades 

south to the city of Torrance. 

It’s this variety that attracts runners. 

“You can really mix it up here,” says 

Chantel Antonetti, member of The 

Republic Run Club. “You can make 

your run as crazy and dirty and diffi-

cult as you want, or you can just go at 

a selfie pace and end at brunch with 

your friends.” See for yourself on the 

following pages. 

Members of The 
Republic Run Club 
behind the iconic 

Hollywood Sign in 
L.A.’s Griffith Park. 

The park is the city’s 
most filmed location. 

The City of Angels might be hell to drive, but with 

storied parks, seemingly endless oceanside paths, 

and diverse running tribes, it’s a dream to run. 

By Adrienne Jordan
PHOTOGRAPHS BY RYAN YOUNG
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Griffith Park
Go for a run here and who knows? You might end up 

in the middle of some movie magic. The 4,210-acre 

park is the most filmed location in the area—322 

production days in 2014 alone, according to the  

Los Angeles Times. (It’s the go-to locale for shows 

like Criminal Minds and NCIS: Los Angeles.) The 

country’s largest municipal park with urban wilder-

ness—and site of the famed Hollywood Sign—it 

has 53 miles of paved paths, mountain roads, and 

rugged trails. laparks.org/dos/parks/griffithpk; 

4730 Crystal Springs Dr. 

3 / CRYO- 
HEALTHCARE
Hobble in after 

a tough work-

out for a 1.5- to 

three-minute 

session in an 

ultra-low-temp 

tank (from –200º 

to –240ºF). 

“Cryotanks” help 

hasten recovery 

by triggering a 

release of anti- 

inflammatories. 

(Keep an eye 

out for Olympic 

sprinter Carmelita 

Jeter.) cryohealth 

care.com; 351 N. 

La Cienega Blvd.2/ THE 
JUICEBOX TRUCK 
The city’s first juicery on wheels is a 

frequent stop for local runners, says 

cofounder Robert Connolly. He recom-

mends the Mojitobox—cucumber, green 

apple, spinach, mint, lime (“so refreshing 

after a long workout”)—and the Beach-

box—Thai coconut water, coconut meat, 

ginger, key lime (“loaded with electro-

lytes”). The truck is a regular presence 

Sundays from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Abbot 

Kinney Boulevard in Venice, about a half-

mile from the Venice Beach Boardwalk 

and The Strand (see page 82). thejuice 

boxtruck.com; 1423 Abbot Kinney Blvd.  

1

4 /Abigaile
The perfect spot for a postrun 

pint and farm-to-table grub. 

Located on Hermosa Beach in 

a former church, the restaurant 

and brewery whips up magic 

like smoked pork confit, bacon, 

and gruyère, all wrapped in a 

golden pastry crust and served 

with tomato jam and Midnight 

Mass Black IPA. abigailerestau

rant.com; 1301 Manhattan Ave.
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11 / GRAND CENTRAL MARKET
In operation since 1917, this 

30,000-square-foot market-

place serves as a culinary 

celebration of L.A.’s myriad 

cultures. With nearly 40 food 

vendors offering everything 

from burgers to currywurst 

to bento boxes and falafel—

not to mention organic ice 

cream and a coffee shop run 

by award-winning baristas—

you’ll satisfy any postrun 

craving. “It’s one of L.A.’s 

best secrets and very popular 

with the city’s runners,” says 

Bryan Chavez of FrontRun-

ners. grandcentralmarket

.com; 317 S. Broadway 

L.A. Sports 
Massage
The staffers here are nearly 

all athletes and runners, so 

rest assured they feel your 

pain. After an interview to de-

termine your problem areas, 

they’ll base their treatment 

on your feedback. “We have 

a rainbow of techniques to 

choose from to give someone 

a more beneficial experi-

ence,” says owner Dennis 

Lisaius. Those techniques 

include deep tissue, trigger 

point, myofascial release, and 

more. lasportsmassage.com; 

13205 W. Washington Blvd.

9/ WE RUN 
L.A.  CRE W
Aiming to promote  

a love of running 

across communities, 

the crew meets every 

Wednesday night at  

8 in a different loca-

tion. “Even if they’re 

from here, a lot of 

people don’t know 

the beauty of L.A.,” 

says founder Brandi 

Garcia. “Everything 

the city is known for, 

we’ve run by.” Runs 

are four to six miles 

(check @werunlacrew 

for routes). facebook 

.com/WeRunLACrew 

8 / FRONTRUNNERS 
Don’t be surprised to 

walk into the run-

ning store’s flagship 

location and see Ben 

Affleck or Denzel 

Washington. “On any 

given day, you’ll catch 

paparazzi outside our 

door,” says comanager 

Bryan Chavez. The 

store provides digital 

scans of runners’ feet, 

and three- to five-mile 

group runs on Satur-

day mornings at 8 (all 

levels welcome). front

runnersla.com; 11620 

San Vicente Blvd.

7 /The Republic 
Run Club
For runners of all levels who 

“truly want to train,” says 

member Chantel Antonetti. 

They meet Tuesday nights 

at 7:45 in downtown’s Little 

Tokyo for tempo runs, speed-

work, or hills, and cap it off 

with Mediterranean street 

food at Spitz. On Saturday 

mornings, they’ll meet at 8 at 

Tanner’s Coffee Co. for long 

runs along the ocean at Playa 

del Rey (check @therepublic_

ca to confirm times). Twice 

a year, the group donates 

running shoes to the homeless 

on Skid Row. eatatspitz.com/

littletokyo; 371 E. 2nd St. 

6

5 / CULVER CITY 
STAIRS
Hill repeats with a 

payoff: This staircase 

includes 282 steps 

and ends at the 500-

foot summit of the 

Baldwin Hills Scenic 

Overlook. Once you’re 

at the top, you get a 

breathtaking view (as 

if the stairs weren’t 

enough) of the Pacific 

Ocean, the Los Ange-

les Basin, and the San 

Gabriel Mountains. 

parks.ca.gov; 6300 

Hetzler Rd.

L.A.  RIVER BIKE PATH 
Ultimately, the path will border both 

sides of the 51-mile Los Angeles River 

from Canoga Park in the San Fernan-

do Valley to the Downtown Marina in 

Long Beach. Completed portions now 

total 31 miles and include a 7.25-mile 

stretch in the San Fernando Valley near 

Griffith Park and a 16.5-mile stretch from 

Maywood to Long Beach. The goal is 

to create a riverside community and a 

rare, traffic-free stretch of trail, says Eli 

Kaufman of L.A. River Corp. lariver.org
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MARVIN 
BRAUDE BIKE 
TRAIL (“THE 
STRAND”)
Points Along the Way
Mile Marker 0  

(southbound)

1) Will Rogers  
State Beach
The nearly two-mile-

long beach has free 

parking and restrooms 

(and, fun fact, was the 

original location for 

Baywatch). 

Mile Marker .4

2) Temescal  
Canyon Road
More free parking 

here. Plus, killer 

cross-training on the 

Temescal Canyon 

Loop hiking trail just 

across the highway. 

Mile Marker 2.2

3) Palisades Park
The tree-filled park 

sits atop coastal 

sandstone bluffs. 

Restrooms here.

Mile Marker 3.2

4) Santa Monica Pier
Hang a right here 

and hit up the Ferris 

wheel, then head to 

the end of the pier for 

a photo of the famous 

Route 66 sign.  

Mile Marker 5.7

5) Venice Beach
Expect to run past 

street vendors, per-

formers, and sweaty 

displays on Muscle 

Beach and the outdoor 

basketball courts (as 

seen in White Men 

Can’t Jump).

Mile Marker 5.8

6) Venice Fishing Pier
Catch a magnificent 

sunset (or a sand bass) 

on this 1,310-foot-long 

pier. Public restrooms 

on the pier.

Mile Marker 8.7

7) Marina del Rey
Turn left on Wash-

ington Boulevard and 

skirt one of the world’s 

largest man-made 

small-craft harbors. 

RUN MORE CITIES
Go to runnersworld.com/LA for 

an interactive tour of The Strand. And check 

out other great running cities (like Chicago, 

Austin, and Philly) at runnersworld.com/ 

runningcities. Next up: New Orleans. 





NORTHWEST PASSAGE

NAPA VALLEY
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WASHINGTON D.C.
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Now 
featuring 
IMAGES AND DATA

FOR BOTH MEN’S AND
WOMEN’S SHOES

BY JONATHAN BEVERLY & 
MARTYN SHORTEN, PH.D. 
PHOTOGRAPHS BY NICK FERRARI

INNOVATION 
ABOUNDS IN 
THESE 21 GREAT 
SHOES TO PROPEL 
YOU THROUGH FAST 
SUMMER MILES.

summer
SHOE 

GUIDE
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BEST UPDATE
Adidas Adizero Adios 3 

p. 98

BEST BUY
Mizuno Wave Hitogami 3 

p. 100

EDITOR’S CHOICE
Skechers GOrun 4 - 2016 

p. 96

For every Shoe 
Guide, men’s and 
women’s models 
are tested on the 
road and in the 
lab. Images here 
are a mix of both.

Salming Miles 
p. 96

Pearl Izumi Road N2 v3  
p. 98

Pearl Izumi Road N0 v2 
p. 100

Adidas PureBoost X 
p. 100

New Balance 1400v4 
p. 98

Saucony Ride 9  
p. 92

Asics FuzeX 
p. 92

Puma Speed 600 Ignite 
p. 94

Treksta Mega Wave  
p. 94

Brooks Neuro  
p. 94

Newton Gravity V  
p. 96

Saucony Kinvara 5 
Reviewed Previously

SHOES IN THIS REGION OFFER A FIRM, CLOSE-TO-THE-GROUND RIDE
WITH LITTLE WEIGHT AND FEW RESTRICTIONS ON FOOT MOTION.

SHOES IN THIS REGION ARE LIGHT, FLEXIBLE, AND WELL CUSHIONED 
WITHOUT STABILITY AND SUPPORT FEATURES.

LE
SS
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HO

E

MORE

LESS

RW SHOE FINDER

Put yourself into a runner group using the 

table at right. When you’ve arrived at a 

color-coded group on the bottom of the 

table, locate it on the grid below. Shoes in 

that encircled group tend to work well for 

runners like you. Start with shoes well within 

your group, but feel free to consider models 

along the border or in a neighboring group.

Proceed directly to the grid below. Shoes 

are arranged in terms of cushioning, weight, 

sole height, flexibility, and stability features 

as measured in the RW Shoe Lab. You’ll find 

lighter, less-supportive shoes in the bottom 

left and highly cushioned, more stable shoes 

in the top right. Shoes in the middle provide 

a balance of performance and protection 

features and can work well for many runners.

DO YOU KNOW THE TYPE OF SHOE THAT WORKS WELL
FOR YOUR SIZE, STRIDE, AND PREFERRED RIDE?

YES NO

START

HERE

Based on tests at the 

RW Shoe Lab, we fixed 

the shoes on this grid 

to show how they 

compare. Then we 

overlaid the grid with 

runner groups to show 

which shoes work well 

for certain runners.

THE SHOE FINDER HELPS YOU PINPOINT SUITABLE MODELS BASED ON YOUR RUNNING HISTORY AND OTHER SHOES
YOU LIKE. FOR MORE DETAILS ON FIT AND PERFORMANCE, SEE OUR REVIEWS ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES.
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Nike Air Zoom Odyssey
Reviewed Previously

Nike Air Zoom Vomero 11 
p. 88

Hoka One One Infinite 
p. 88

361-Strata 
p. 90

Mizuno Wave Prophecy 5 
p. 90

BEST DEBUT
New Balance Fresh Foam Vongo 

p. 90

Adidas UltraBoost ST 
p. 88

Nike Air Zoom Pegasus 33  
p. 92

Mizuno Wave Catalyst 
Reviewed Previously

Under Armour Charged Bandit
Reviewed Previously

SHOES IN THIS REGION COMBINE MAXIMAL CUSHIONING AND SUPPORT, 
WITH PLENTY OF PROTECTIVE MATERIAL BETWEEN YOU AND THE GROUND.

SHOES IN THIS REGION COMBINE FIRM CUSHIONING AND AN ABUNDANCE
OF STABILITY FEATURES, PROVIDING CONTROL AND PROTECTION.

M
ORE SHOE

CUSHION

CUSHION

RUNNER GROUPS
BODY SIZE

Body Mass Index is calculated from your weight and height,
and offers a fairly reliable indication of body type.
BMI = Weight (pounds) / (Height [inches])2 x 703. 
Or use the calculator at runnersworld.com/bmi.
Generally, the higher your BMI, the more shoe you need.

BMI < 23
Examples:

Under 160 lb. for 5'10" man

Under 134 lb. for 5'4" woman

BMI 23–27
Examples:

161–188 lb. for 5'10" man

135–157 lb. for 5'4" woman

BMI > 27
Examples:

Over 189 lb. for 5'10" man

Over 158 lb. for 5'4" woman

RUNNING EXPERIENCE
This includes how long you’ve been running and how 
much you run. Find your level here by estimating 
your average miles per week over the past year.
The more you run, the more efficient you tend to become 
and, generally, the less shoe you need.

More than 
20 miles per 
week 

Fewer than 
20 miles per 
week

More than 
15 miles per 
week

Fewer than 
15 miles per 
week

More than 
10 miles per 
week

Fewer than 
10 miles per 
week

INJURY EXPERIENCE
During normal training, do you tend to develop problems in 
your joints, bones, and connective tissue?
Those with higher incidence of injuries tend to need shoes 
with more support. 
Note: Shoes cannot cure injuries, and the causes of problems 

vary greatly. If you’re battling persistent injuries, you should 

see a medical professional.

No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes No

GROUPS A B C B D E D F G

WE ANALYZED DATA FROM MORE THAN 3 MILLION USERS OF THE RW ONLINE SHOE FINDER TO SORT RUNNERS INTO 
SEVEN GROUPS. RUNNERS IN EACH GROUP HAVE SIMILAR SHOE NEEDS BASED ON A FEW KEY VARIABLES.

“Reviewed Previously” 

shoes are well-known 

models, shown here 

for reference. Visit 

runnersworld.com/

shoesearch to read 

reviews of them.



Nike Air Zoom Vomero 11 $140
After two versions that were firmer 

and speedier, this high-end trainer 

gets thick padding on the tongue and 

around the heel, wider arch-wrapping 

Flywires, and softer layers of foam in 

the midsole—which dramatically raised 

the shoe’s cushioning scores. Testers 

confirmed that the shoe felt soft but 

didn’t sacrifice any road feel—they 

called it “responsive” and “pleasantly 

snappy” with a “fast, aggressive ride.”

Hoka One One Infinite $120
A more stable version of the Clifton 2, 

the Infinite has a forefoot rocker that’s 

been shifted forward, so you have more 

sole contact during the stance phase of 

your stride. A wide base and sculpted 

foam that wraps up around the sides 

of the foot help counter foot roll. While 

some found the cushioning excessive, 

testers said the shoes’ fit was roomier 

than other recent Hoka models.

ADIDAS ULTRABOOST ST $180
Last year’s UltraBoost provided a remarkable level of cushy feel, flexibility, and re-

sponsiveness, but left out runners who couldn’t handle the squishy ride. In the Ultra-

Boost ST, Adidas compressed more Boost pellets into the arch of the midsole. The 

resulting denser region counters the 

inward roll of your foot. Increased 

outsole rubber under the arch, which 

doesn’t allow the shoe to stretch as 

much there, bolsters support. The 

upper holds a twisting foot firmly 

using engineered mesh with external 

support straps and an asymmetrical 

heel wrap. Testers loved the plush 

cushioning and praised how stable 

the shoe felt without being heavy, 

hard, or overconstructed.

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

Weight:  10.9 oz   9.0 oz

Height:  37.7 mm (heel); 27.0 mm (forefoot)

 35.1 mm (heel); 21.7 mm (forefoot)

HEEL CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FOREFOOT CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FLEXIBILITY

LESS MORE

Weight:  10.5 oz   8.9 oz

Height:  38.4 mm (heel); 26.4 mm (forefoot)

 39.6 mm (heel); 25.9 mm (forefoot)

HEEL CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FOREFOOT CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FLEXIBILITY

LESS MORE

Weight:  11.6 oz   10.0 oz

Height:  33.5 mm (heel); 22.3 mm (forefoot)

 31.7 mm (heel); 21.4 mm (forefoot)

HEEL CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FOREFOOT CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FLEXIBILITY

LESS MORE
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DECIPHERING THE DATA
At the RW Shoe Lab, an independent testing facility 

in Portland, Oregon, we mechanically test each shoe 

to show how it stacks up against the average running 

shoe for cushioning and flexibility, on a scale of 0 to 100. 

Average falls squarely in the middle at 50. The results 

displayed here are for a men’s size 9 and a women’s size 7.



Running is like the greatest relationship 

ever. You get so much out of it.  Friends. 

Fitness. The occasional LOLZ.
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361-Strata $150
With a sockliner and top layer of foam 

made from the company’s bouncy, 

rubber-infused blend, the Strata has 

a soft underfoot feel. Closer to the 

ground, firmer foam delivers a stable 

platform with support under the 

arch. Flex grooves in the forefoot are 

designed to let the toes on the outside 

of your foot roll more effectively. Some 

testers found the Strata stiff and bulky, 

but others lauded its level of support.

Mizuno Wave Prophecy 5 $220
This fifth generation of the Prophecy 

takes the mechanical midsole to a new 

level. The foam layer has been entirely 

removed from the heel—cushioning 

comes from the attention-grabbing 

plastic plates. Wear testers report that 

the shoe is a bit heavy and stiff, but 

gave it high marks for the supportive 

ride it offered to larger runners, partic-

ularly women.

NEW BALANCE FRESH FOAM VONGO $130
Traditionally, stability shoes feature firmer foams, posts, and bridges glued together 

in a midsole mishmash. The Vongo is one of a new generation of shoes designed to 

reduce excess inward rolling in a less-complex, smoother-running shoe. Its midsole 

is higher on the arch side than the 

outside—called a “varus wedge,” this 

effective motion-control method has 

been used in shoes sporadically over 

three decades. The shoe is also wide, 

straight, and flared in the forefoot for 

support. In addition, New Balance 

stuffed more Fresh Foam into the 

region under the arch, making the 

midsole firmer without the abrupt 

transition you get when joining two 

materials. 

“I normally run in a lighter shoe, 

but I really loved the Vongo. It 

provided support and cushioning 

yet was fast enough for tempo 

runs. The cushioning wasn’t overly 

plush—it provided a firm landing 

and was quite responsive. Many 

stability shoes can be invasive, 

but this is not one of them.”

TESTER’S TAKE
NAME: Joe Granat

AGE: 32   HEIGHT: 6'0"

WEIGHT: 140 lb.

MILES PER WEEK: 25

YEARS RUNNING: 8
HOME: Little Falls, NJ

OCCUPATION: Sales

associate, running store

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

 Weight:  12.9 oz   10.3 oz

Height:  39.9 mm (heel); 26.2 mm (forefoot)

 37.8 mm (heel); 24.9 mm (forefoot)

HEEL CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FOREFOOT CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FLEXIBILITY

LESS MORE

 Weight:  11.7 oz   9.6 oz

Height:  34.5 mm (heel); 25.6 mm (forefoot)

 30.6 mm (heel); 24.2 mm (forefoot)

HEEL CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FOREFOOT CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FLEXIBILITY

LESS MORE

 Weight:  10.2 oz   8.4 oz

Height:  30.9 mm (heel); 25.2 mm (forefoot)

 29.8 mm (heel); 25.5 mm (forefoot)

HEEL CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FOREFOOT CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FLEXIBILITY

LESS MORE



Hello SPEED  CUSHION. 

Introducing The Clayton. Maximal cushion. Minimal weight. So you can fly.

hokaoneone.com

I M P R O B A B L E



Asics FuzeX $110
Designed with younger runners in 

mind, the futuristic FuzeX is a versatile 

trainer with a streamlined appearance. 

A new Gel-based midsole works in 

concert with traditional foam for better 

shock-absorption in the heel at a lighter 

weight for young legs. It also delivers 

a responsive, propulsive feel during 

toe-off. The ribbed upper with welded 

overlays fit most testers, but some 

found that the shoe ran narrow.

Saucony Ride 9 $120
An infusion of Saucony’s new energy-

returning foam in the “topsole”—a thin

layer under the sockliner—gives a 

pleasant bounce-back sensation. Below 

that, thick foam helps the shoe earn a 

tie for the highest forefoot cushioning 

scores in this guide. A new outsole and 

less-structured upper improved the 

flexibility, but several testers comment-

ed that the ride felt a bit stiff.

NIKE AIR ZOOM PEGASUS 33 $120
Something old, something new describes this 33rd version of the Pegasus. New 

is Zoom Air in the forefoot for the first time, giving it better cushioning yet losing 

none of its lively toe-off. The upper has been refined as well, with more precise 

placement and integration of the 

Flywire cables wrapping the midfoot 

for a secure hold. And the rubber 

on the sole is more segmented to 

enhance flexibility. All this adds up to 

something old: the fast, responsive 

ride of the original Pegasus, before 

it got thick and squishy in the mid 

2000s. Testers liked nearly every 

aspect of this shoe, with specific 

praise for the soft-yet-secure wrap of 

the engineered mesh upper.

“I’m happy to see the Pegasus 

return to the previous format of 

the shoe. I like how lightweight 

it was and yet it did not sacrifice 

any of the cushioning and arch 

support. I felt my foot was secure 

and there was no slippage at all. 

The cushioning is amazing—the 

perfect amount.”

TESTER’S TAKE
NAME: Leiah DeVito

AGE: 35   HEIGHT: 5'6"

WEIGHT: 120 lb.

MILES PER WEEK: 35

YEARS RUNNING: 16
HOME: Saranac, MI

OCCUPATION: Administra-

tive assistant

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

Weight:  9.6 oz   7.9 oz

Height:  30.8 mm (heel); 22.7 mm (forefoot)

 30.0 mm (heel); 22.2 mm (forefoot)

HEEL CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FOREFOOT CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FLEXIBILITY

LESS MORE

Weight:  9.5 oz   7.9 oz

Height:  32.4 mm (heel); 23.6 mm (forefoot)

 31.2 mm (heel); 23.0 mm (forefoot)

HEEL CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FOREFOOT CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FLEXIBILITY

LESS MORE

Weight:  10.1 oz   8.3 oz

Height:  33.7 mm (heel); 22.0 mm (forefoot)

 32.0 mm (heel); 21.4 mm (forefoot)

HEEL CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FOREFOOT CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FLEXIBILITY

LESS MORE
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Join Team In Training and help save lives in some of the most beautiful places in the U.S. 

With marathons or half marathons, participants come together to run or walk and help 

raise funds for blood cancer cures. 

JOIN THE TEAM: TEAMINTRAINING.ORG/RUN

:(�'21·7�581�)520�
%/22'�&$1&(56.  
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 Weight:  10.2 oz   8.4 oz

 Height:  34.8 mm (heel); 27.0 mm (forefoot)

   33.4 mm (heel); 24.0 mm (forefoot)

HEEL CUSHIONING

 FIRM SOFT

FOREFOOT CUSHIONING

 FIRM SOFT

FLEXIBILITY

 LESS MORE

Treksta Mega Wave $125
This new on- or off-road trainer from 

Treksta, better known for its range of 

hiking boots and trail-running shoes, 

garnered solid reviews from our testers. 

Most noticeable when you put them on 

is the contoured footbed conforming 

to your arch and the base of your toes. 

The shape is also unique, with room for 

the big toe in its natural, straight-ahead 

position. The ride is smoothed by two 

layers of foam, with a softer slab closer 

to your foot and a stable base layer 

nearer the road. One knock: Testers 

weren’t fans of the pull-cord lacing.

 NOW ON RUNNERSWORLD.COM
HOW WE TEST
You know we review running 

shoes. But do you know how 

much time, sweat, and science 

are involved? To see everything 

that goes into a Shoe Guide, visit 

runnersworld.com/how-we-test.

VIDEO SPOTLIGHT
Runner’s World Shoe and Gear 

Editor Jeff Dengate (left) gives 

you the lowdown on each pair of 

running shoes reviewed in these 

pages. Watch and learn at run 

nersworld.com/shoevideos.

MORE SHOES AND REVIEWS
In addition to the 21 shoes here, 

our website provides access to 

hundreds of shoe reviews. Go to 

runnersworld.com/shoefinder to 

see more shoes that meet your 

needs in fit and performance.

 Weight:  9.9 oz   8.2 oz

 Height:  29.2 mm (heel); 26.0 mm (forefoot)

   30.3 mm (heel); 24.3 mm (forefoot)

HEEL CUSHIONING

 FIRM SOFT

FOREFOOT CUSHIONING

 FIRM SOFT

FLEXIBILITY

 LESS MORE

Brooks Neuro $130
A new shoe in Brooks’ “Speed” cate-

gory, the Neuro’s sole brings to mind 

a deep-sea creature. Rubber pods are 

filled with soft foam that squishes on 

impact, then firms up, creating a stable 

platform for toe-off. While the pods 

are mostly connected to each other, 

there’s a clean break at the midfoot that 

creates an unusual—but not unpleas-

ant—track-spike feel beneath a thick 

midsole. Testers mostly liked the flex-

ible, cushioned ride but were divided 

on the fit of the upper, which has bands 

that wrap around the foot.

 Weight:  10.9 oz   9.0 oz

 Height:  33.8 mm (heel); 22.8 mm (forefoot)

   31.1 mm (heel); 21.9 mm (forefoot)

HEEL CUSHIONING

 FIRM SOFT

FOREFOOT CUSHIONING

 FIRM SOFT

FLEXIBILITY

 LESS MORE

Puma Speed 600 Ignite $125
Combining the company’s bouncy, 

polyurethane foam in the heel with 

a patch of rubber in the outsole that 

snaps back when stretched, the Speed 

600 delivers a snappy ride. For the 

most part, however, testers reported it 

performed well as a moderately cush-

ioned, fairly stable middle-of-the-road 

trainer. Women praised the fit of their 

version, which has a relatively wider 

forefoot than the men’s. They also gave 

it better overall marks, calling out the 

comfort of the well-padded upper and 

the balance of cushion and support.



NEW RACE. NEW REASON TO LOVE RUNNER’S WORLD.
Join us for the fi rst-ever Runner’s World Classic, created 

in partnership with Dave McGillivray Sports Enterprises 

(DMSE). If anyone knows how to deliver a fantastic event, 

it’s Dave McGillivray—he’s the race director of many of 

the country’s high-profi le races, including the Boston 

Marathon®! So come get your race on and fall in love with 

Runner’s World all over again.

REGISTER TODAY AT RWCLASSIC.COMJuly 15–17, 2016  •  Merrimack College, North Andover, MA

PROMOTION

5K, 10K, Half Marathon,
Five & Dime, and Hat Trick

Seminars with 
Runner’s World editors

Finish festival 
with live music

Your favorite magazine 
brought to life!

BE THerE!
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Boston Marathon is a registered trademark of the Boston Athletic Association.



Salming Miles $160
Swedish company Salming only recent-

ly began selling running shoes on this 

side of the Atlantic. If you’re interested 

in a shoe to try first, look to the Miles, a 

moderately cushioned trainer that has 

a more mainstream ride than the com-

pany’s minimalist models. It has a wide 

toebox and fairly low heel-toe drop, 

but it has a comfortable, well-padded 

upper and a thicker sole that offers 

protection from the road.

Newton Gravity V $175
The five lugs under the Gravity V are 

tuned to deliver the highly responsive 

ride of early Newton shoes, meaning 

this is a fast-feel shoe, but one with 

plenty of cushioning in both heel and 

forefoot. This update refines the upper, 

most noticeably in the panels on each 

side at the ball of the foot. Testers said 

this produced the feeling of a wide 

toebox within a nicely snug overall fit.

SKECHERS GORUN 4 - 2016 $105
Smooth cushioning and a fast ride earned the Skechers GOrun 4 - 2016 the highest 

marks in overall satisfaction among the shoes in this guide. While Skechers Perfor-

mance considered the updates too minor to merit a new model number, this is a sig-

nificantly better-fitting, better-riding 

shoe than last year’s GOrun 4. Tes-

ters heaped praise on the new upper, 

saying it had an “amazing fit” and 

calling it “extremely comfortable.” 

Made from a circular knit, it is sup-

portive where necessary, eliminating 

the need for rigid overlays. The sole 

retains last year’s support pillars for 

a fast-rolling bridge from the heel to 

the flexible toe, but a new foam feels 

springier than the previous version.

“These shoes provided a solid, 

comfortable ride right out of the 

box. The thin, stretchy upper is 

like a slipper that conforms to 

my foot—so comfortable. The 

cushioning is spot-on, too. It felt 

springy in the forefoot, and this 

continued throughout the entire 

landing movement.”

TESTER’S TAKE
NAME: Lauren Garges

AGE: 41   HEIGHT: 5'0"

WEIGHT: 94 lb.

MILES PER WEEK: 45

YEARS RUNNING: 25

HOME: Bethlehem, PA

OCCUPATION: Physical 

therapist

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

Weight:  10.8 oz   8.2 oz

Height:  29.3 mm (heel); 23.6 mm (forefoot)

 27.2 mm (heel); 22.2 mm (forefoot)

HEEL CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FOREFOOT CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FLEXIBILITY

LESS MORE

Weight:  9.7 oz   8.3 oz

Height:  33.5 mm (heel); 25.1 mm (forefoot)

 31.3 mm (heel); 25.7 mm (forefoot)

HEEL CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FOREFOOT CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FLEXIBILITY

LESS MORE

Weight:  8.0 oz   5.2 oz

Height:  28.6 mm (heel); 20.3 mm (forefoot)

 27.7 mm (heel); 19.6 mm (forefoot)

HEEL CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FOREFOOT CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FLEXIBILITY

LESS MORE
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MASTER YOUR ENERGY
AND TAKE CHARGE OF YOUR BODY

“Dave Asprey will make you question
everything you thought you knew about
nutrition and health. His revolutionary
advice will truly make you a healthier,
better-looking, smarter version of
yourself—we can all be bulletproof
like Dave!”
—MARK HYMAN, MD, author of the #1 New York
Times bestseller The Blood Sugar Solution

“So cutting-edge that you may draw blood,
The Bulletproof Diet will teach you how to
avoid the toxins, enjoy more butter, and
have tremendous fun as you get lean.”
—SARA GOTTFRIED, MD, New York Times
best-selling author of The Hormone Cure

“Learning to biohack your health is one of
the smartest things you can ever do. Dave
Asprey is the best person on the planet for
showing you how.”
—PETER SAGE, international serial entrepreneur
and best-selling author of 5 Keys to Master Your Life

“Today we have the power to measure
what works. Dave Asprey uses this new
power in his quest to biohack the human
body to improve how we think and how we
feel. This capacity is groundbreaking and
will lead to measurably improved human 
performance.”
—PETER H. DIAMANDIS, MD, CEO, XPRIZE
Foundation; executive chairman, Singularity
University; and author of Abundance: The Future 
Is  Better Than You Think

On sale now wherever books

and e-books are sold

rodalebooks.com

Follow us @RodaleBooks on

BulletproofExec.com
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Pearl Izumi Road N2 v3 $120
If you haven’t tried Pearl Izumi, now is 

the time. The N2 serves up midlevel 

cushioning, and has a soft feel from 

the moment you put it on, thanks to a 

seamless upper that wraps smoothly. 

The responsive, fluid-rolling midsole 

has a moderate heel-toe drop and an 

upward curve from midfoot to the 

toe. Testers called them “incredibly 

comfortable” and said they encouraged 

quick, tall strides. 

New Balance 1400v4 $100
New Balance didn’t mess much with 

the perennially popular 1400 light-

weight trainer and racer. This version 

simply refines the upper using softer 

fabrics for a supple, closer-to-the-foot 

feel. “I have run in every version of the 

1400 and this is the best yet,” said Alec 

Womboldt of Haslett, Michigan. “The 

shoe maintained its smooth ride but 

improved on fit and toebox shape.”

ADIDAS ADIZERO ADIOS 3 $140
It’s hard to improve upon the Adizero Adios 2, the shoe worn by the fastest mara-

thoner ever, Dennis Kimetto, when he ran 2:02:57 at the Berlin Marathon in 2014. 

Testers confirmed, however, that this update of the popular racer is even better. 

The midsole remains consistent: A 

full-length slab of springy Boost foam 

is rimmed with firm foam around the 

top to add a bit of stability and create 

a fast-rolling feel. Adidas tweaked 

the outsole, wrapping the forefoot 

in a thin, waffle-cut layer of stretchy 

Continental rubber, improving 

flexibility, traction, and durability. 

Testers also reported that the mesh 

and suede-like upper feels softer and 

fits larger feet than previous versions.

“This is a lightweight, fast shoe 

with a responsive ride. The upper 

is flexible and unstructured, 

which gives it a secure fit. The 

Boost cushioning is surprising, but 

is still firm and responsive, as it 

should be. After first trying this 

shoe, I called my running buddy 

and told him to get a pair.”

TESTER’S TAKE
NAME: Adam Kobialka

AGE: 30   HEIGHT: 5'6"

WEIGHT: 130 lb.

MILES PER WEEK: 50

YEARS RUNNING: 5
HOME: Bethlehem, PA

OCCUPATION: Physician

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

 Weight:  6.3 oz   5.3 oz

Height:  28.7 mm (heel); 18.5 mm (forefoot)

 26.7 mm (heel); 16.0 mm (forefoot)

HEEL CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FOREFOOT CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FLEXIBILITY

LESS MORE

 Weight:  10.1 oz   8.4 oz

Height:  29.4 mm (heel); 22.3 mm (forefoot)

 28.7 mm (heel); 18.8 mm (forefoot)

HEEL CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FOREFOOT CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FLEXIBILITY

LESS MORE

 Weight:  8.2 oz   6.8 oz

Height:  26.7 mm (heel); 17.4 mm (forefoot)

 26.3 mm (heel); 15.9 mm (forefoot)

HEEL CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FOREFOOT CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FLEXIBILITY

LESS MORE



•  INTENSE WEIGHT LOSS

•  BOOST METABOLISM
†

•  MAXIMUM ENERGY
†

YOU’VE NEVER
LOOKED BETTER IN

Sable used the key ingredient in Hydroxycut ® Black with 
diet and exercise, and was remunerated. Individuals using 
the key weight loss ingredient (C. canephora robusta) in 
a 60-day study lost an average of 10.95 lbs. with a low-
calorie diet, and 3.7 lbs. in a separate 8-week study with 
a calorie-reduced diet and moderate exercise.

AMERICA’S #1 SELLING WEIGHT LOSS SUPPLEMENT BRAND NEW!

†These benefi ts provided by the additional key ingredient (caffeine anhydrous). 
��Based on AC Nielsen FDMx unit sales for Hydroxycut ® caplets. Read the entire label before use. ®

HYDROXYCUT.COM

LIQUID-THERMO

OUR MOST ADVANCED FORMULA EVER

SABLE LOST  27 LBS. IN 17 WEEKSBEFORE AFTER 

Facebook logo is owned by Facebook Inc. © 2016



Adidas PureBoost X $120
The women’s-only PureBoost X is 

narrower in the heel and wider in 

the toebox for a better fit. But what 

you notice first is how the upper is 

disconnected from the sole under the 

arch, wrapping the midfoot snugly and 

providing a sleek profile. Most testers 

appreciated the arch-hugging support, 

but some found it too tight. All praised 

the superior cushioning, and many said 

the shoes provided light stability.

Pearl Izumi Road N0 v2 $100
You’ll hardly notice the ultralight 

N0 v2, which has the thinnest midsole 

of all shoes in this review. It’s not quite 

a barefoot shoe, as it does provide a 

layer of smooth cushioning and a small 

heel lift, but you’ll want this shoe only 

if you’re an efficient dancer and like 

the feel of the road beneath you. Those 

who fit that description gave the shoe 

high marks.

MIZUNO WAVE HITOGAMI 3 $100
In Japanese, “Hitogami” means “human god,” something you may feel like in this 

speedy racer. After the second version disappointed some with its restrictive upper, 

this update returns with a flexible, slipper-like fit. The upper holds the heel securely 

and has light support from internal 

straps and external overlays around 

the midfoot, but the toes are free 

to wiggle, thanks to an airy mesh 

from the ball of the foot forward. 

Combined with the thin, flexible 

sole, the shoe disappears when 

rolling through quick-tempo strides. 

Labeled a racer, the Hitogami has 

enough stability from the rearfoot 

Wave plate to serve as a training 

shoe for light and efficient runners.

“The Hitogami 3 is comfortable 

and instantly runnable. It has 

the Goldilocks zone of cushion-

ing—enough so that you feel 

light on your feet and don’t feel 

the pounding, but not so much 

that you can’t feel the ground. It’s 

good for long runs, speedwork, 

and everything in between.”

TESTER’S TAKE
NAME: Jim Warrenfeltz

AGE: 34   HEIGHT: 6'3"

WEIGHT: 185 lb.

MILES PER WEEK: 35

YEARS RUNNING: 14
HOME: Zionsville, PA

OCCUPATION: Data 

analyst

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

Weight:  7.1 oz

Height:  28.1 mm (heel); 16.4 mm (forefoot)

HEEL CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FOREFOOT CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FLEXIBILITY

LESS MORE

Weight:  6.6 oz   5.3 oz

Height:  21.7 mm (heel); 14.9 mm (forefoot)

 19.3 mm (heel); 14.2 mm (forefoot)

HEEL CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FOREFOOT CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FLEXIBILITY

LESS MORE

Weight:  7.8 oz   6.1 oz

Height:  26.3 mm (heel); 18.3 mm (forefoot)

 25.5 mm (heel); 17.8 mm (forefoot)

HEEL CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FOREFOOT CUSHIONING

FIRM SOFT

FLEXIBILITY

LESS MORE
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PACE YOURSELF!
We’ve planned an entire weekend of races, entertainment, workshops, 

food, and fun — and you don’t want to miss any of it.

Bethlehem, PA. October 14–16, 2016

Register today at: RWHALF.COM

PROMOTION

202908501

The Runner’s World Half & Festival is a 

celebration of the sport you love.  

Join us for a weekend of nonstop activity—

with just the right mix of competition, 

inspiration, and family fun.

MORE RACE COMBOS THAN EVER!

Q�The Grand Slam 26.2 Weekend Marathon

Q�Hat Trick

Q�Five & Dime

PLUS THE CLASSICS YOU LOVE…

Q�5K, 10K & Half Marathon

Q�Altra 3.8-mile trail run

Q�Kids races

Q�Dog Run

Q�Seminars & live music

Q�Prerace dinner with the RW editors



ACHIEVE 

GREATNESS 

ON AND OFF 

THE FIELD

Leading sports psychology consultant and author of The Champion’s Mind, Jim 
čvÀi��Ü� �>Ã� Ãii�� w�ÀÃÌ�>�`� Ü�>Ì� Ãi«>À>ÌiÃ� }��`� >Ì��iÌiÃ� vÀ��� }Ài>Ì� ��iÃp
especially when they come back after devastating injuries, conquer tough 
obstacles, and face insurmountable odds. Making a comeback isn’t just about 
raw talent or athletic ability; it’s the mental game that counts most.

Now, in THE CHAMPION’S COMEBACK, Afremow provides you with the win-
ning strategies used by great “comeback” athletes to help you get psyched for 
competition, quickly rebound after a loss, and overcome injuries. No matter your 
age or skill level, THE CHAMPION’S COMEBACK will show you how to develop 
Ì�i�V�Ài�V��w�`i�Vi��v�>�Ài«i>Ì�V�>�«	��°�

ON SALE NOW 
wherever books and e-books are sold RODALEWELLNESS.COM  • FOLLOW US @RODALEBOOKS ON

202900902



RACES+PLACES TIPS, TRENDS, 
and MUST-RUN

EVENTS
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Armed guards 
(far right) watch 
over this route 

through a wildlife 
conservancy.

As I stood on the 

starting line of the 

Safaricom Marathon and 

Half, the African savanna 

stretching out before me 

in the early morning light, 

I saw a helicopter repeat-

edly rising then swooping 

down low beyond distant 

acacia trees. After a few 

minutes the chopper flew 

off, and the race starter 

announced: “Sorry for the 

delay—the helicopters 

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS 
In Kenya’s Safaricom Marathon, runners have a wild time.   

By Adharanand Finn

were having trouble mov-

ing a trio of hyenas, but the 

course is now clear.”

The course he was 

referring to was a 13-mile 

loop through the dry 

grasslands of the Lewa 

Conservancy, a 61,000-acre 

wildlife sanctuary in 

northern Kenya that’s home 

to lions, elephants, rhinos, 

giraffes, and hyenas. Such 

residents were why we 

racers not only had air
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ahead of me, just off the path. It was at 

least eight feet tall and strutting toward 

me, its black and white feathers puffed 

up. Behind him stood a female, smaller 

in stature with dull, brown feathers. I 

was alone, out of sight of any rangers, 

and we hadn’t been briefed on ostrich 

encounters. I had no idea what to do. 

Trust me, Big Bird, I am not interested 

in your girlfriend. I avoided eye contact, 

edged to the far side of the path, and 

ran past them, holding my breath. A bit 

spooked and charged with adrenaline, 

I covered the final 10 miles barely reg-

istering any of my earlier discomforts. 

Before crossing the finish line, I got one 

more once-in-a-savanna-race oppor-

tunity when I saw a herd of gazelles 

darting across the trail in the distance.

While my close encounter was 

unique, it wasn’t unusual. For 16 years, 

runners have safely looped through the 

conservancy’s grounds, enjoying the 

rare privilege of sharing terrain with 

endangered animals. The experience 

was well worth the eight-hour flight, the 

three hours and 18 minutes of suffering, 

and a moment of avian terror. 

       support, but the company of armed 

rangers stationed along our rolling dirt 

route. Close proximity to wildlife was 

why we were all there, and I hoped the 

men and their machines hadn’t scared 

everything out of visible range.

When the starting gun fired, 1,300 

of us took off. About 20 percent of 

the field were foreigners like me (I’m 

from London), while the remainder 

comprised a few superfast locals and 

city folks from the capital, Nairobi, a 

four-hour drive southwest. The race is a 

brilliant tool for conservation—our entry 

fees funded the Tusk Trust, which helps 

empower local communities to protect, 

rather than hunt, the region’s wildlife. 

As the miles ticked by, the field 

spread out and the temperature 

climbed. Cheering spectators at the 

water stops—located every 1.5 miles—

punctuated the savanna stillness. They 

plied us with chilled fluids, sponges 

soaked in cold water, and occasionally, 

delightfully, portable shower units. 

After loop one, the half-marathoners 

finished, leaving only 100 or so of us to 

battle through a second lap. By then, 

it was 85 degrees, and I was wrecked. 

We were running at 5,500 feet above 

sea level, so between the altitude, the 

relentless sun, and the rolling hills, 

each step felt harder than the last. The 

horizon, and its promised finish line, 

shimmered in the heat. 

But I wasn’t seeing any animals, and 

by mile 16 I began to wonder whether 

I’d even spot a mosquito. Then, out of 

the haze, I saw an ostrich about 150 feet 

SAGUARO NATIONAL PARK LABOR DAY 
EIGHT-MILER AND 5K
Above the hilly route’s giant 

saguaro cacti—the park’s name-

sake—observant runners will be 

able to spot several varieties of 

the region’s native birds, includ-

ing the greater roadrunner and 

cactus wren.

September 5, Saguaro National Park, 

Arizona, azroadrunners.org

Mind the Animals Watch out for wildlife as you cover these courses.

BAY OF FUNDY INTERNATIONAL 
MARATHON
While crossing the bridge be-

tween Lubec, Maine, and Cam-

pobello Island, Canada, expect 

to see seals below in the Lubec 

Narrows. Runners may also spot 

a bald eagle overhead or whales 

just offshore.

June 26, Lubec, Maine, bayof fundy 
marathon.com

Jenny Hadfield is a running coach in Chicago. Visit 
her blog at runnersworld.com/coachjenny.

MOOSE’S TOOTH MARATHON
As you travel along Cook Inlet 

and Chester Creek on a series of 

out-and-backs through Anchor-

age, you may encounter moose 

and bears. Don’t worry—the 

skittish animals are much more 

likely to keep their distance than 

to cross your path.

August 21, Anchorage, Alaska, 

anchoragerunfest.org

S A F A R I C O M  M A R A T H O N

RUN IT June 25, Lewa Wildlife Conservancy, Kenya,

lewa.org/support-lewa/safaricom-marathon

Ask Coach Jenny
Sunshine is nice, but it 
can affect your race. 
Here’s what to know.

How much slower will I run in a 
sunny race?

You’ll slow down only if it’s also warm, 

more than 60 degrees, give or take. 

A new study found that you’ll slow 

more on a warm sunny day than on an 

equally warm cloudy day, likely due to 

the sun’s effect on skin temperature. 

Your pace will vary by seconds to 

minutes per mile, depending on condi-

tions, your body’s cooling system, and 

whether you’re acclimated. 

So what should my strategy be?

Your primary goal is to keep your body 

from overheating. Run in shade when 

it’s available, and dump cool water 

over your head and body to reduce 

your skin temperature. Run by effort 

instead of pace—start conservatively, 

then see how your body responds to 

the conditions. Distance matters, too. 

If you’ll be out in the sun for hours, be 

more cautious than if you’re speeding 

through a 5K.

What should I wear?

Try light-colored, loose-fitting cloth-

ing, which can help deflect the sun’s 

rays. Sunglasses and/or a hat or visor 

will keep the sun out of your eyes and 

prevent the energy-sapping tension 

that squinting can cause. Sunscreen 

also can keep skin cool and protected; 

use what you train in. (And if you don’t 

train in it, start!)

RACES + PLACES
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FOUR-TIME ADWEEK HOT LIST WINNER

14 BEST AMERICAN SPORTS WRITING SELECTIONS

PEOPLE’S CHOICE WEBBY WINNER

AD AGE MEDIA VANGUARD WINNER 2014 ASME NOMINATION FOR GENERAL EXCELLENCE
for more events + promotions

runnersworld.com/insidetrack

1) Say wine and cheese! A group shot of the first Runner's World Getaway ladies.  2) RUNNER'S 

WORLD Executive Editor Tish Hamilton (left)  interviews Deena Kastor at one of the weekend's 

seminars.  3) The participant goody bags included great gear and snacks from our sponsors. 

4) Posing with Deena Kastor (second from right) after a group run. 5) The beautiful pool at the 

Westin Hilton Head Island Resort & Spa. 6) Lululemon Athletica yoga in session.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY SAMANTHA KAUFMAN

GOTTA GETAWAY!
RUNNER’S WORLD welcomed guests for a women's running and 

rejuvenation weekend at the first RUNNER’S WORLD Getaway 

at the Westin Hilton Head Island Resort & Spa. Several 

RUNNER’S WORLD editors were joined by special guests 

Olympian Deena Kastor, nutritionist Pam Nisevich Bede, and 

coach Jenny Hadfield. While the event was focused on helping 

women reconnect with their running selves, the weekend quickly 

took on a vibe of camaraderie, highlighting the transformative 

nature of running and the ways in which it enriches our lives.

  Designed for female runners of all ages, this weekend of  

inspiration gave our readers the chance to laugh and play with 

old friends while connecting with new ones. Nutrition,  

motivation, and training sessions allowed all guests to take 

some time to reflect on the power of running to reinvigorate  

our lives and center us as employees, wives, mothers,  

daughters, friends, and/or caretakers.

 “The word 'amazing' only begins to describe this weekend,"  

said guest Karen Dorsey. "Thank you so much for this 

unbelievable opportunity! The RUNNER'S WORLD team went 

above and beyond to make sure we were all happy. I am so 

thankful to have been a part of this."

  In addition to seminars, there were daily runs and workouts. 

From a two-mile beach run/boot-camp workout and a three-, 

five-, or eight-mile run through the Port Royal Plantation, to 

Lululemon Athletica afternoon yoga sessions, and morning runs 

through the scenic national wildlife refuge at Pinckney Island, 

there was truly something for everyone to enjoy.

  Westin outdid itself with the event weekend meals. Many 

guests will best remember the intimate wine and cheese  

gathering with the editors in the Westin Port Royal Suite.  

  A special thanks to all of our sponsors who helped make this 

weekend possible. From Jaybird X-2 headphones and cushiony 

Swiftwick socks, to Ultima Replenisher and SunMaid raisins 

and delicious new salad toppers, these additions kept everyone 

looking cool and fueled up for the weekend festivities.

 “Thank you so much for organizing such an amazing weekend 

of empowerment, happiness, gratitude, and refinement. I had 

a spectacular time with the gals and many laughs. This truly 

was an experience to remember! Can we do this again next 

weekend?!” asked Cecilia Arango.

  To be part of our next Getaway, check out runnersworld

.com/getaway for more details on future locations and dates.
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NORTH ATLANTIC

JUN 11 - The Valerie Fund Walk  
& JAG Physical Therapy 5K Run
Essex County’s Verona Park - Verona, NJ
Contact: Tina Kaplan at The Valerie Fund,  
2101 Millburn Avenue, Maplewood, NJ  07040. 
(973) 761-0422 
tkaplan@thevaleriefund.org
www.thevaleriefund.org/walk
Supporting children with cancer and blood 
disorders since 1976.

SEP 18 - Caribou Marathon,  
Half Marathon, Full Relay & Half Relay
Caribou, ME
Contact: Lydia Kieffer,  
55 Bennett Dr., Caribou, ME  04736. 
(207) 551-9358 
lkieffer@cariboumaine.org
www.caribouraces.com
Boston Qualifier

SEP 18 - Navy Air Force Half Marathon  
& Navy 5 Miler
Washington, DC
Contact: Joint Base Anacostia Bolling MWR,  
12 Brookley Avenue, Washington, DC  20032. 
navyairforcehalfmarathon@gmail.com
www.navyhalf.com

OCT 2 - Divas® Half Marathon & 5K in 
Long Island
East Meadow, NY
Contact: Continental Event & Sports 
Management,  
P.O. Box 56-1154, Miami, FL  33256-1154. 
info@runlikeadiva.com
www.runlikeadiva.com
Save 10% - Use RWLIJUN16 (Exp. 6/30/16)

OCT 2 - OctoHalf Half Marathon
Hatfield, PA
Contact: ACT Sports Management,  
P.O. Box 488, Lionville, PA  19353. 
(610) 308-3993 
info@octohalf.com
www.octohalf.com

SOUTH ATLANTIC

SEP 10 - Divas® Half Marathon & 5K in 
Peachtree City
Peachtree City, GA
Contact: Continental Event & Sports 
Management,  
P.O. Box 56-1154, Miami, FL  33256-1154. 
info@runlikeadiva.com
www.runlikeadiva.com
Save 10% - Use RWPTCJUN16 (Exp. 6/30/16)

SEP 23-24 - Divas® Half Marathon & 5K 
in DC’s Wine Country
Leesburg, VA
Contact: Continental Event & Sports 
Management,  
P.O. Box 561154, Miami, FL  33256-1154. 
info@runlikeadiva.com
www.runlikeadiva.com
Save 10% - Use RWDCJUN16 (Exp. 6/30/16)

OCT 16 - 7 Bridges Marathon,  
Half Marathon, 5K & 1K
Chattanooga, TN
Contact: Ken Radley,  
7403 Hydrus Dr., Harrison, TN  37341. 
(423) 400-6897 
director@sceniccitymultisport.com
www.sevenbridgesmarathon.com

OCT 22-23 - Myrtle Beach  
Mini Marathon - Half Marathon,  
Coastal 5K & Doggie Dash
Myrtle Beach, SC
Contact: Continental Event & Sports 
Management,  
P.O. Box 56-1154, Miami, FL  33256-1154. 
info@runmyrtlebeach.com
www.runmyrtlebeach.com

Save 10% - Use RWMINIJUN16 (Exp. 6/30/16)

OCT 23 - Ron Jon Cocoa Beach  
Half Marathon & Half Relay
Cocoa Beach, FL
Contact: Mitch Varnes,  
P.O. Box 33100, Indialantic, FL  32903. 
(321) 759-7200
www.cocoabeachhalfmarathon.com

Awesome Coastal Run, Party & Jeannie Bottle 
Medals!

NOV 11-13 - TowneBank Outer Banks 
Marathon & Southern Fried Half 
Marathon, 8K, 5K, Fun Run & Southern 6
Kitty Hawk, NC
Contact: Race Director,  
P.O. Box  265, Kill Devil Hills, NC  27948. 
(252) 255-6273 
info@obxse.org
www.obxmarathon.org

NOV 12 - Anthem Richmond Marathon, 
Half Marathon & 8K
Richmond, VA
Contact: Race Director,  
100 Avenue of Champions,  
Richmond, VA  23230. 
(804) 285-9495 
marathon@sportsbackers.org
www.richmondmarathon.org

DEC 4 - Divas® Half Marathon & 5K in  
St. Augustine Beach
St. Augustine Beach, FL
Contact: Continental Event & Sports 
Management,  
P.O. Box 561154, Miami, FL  33256-1154. 
info@runlikeadiva.com
www.runlikeadiva.com

Save 10% - Use RWFLJUN16 (Exp. 6/30/16)

DEC 10 - Rocket City Marathon
Huntsville, AL
Contact: Suzanne Taylor,  
2722 Carl T Jones, Suite 2B,  
Huntsville, AL 35802. 
(256) 650-7063 
suzanne@fleetfeethuntsville.com
www.runrocketcity.com

LAGNIAPPE - IT'S OUR GIMMICK

Louisiana Marathon Running 
Festival Marathon, Half,  
Quarter, 5K & Kids Races

JANUARY 15, 2017 
BATON ROUGE, LA

Contact: Danny Bourgeois 
721 Government Street, Baton Rouge, LA  70802 

(888) 786-2001 danny@thelouisianamarathon.com
www.thelouisianamarathon.com

NEBRASKA LIKE YOU'VE  
NEVER SEEN IT.

Monument Marathon  
& Half Marathon
SEPTEMBER 24, 2016 

GERING, NE
Contact: Jennifer Rogers 

1601 E. 27th Street, Scottsbluff, NE  69361 
(308) 630 6551 racedirector@wncc.edu

www.monumentmarathon.com

Supported by

NO FRILLS  
IN THE NORTHWOODS

Minocqua No Frills 
Marathon™ & Half Marathon

SEPTEMBER 10, 2016 
MINOCQUA, WI

Contact: Krystal Westfahl 
8216 Hwy. 51, PO Box 1006, Minocqua, WI  54548 

(715) 356-5266 macc@minocqua.org
www.minocquanofrillsmarathon.com
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FEB 5, 2017 - Publix Florida Marathon, 
Half Marathon & Half Relay
Melbourne, FL
Contact: Mitch Varnes,  
P.O. Box 33100, Indialantic, FL  32903. 
(321) 759-7200 
info@thefloridamarathon.com
www.thefloridamarathon.com

Runner’s World: “Bucket List Waterfront Race!”

NORTH CENTRAL

AUG 20 - Go Far Woman Half Marathon, 
10K, 5K & Girls One Mile
Fargo, ND
Contact: Sue Knutson,  
405 W Main Ave., #1-D,  
West Fargo, ND  58078. 
701-371-5158 
sue@gofarevents.com
www.gofarwoman.com

4th Annual All Women Race - Awesome Swag 
& Fun!

AUG 20 - Madison Mini-Marathon,  
Half Marathon, 5K & Kids Run
Madison, WI
Contact: Joe Trinosky,  
16851 Southpark Dr., Suite 100,  
Westfield, IN  46074. 
(317) 801-0688 
joe@visioneventmanagement.com
www.madisonminimarathon.com

SEP 10 - Dick Beardsley Marathon,  
Half Marathon, 10K, 5K & Kids Run
Detroit Lakes, MN
Contact: Mark Knutson,  
405 W Main Ave., #1-D,  
West Fargo, ND  58078. 
(701) 238-1900 
mark@gofarevents.com
www.dbmarathon.com

Join Marathon Legend Dick Beardsley for this 
beautiful Fall classic!

SEP 10 - Minocqua No Frills Marathon™ 
& Half Marathon
Minocqua, WI
Contact: Krystal Westfahl,  
8216 Hwy. 51, PO Box 1006,  
Minocqua, WI  54548. 
(715) 356-5266 
macc@minocqua.org
www.minocquanofrillsmarathon.com

SEP 16-18 - Community First Fox Cities 
Marathon, Half Marathon, Relay, 5K  
& Kids Run
Appleton, WI
Contact: Debbie Jansen,  
P.O. Box 1315, Appleton, WI  54912-1315. 
(877) 230-7223
www.foxcitiesmarathon.org

SEP 17 - Air Force Marathon,  
Half Marathon, 10K & 5K
Dayton, OH
Contact: Race Director,  
5030 Pearson Rd., Bldg  219, Rm 106,  
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH  45433. 
(937) 257-4350 
usaf.marathon@us.af.mil
www.usafmarathon.com

SEP 17 - 6th Annual Indy Women’s  
Half Marathon & 5K
Indianapolis, IN
Contact: Todd Oliver,  
3575 Inverness Blvd., Carmel, IN  46032. 
(317) 407-8489 
todd@carmelmarathon.com
www.indywomenshalfmarathon.com

SEP 24 - FirstEnergy Akron Marathon, 
Half Marathon & Team Relay
Akron, OH
Contact: Brian Polen, Race Director,  
453 S. High Street, Suite 301,  
Akron, OH  44311. 
(877) 375-2786 
info@akronmarathon.org
www.akronmarathon.org

OCT 15 - Waddell & Reed Kansas City 
Marathon with Ivy Funds, Marathon,  
Half Marathon, 5K & Team Relay
Kansas City, MO
Contact: Kansas City Sports Commission,  
114 W. 11th Street, Suite 300,  
Kansas City, MO  64105. 
(816) 474-4652 
register@kcmarathon.org
www.kcmarathon.org

OCT 22 - Fargo Mini Marathon,  
Half Marathon, 10K & 5K
Fargo, ND
Contact: Mark Knutson,  
405 W Main Ave., #1-D,  
West Fargo, ND  58078. 
(701) 238-1900 
mark@gofarevents.com
www.fargominimarathon.com

Beautiful Fall colors await you as you run along 
the mighty Red River!

OCT 15-16 - IMT Des Moines Marathon, 
Half Marathon, Relay, 5K & Kids Run
Des Moines, IA
Contact: Chris Burch,  
1001 Grand Avenue,  
West Des Moines, IA  50265. 
(515) 288-2692 
info@desmoinesmarathon.com
www.desmoinesmarathon.com

Take the I-35 Challenge and run KC the same 
weekend.

SOUTH CENTRAL

MAY 29 - American Hero 25K Relay, 25K, 
5 Person 25K Relay, 5K & Kids 400m
Texas A&M University-San Antonio
Contact: Jesse Martinez,  
9415 Wahada, San Antonio, TX  78217. 
(210) 822-6634 
homepainters@earthlink.net
www.americanhero25krelay.org

JAN 15, 2017 - Louisiana Marathon 
Running Festival, Marathon, Half Marathon, 
Quarter Marathon, 5K & Kids Races
Baton Rouge, LA
Contact: Danny Bourgeois,  
721 Government Street,  
Baton Rouge, LA  70802. 
(888) 786-2001 
danny@thelouisianamarathon.com
www.thelouisianamarathon.com

MOUNTAIN PACIFIC

AUG 21 - 39th Annual America’s Finest 
City Half Marathon & 5K Run/Walk
San Diego, CA
Contact: In Motion Inc.,  
6116 Innovation Way, Carlsbad, CA  92009. 
(760) 692-2900 
info@afchalf.com
www.afchalf.com
Beautiful San Diego Point to Point Course!

OCT 7-9 - Lake Tahoe, Lakeside, & Cal 
Neva Marathons; Emerald Bay, Carnelian 
Bay, & Nevada Half Marathons; 4-Person 
Marathon Relay; 72 Mile Midnight Express, 
Tahoe Double Dare 2 x 72 miles, Tahoe 
Triple Dare 3 x 72, 16.6 Miler, Edgewood 
10K, Super Hero 5K, Optimist Free Kids 
Pumpkin Runs; Kayak, SUP, and Swims
South Lake Tahoe, CA
Contact: Les Wright,  
P.O. Box 20000, South Lake Tahoe, CA  96151. 
(530) 559-2261 
leswright@sbcglobal.net
www.runtahoe.com

INTERNATIONAL

NOV 13 - Athens Marathon, 10K & 5K, 
Original Historical Course
Athens, Greece
Contact: Apostolos Greek Tours Inc.,  
2685 S. Dayton Way #14, Denver, CO  80231. 
(303) 755-2888
www.athensmarathon.com
Various Support Packages.

NOV 13 - Divas® Half Marathon & 5K in 
Puerto Rico
San Juan, Puerto Rico
Contact: Continental Event & Sports 
Management,  
P.O. Box 561154, Miami, FL  33256-1154. 
info@runlikeadiva.com
www.runlikeadiva.com
Save 10% - Use RWPRJUN16 (Exp. 6/30/16)
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Learn more at 
elliptigo.com

Take your cross-training 
to the next level

The ElliptiGO Arc

*$29 per month for 60 months at 12.99% APR after $25 down payment plus tax & shipping

Available for just 

$29/m
onth*

Created by Dr. Winnifred Cutler
• Ph.D., U. Penn in biology
postdoc, Stanford, behavioral
endocrinology

• Co-discovered human
pheromones in 1986

UNSCENTED
INCREASES YOUR ATTRACTIVENESS
Vial of 1/6 oz. added to 2-4 oz. of
fragrance, worn daily lasts 4 -6 mos.
Effective in published studies. Cosmetic.
Will work for most,butnotall.10:13 for women
$98.50, 10X for men $99.50.

Not in Stores. Order Online.
Athenainstitute.com
or Call 610-827-2200 Free US Shipping

Athena Institute, 1211 Braefield Rd, Chester Spgs, PA 19425
tm

♥ Shelly (PA) “I am 28 and am, well, considered
good-looking; I used to model. When I add the
10:13 to my fragrance, the men I am dating
get so excited. It's so amazing!”
♥ Jerry (ND) “I was like a magnet. Women kept
coming up to me. This one blonde came from
across the room and said ‘Hi! I
just wanted to meet you and
introduce myself!’”

T-shirt Quilts

800-880-8534
www.CampusQuilt.com

Call today for $10 off.

100% Quilted
Outstanding Quality
Made from your T-shirts
Great Prices!

We make your T-shirts into a quilt.

As Seen On:
Today Show
Real Simple
Rachael Ray

ESPN
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bleed to do it.” Watching him run that 
final weekend of May 1975, I’d never felt 
more admiration for him, or identified 
with him more closely. Somebody may 
beat me, I told myself, some banker or 
creditor or competitor may stop me, but by 
God they’re going to have to bleed to do it.

There was a postrace party at Hollis-
ter’s house. Penny and I wanted to go, but 
we had a two-hour drive back to Portland. 
The kids, the kids, we said as we waved 
goodbye to Pre and Shorter and Hollister. 

The next morning, just before dawn, 
the phone rang. In the dark I groped 
for it. Hello?

“Buck?”
“Who’s this?”
“Buck, it’s Ed Campbell…down at 

Bank of California.” 
“Bank of Cal—?” Calling in the middle 

of the night? Surely I was having a bad 
dream. “Damn it, we don’t bank with 
you anymore—you threw us out.” 

He wasn’t calling about money. He 
was calling, he said, because he’d heard 
Pre was dead. 

“Dead? That’s impossible. We just saw 
him race. Last night.” 

Dead. Campbell kept repeating this 
word, bludgeoning me with it. Dead 
dead—dead. Some kind of accident, he 
murmured. “Buck, are you there? Buck?” 

I fumbled for the light. I dialed Hollis-
ter. He reacted just as I had. No, it can’t 
be. “Pre was just here,” he said. “He left 
in fine spirits. I’ll call you back.” 

When he did, minutes later, he was 
sobbing. 

As best anyone could tell, Pre drove 
Shorter home from the party, and min-
utes after dropping Shorter off he’d 
lost control of his car. That beautiful 
butterscotch MG, bought with his first 
Blue Ribbon paycheck, hit some kind of 
boulder along the road. The car spun high 
into the air, and Pre flew out. He landed 
on his back and the MG came crashing 
down onto his chest. 

He’d had a beer or two at the party, 
but everyone who saw him leave swore 
that he’d been sober. 

He was 24 years old. He was the exact 

age I’d been when I’d left on my postcol-
legiate trip around the world. In other 
words, when my life began. At 24 I didn’t 
yet know who I was, and Pre not only 
knew who he was, the world knew. He 
died holding every American distance 
record from 2,000 meters to 10,000 
meters, from two miles to six miles. Of 
course, what he really held, what he’d 
captured and kept and now would never 
let go of, was our imaginations. 

In his eulogy Bowerman talked about 
Pre’s athletic feats, of course, but insisted 
that Pre’s life and his legend were about 
larger, loftier things. Yes, Bowerman 
said, Pre was determined to become the 
best runner in the world, but he wanted 
to be so much more. He wanted to break 
the chains placed on all runners by pet-
ty bureaucrats and bean counters. He 
wanted to smash the silly rules holding 
back amateur athletes and keeping them 
poor, preventing them from realiz-
ing their potential. As Bowerman fin-
ished, as he stepped from the podium, 
I thought he looked much older, almost 
feeble. Watching him walk unsteadily 
back to his chair, I couldn’t conceive how 
he’d ever found the strength to deliver 
those words. 

Penny and I didn’t follow the cortege 
to the cemetery. We couldn’t. We were 
too overwrought. We didn’t talk to Bow-
erman, either, and I don’t know that I 
ever talked to him thereafter about Pre’s 
death. Neither of us could bear it. 

Later I heard that something was hap-
pening at the spot where Pre died. It was 
becoming a shrine. People were visiting it 
every day, leaving flowers, letters, notes, 
gifts—Nikes. Someone should collect it 
all, I thought, keep it in a safe place. I 
recalled the many holy sites I’d visited 
in 1962. Someone needed to curate Pre’s 
rock, and I decided that that someone 
needed to be us. We didn’t have money 
for anything like that. But I talked it over 
with Johnson and Woodell and we agreed 
that, as long as we were in business, we’d 
find money for things like that. 
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 During the 
regular NBA 
season, Reggie 
Miller is an analyst 
for Thursday night 
doubleheaders on 
TNT.  He doesn’t 
have any races 
planned, but he 
still logs 15 to 20 
miles per week.  

WHEN PEOPLE THINK of basketball 
players, they think of sprinting: 
quick bursts from end to end. But 
I always approached basketball 
in marathon terms. I’d wear out 
my opponent mentally and phys-
ically over the course of a game. 

THE GOOD THING about Riverside, 
California, where I grew up, is 
that there were so many hills we 

could run, training for basketball. 
Maybe that’s where I fell in love 
with running, when I was 11 or 
12 years old. 

NOW I LOVE TO RUN to prep for my 
TNT broadcast. If it’s Lakers ver-
sus Clippers, I’m thinking, “Okay, 
I know what Doc Rivers wants 
to do, but how are Kobe Bryant, 
Byron Scott, and this new-look 

team going to react?” I like to 
formulate what I’m going to talk 
about on air.  

OUR BROADCAST GAMES are every 
Thursday. In the morning, we 
have a production meeting until 
11 a.m. By 11:30 I’m either on the 
treadmill going for six or seven 
miles, or if I’m in a warm city, 
I’ll find a running route outside. 

I’M HUGE on the XTERRA Trail 
Run Series. I love the Bulldog 25K 
at Malibu Creek State Park and 
the 18K Point Mugu Trail Run. 

I LIKE TRAILS more than roads. I’ve 
jumped over my share of rattle-
snakes. I’ve seen mountain lions, 
coyotes, bobcats, skunks, hawks. 

OBVIOUSLY, seeing a mountain 
lion is rare. I’ve only seen one 
in 15 years. You just try to make 
yourself big! I’m 6-foot-7, but I’m 
not as big and scary as Shaq or 
Charles [Barkley]. Not enough 
meat on these bones.

THOSE GUYS can’t run, though.

I’M MORE OF AN alone kind of run-
ner. When you’re by yourself, it’s 
you, the trail, and your thoughts. 
If I go with someone else, I prefer 
someone faster, because I’ll get a 
hell of a workout.

MY SISTER Cheryl doesn’t run any-
more because she has bad knees. 
She’s had a few ACL surgeries 
and MCLs. When she played, she 
could run pretty well. But I can 
beat her now, and I could beat her 
when we were kids.

I’VE ALWAYS prided myself on 
being about the same weight as 
when I played—between 195 and 
200 pounds. And that’s another 
reason I run: I want to look good 
in my suits, my friend!  

I’M A RUNNER

GO TO RUNNERSWORLD.COM/IMARUNNER  

FOR A VIDEO INTERVIEW.
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REGGIE MILLER
NBA HALL OF FAMER & TNT SPORTS ANALYST, 50, MALIBU

Interview by 
Charles Bethea 

“I love being in 
the middle of the 

Santa Monica 
Mountains, in 
the middle of 

nature.” 





A RUNNING BOOK THAT IS THE

Run stronger and faster and stay 
injury-free forever with a book that 
fuses 21st-century technology with over 
a decade of sports medicine experience.

HIGH-TECH HEALING

Using blippAR technology, Running Strong shows
you how to treat and prevent aches and pains from 
running. It’s like being transported directly into 
Dr. Jordan Metzl’s offi ce 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

TOOLS OF THE TRADE

Choose the right fuel and equipment to 
have the best impact on your training. 
Running Strong shows you the best options 
to help you reach peak performance.

IRON-FORTIFY YOUR BODY

Through revolutionary strength and nutrition 
training, Dr. Metzl will transform your body, 
increase your running power, and improve your 
form to keep you on the road.

On sale now 
wherever books 
and e-books 
are sold

Follow us @RodaleBooks on:

FIRST OF ITS KIND

202816301PROMOTION


